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Tanzania National Anthem / Wimbo wa Taifa 
 

KISWAHILI 
Mungu Ibariki Afrika,  
Wabariki Viongozi Wake,  
Hekima, Umoja na Amani,  
Hizi ni Ngao Zetu, 
Afrika na Watu Wake,  
Ibariki, Afrika,  
Ibariki, Afrika,  
Tubariki, Watoto wa Afrika. 
 
Mungu Ibariki Tanzania,  
Dumisha Uhuru na Umoja, 
Wake kwa Waume na Watoto, 
Mungu, Ibariki,  
Tanzania na Watu Wake  
Ibariki, Tanzania,  
Ibariki, Tanzania,  
Tubariki, Watoto wa Tanzania.  

 
 

ENGLISH 
God Bless Africa,  
bless her leaders,  
wisdom, unity and peace,  
these are our shields,  
Africa and her people, 
Bless, Africa,  
Bless, Africa, 
Bless, Children of Africa.  

 

God bless Tanzania, 
sustain independence and unity,  
Women, Men and Children,  
God, Bless, 
Tanzania and her people,  
Bless, Tanzania,  
Bless, Tanzania,  
Bless, Children of Tanzania. 

 
East Africa Community Anthem/ Wimbo wa Afrika Mashariki 

 
KISWAHILI  

 
Ee Mungu twaomba uilinde 
Jumuiya Afrika Mashariki 
Tuwezeshe kuishi kwa amani 
Tutimize na malengo yetu  
 
Kiitikio: 
Jumuiya Yetu sote tuilinde 
Tuwajibike tuimarike 
Umoja wetu ni nguzo yetu 
Idumu Jumuiya yetu. 
 
Uzalendo pia mshikamano 
Viwe msingi wa Umoja wetu 
Na tulinde Uhuru na Amani 
Mila zetu na desturi zetu  
 
Kiitikio: 
Jumuiya Yetu sote tuilinde 
Tuwajibike tuimarike 
Umoja wetu ni nguzo yetu 
Idumu Jumuiya yetu 
 
Viwandani na hata mashambani 
Tufanye kazi sote kwa makini 
Tujitoe kwa hali na mali 
Tuijenge Jumuiya bora  
 
Kiitikio: 
Jumuiya Yetu sote tuilinde 
Tuwajibike tuimarike 
Umoja wetu ni nguzo yetu 
Idumu Jumuiya yetu 
 

ENGLISH 
 
Oh God we pray 
For preservation of the East African Community 
Enable us to live in peace 
May we fulfill our objectives  
 
Chorus: 
We should protect our community 
We should be committed and stand strong 
Our unity is our anchor 
Long live our community 
 
Patriotism and togetherness 
Be the pillars of our unity 
May we guard our independence and peace 
Our culture and traditions  
 
Chorus: 
We should protect our community 
We should be committed and stand strong 
Our unity is our anchor 
Long live our community 
 
In industries and in farms 
We should work together 
We should work hard 
We should build a better community  
 
Chorus: 
We should protect our community 
We should be committed and stand strong 
Our unity is our anchor 
Long live our community 
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Foreword:  
by President of the Institution of 
Engineers Tanzania  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dignitaries, foreign delegates, conference 
participants and engineers, on behalf of the Council, 
I wholeheartedly welcome you all to this 13th 
International Conference and 46th Annual General 
Meeting at the very attractive Arusha International 
Conference Centre, Arusha, Tanzania. 

 
We are extremely grateful to His Excellency 
Ambassador Manfredo Fati, European Union Head of 
Delegation for having accepted our invitation to 
grace this International Conference. I take this 
opportunity on behalf of IET and myself to warmly 
welcome him. 

 
The theme of this year’s International Conference is 
“Advancing UN-SDGs Through Engineering and 
Technology in the Framework of Climate Change 
Adaptation Approaches”.  

 
The discussions at the Conference are intended to 
advance synergies in implementation towards the 
SDGs and climate action. In addition, the conference 
expects to help raise determination towards a 
sustained and an exclusive opportunity for peer-to-
peer exchange of information and experiences. It is 
anticipated that engineers and alike will be 
motivated to translate these into concrete and 
sustainable results on the ground, and follow-up 
events would also be held to continue exchanges. 

 
Institution of Engineers has continued to closely 
collaborate with the Engineers Registration Board 
(ERB), Association of Consulting Engineers Tanzania 
(ACET) and other regional and continental bodies.  
 
I should say that organisations having particular 
interest in engineering, science and technology are of 
interest to the Institution in order to pave a way for 

strategic growth of engineering in the country as 
well as to inspire all engineers and technicians.  

 
Sharing knowledge and experiences have unique 
advantage. The determination by providing papers 
in this proceeding will remain an utmost benefit to 
all of us.  

 
During this fourth industrial revolution, we face a 
range of new technologies that will impact all 
disciplines, economies and industries, and even 
challenge our ideas about what it means to be 
human. Engineers should develop and implement a 
digital transformation strategy. We should not fail to 
plan otherwise we shall plan to fail. Let us lay 
emphasis to invest in education and training. 

 
We at IET will keenly pursue and maintain our 
agenda to ensure an all-inclusive support to gender 
balance in our profession. At the same time, we will 
remain committed to support the profession so that 
studious and ethical obligations are in place. 

 
I wholeheartedly congratulate the 6th Phase 
Government of the United Republic of Tanzania 
under President Samia Suluhu Hassan. Her far 
reaching vision and support in the infrastructural 
development is absolutely motivating.  

 
I will, therefore, urge engineers and technicians to be 
the catalysts for bringing about the change Tanzania 
is advancing towards. 

 
To conclude, I wish to all a very pleasant stay in 
Arusha and journey mercies on return to your 
homes. 

 

Eng. Sayed Rizwan Qadri 
PRESIDENT 
THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS TANZANIA 
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Foreword: 
Statement of 
the Chairman 
of Engineers 
Registration Board  
 
 
 

The theme of this year’s 13th International 
Conference of the Institution of Engineer Tanzania 
“Advancing UN-SDG’S through Engineering and 
Technology in the Framework of Climate Change 
adaption approaches” could not have come at a 
better time for all engineers to appreciate its 
importance since the effect of Climate Change is very 
apparent now affecting water supply, electricity 
supply and may affect food supply in some parts of 
the Country if rains delay further. 
 
The irony is that Tanzania and other African 
countries are highly impacted by climate change, 
though our contribution of emission of greenhouse 
gases and other agents to the atmosphere is 
relatively insignificant. 

The efforts to minimize gaseous emission and impact 
of climate change now involves all nations of the 
world and in all fronts, it is either we collectively win 
or perish together. UN scientific data indicate that 
the world is not doing enough to tackle carbon 
emissions and protect the future of our planet. 

The choice of this year’s theme is therefore very 
relevant considering that the world has just finished 
the Conference of the Parties (COP 27) meeting in 
Sharm el-Sheikh in Egypt under the United Nations 
Framework Convention for Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) that pursued renewed solidarity between 
countries, to deliver on the landmark Paris 
Agreement, for people and the planet and pondering 
on how the loss and damage caused by climate 
change could be mitigated. 

Despite the World entering the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (4IR) with increased use of the new 
technologies their impact in improving the 
livelihood of the World population and particular the 
African population is being minimized due the 
impact of climate change. 

The Engineering Registration Board (ERB) will 
continue to work and support Engineering 
professional associations in the country in working 
towards mitigating the effect of Climate change by 
way of encouraging adaption of greener technologies 
and awareness. The memorandum of understanding 
will be revisited with the aim of enhancing 
knowledge and participation of Engineers in greener 
technologies. 

I wish all participants a very fruitful engagement in 
these two days of meeting. 

 
Eng. Adv.  Menye David Manga 
CHAIRMAN 
ENGINEERS REGISTRATION BOARD 
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Message from 
Registrar of 
Engineers 
Registration Board  

 
On behalf of the Board of Directors, Management and 
Staff of the Engineers Registration Board (ERB) of 
Tanzania, I wish to congratulate the Institution of 
Engineers of Tanzania (IET) on this occasion of the IET 
13th International Conference. The ERB has the honour to 
support the Institution towards making this conference a 
success. 
 
The Theme of this year’s Conference “Advancing UN – 
SDGs through Engineering and Technology in the 
Framework of Climate Change Adaptation 
Approaches” reflects quite well the IET’s and the 
Engineering community’s commitment to serve 
Tanzanians in line with Tanzania Development Vision 
2025 & SDGs and indeed, the contribution of the 
engineering practice in the achievement of the National 
Development Agenda of Industrialization.  
 

The Board, on its part, continues to carry out its mandate 
as provided for in the Engineers Registration Act, No. 15 
of 1997 and Amendment of 2007 including, among 
others, registration of Engineers, professional 
development of Engineers, promotion and maintenance 
of professional conduct and integrity of the engineering 
profession and monitoring the conduct of Engineers and 
Engineering Consulting Firms. ERB has laid the 
foundation for a robust engineering practice in Tanzania 
through the implementation of the Act. The Board has 
identified necessary interventions for all phases of 
engineering practice, Structured Engineering 
Apprentiship Programme (SEAP) for graduate engineers 
and CPD and Regulation for registered engineers and 
technicians. Currently the total number of registered 
Engineers is 33,803, 1,979 Engineering Technicians 
while the Engineering Consulting Firms are 398 and 40 
Engineering Materials Testing Laboratories. 
 
In order to ensure effective and smooth implementation 
of the ERB Mandates the Board has in place the 
Management Information Systems (MIS) and 
Engineering Development Facility (EDF). MIS is meant to 
manage the Board records; provide easy management of 
application for registration. 
 

The Engineering Development Facility (EDF) is 
conceived by ERB to contribute in the realization of the 
Vision and Mission of the Board in alignment with the 
National and Global agendas. The Engineering 

Development Facility is intended to allow the Board 
mobilize, raise and manage funds for the purpose of 
financing its various professional undertakings and 
ensure that the funds granted by the stakeholders are 
utilized for the intended outcomes. Specifically; EDF will 
support among others the following; Construction of the 
Industrial Development Centre (Mhandisi House) for 
focusing delivering EDF objectives while also responding 
to the challenges of inadequate of offices to 
accommodation, Government institutions, and other ERB 
stakeholders and partners; Capacity building of engineers 
and engineering consulting firms, and Construction, 
equipping and operationalization of the Engineering 
Innovation Centre. I therefore request engineers, 
stakeholders and development partners to support us 
towards the implementation of this income project 
which will highly promote industrial development in the 
country. 
 

Finally, pursuant to Section 12A of the Engineers 
Registration Act No. 15 of 1997 and its amendments, 
the Board would like to inform all Professional and 
Consulting Engineers that, are required to possess 
valid Practising License. The current Licenses are due 
to expire on December 31, 2022. Renewal of the 
Licenses is subject to filling of CPD Activities through 
ERB MIS on individual account of an engineer and 
attaining a minimum of 90 PDU’s for the past 3 years 
(2020 - 2022), with evidence of taking Engineers’ 
Professional Oath and payment of relevant fees 
through ERB – MIS. In order to facilitate renewal for 
engineers in the regions, the Board is planning to 
conduct zonal visits from November, 2022 to March, 
2022 for the renewal exercise all over the country. 
In conclusion, I wish to assure all our stakeholders that 
the Board will continue supporting sustainability, 
growth, and competitiveness of Engineers, Engineering 
Technicians, Engineering Consulting Firms and 
Engineering Materials Testing Laboratories for 
betterment of our nation.  
 
I applaud the IET and delegates and look forward to a 
fruitful conference. 
 

Eng. Bernard B. Kavishe 
REGISTRAR 
ENGINEERS REGISTRATION BOARD 
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME 
EVENT MANAGER: ENG. ABDUL AWADH  

 

Time Description Responsible/Presenter 
                Day 1:  Wednesday November 30,  2022 Conference Secretariat 

0900 - 1700 Pre-registration   
                                                                                      Day 2:         Thursday,  December 1, 2022 
0800 – 1140 Opening Ceremony   
0800 – 0900 Registration Conference Secretariat 
0900 – 1000 HEALTH BREAK  ALL  
1000-1005 National Anthem / East African Community Anthem ALL  
1005 -1010 Welcome Address IET President 
1010- 1020 Remarks from; EAFEO , FAEO Event Manager 
1020 – 1030  Remarks by RC, Arusha  Arusha Regional Commissioner  
1030 – 1040 Welcoming Speech Minister of Works and Transport 
1040 – 1100    Opening Remarks Chief Guest, Ambassador Manfredo 

Fanti,  Head of European Union 
Delegation to Tanzania and East 
African Community 

1100 – 1120   Oath Taking ERB Registrar  
1120 – 1110 Presentation of Awards/Certificates IET President & Chief Guest 
1110 – 1115 Vote of Thanks ERB Chairman 
1115 – 1130 Group Photograph with the Chief Guest Conference Secretariat 
1130 – 1140 Chief Guest Visiting Exhibitions ALL 
1140 –  1330 

 
Session 1:  Sustainable Infrastructure Development/Energy Development for Industrial and Economic Growth 
Chairperson:   Eng. Erick Ohaga, IEK President (Kenya) 

1140 – 1200 Advancing United Nations SDG7 Through Adaptation Of Liquefied Natural Gas Roselane M.A. Jilo 
1200-1215 Prioritizing, Accelerating and scaling up Green Energy Infrastructure Development for 

Industrialization and Social-Economic Growth-Case Study East Africa Energy Sector 
Eng. Japheth Davies Bwire, Eng. Joel 
Nadebu Ouma 

1215-1230 Decentralised Solar Photovoltaic Battery Based Mini-grid for Rural Electrification in Tanzania Hashim Khamis, Ramesh Rayudu, 
Daniel Burmester 

1230 – 1300 DISCUSSIONS  All 
1300 – 1330 Presentation for exhibitors  Exhibitors  
1330 – 1430 LUNCH BREAK  ALL 

1430 – 1600 Session 2:  Information technology Development for Economic Growth  
Chairperson:   Eng. Andrew Muhwezi, President, UIPE (Uganda) 

 

1430 – 1445  Incorporating ICT in Engineering Projects Design, A Key Driver Towards Post Pandemic 
Economic Recovery And Growth In Africa- Milestones And Challenges 

Eng. Joel Nadebu Ouma, Eng. Japheth 
Davies Bwire 

1445– 1500 Aerial Broadband Fiber Optic Technology in Electricity Grids a Sustainable Option Eric Wekesa Wanjala 
1500 – 1530 DISCUSSIONS ALL  

1530 – 1600 Presentation Sponsors  
1600 – 1645 HEALTH BREAK  

1645 – 1625   Session 3:  Cross Cutting Issues  
Chairperson:   Eng. Chedi Masambaji, ACET President (Tanzania) 

1645 – 1700  Combating Corruption In The Engineering Profession Eng. Laurent Ndalichako 
1700-1720 Dispute Resolution in The Construction Industry in Tanzania: Engineers Perspective Eng. Advocate; Menye David Manga 
1720 – 1750 DISCUSSIONS ALL  

 Conference Cocktail Party and networking   
  Day 3:        Friday,  December 2, 2022  

0900 - 1100 Session 4:  Environmental Engineering and Sustainability,  
Chairperson: Eng. Ngwisa Mpembe,  Board Director of  Construction Cluster, TPSF (Tanzania) 

0900-0920 The Roles of Engineers in Addressing SDGS Via Industrial and Manufacturing Infrastructure 
Development  

Samwel Victor Manyele 
 

0920 – 0940 Sustainable Infrastructure Development, is the solution to Climate Change - A Systematic 
Review 

Clinton Rosana 

0940 – 1000 Environmental Sustainability Practices in Construction waste management  Awino Lorine Esther 
1000 – 1030  DISCUSSION ALL  
1030 – 1100 Presentation by sponsors  Sponsors  
1100 – 1130  HEALTH BREAK  

1130 – 1230 Session 5: Recommendation and Observations 
Chairperson:  Eng. Prof Mengiseny E. Kaseva   

 

1100 – 1130 Rapporteurs Report  Mukama, Lemma, Kassera 
1130 – 1200 DISCUSSIONS ALL 
1200 – 1230 Closing Remarks IET President 
1230 – 1400  LUNCH BREAK  
1400 – 1500 Annual General Meeting IET President 

                                                                                              Day 4:       Saturday, December 3, 2022 
0830 – 1800  Technical site visits, Visit to Ngorongoro Crater Executive Secretary 

1800 END OF THE CONFERENCE  IET PRESIDENT 
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ADVANCING UNITED NATIONS SDG7 THROUGH ADAPTATION OF LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS 
 

Eng Roselane M.A. Jilo 
rosemmbone@yahoo.com 

Tel +254 722 316980 
ABSTRACT 
The seventh sustainable development goal aims to ensure universal access to affordable, reliable, 
sustainable and modern energy services by 2030. One of the resolutions during the Conference of Parties 
26(COP26) held in Glasgow Scotland in 2021 on energy was transition to clean energy use.  The Forests, 
Agriculture and Commodity Trade (FACT) Dialogue, a road map for the sustainable development and 
trade of agriculture commodities was launched. This means that there is a need to reconsider further 
sources of energy especially for household cooking and heating. China, Japan, South Korea and India 
are the world’s leading importers of LNG.  Despite the fact that they do not have any reserves of LNG, 
they are among the highest consumers of LNG in the world. For example, leading LNG importing 
company in the world, KOGAS of South Korea also has the largest storage capacity. 84% of household 
energy use in S. Korea is from LNG piped directly to homes. Tanzania is a sleeping giant as far as LNG is 
concerned. It has 57.54T of LNG both offshore and onshore yet it is estimated that more than 95% of 
households in Tanzania use firewood and charcoal as their source of energy for cooking and with 
electricity access at only 39.9%. Tanzania’s estimated natural gas reserves, are enough to cover the 
country's domestic use and make Tanzania the next natural gas hub in Africa. The natural gas from 
Songo Songo was first commercialized in 2004 and the gas from Mnazi Bay in 2006. The 
commercialization of the two discoveries propelled further gas exploration in Tanzania both onshore 
and offshore. Investments efforts by the government are geared towards propelling Tanzania to the club 
of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) exporters. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has further accelerated this move 
considering that nations worldwide more so Europe have shifted focus to looking for new energy 
sources. For East Africa there is a proposal for Tanzania – Uganda pipeline 1,800kM; Tanzania – Kenya 
pipeline of 600kM from Mtwara to Mombasa, an MOU between the two countries has been signed.  
 
Key words: Natural gas, seventh sustainable development goal, clean energy, carbon emissions 

 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
Tanzania and the world at large have a number of international protocols that are driving them towards adoption 
of clean, safe and sustainable energy. The seventh Sustainable Development Goal aims to ensure access to 
affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all by 2030. One of the resolutions during the Conference 
of Parties 26 (COP26) held in Glasgow Scotland in 2021 on energy was transition to clean energy use. During this 
conference, 100 nations expressed that they intend to end sale of internal combustion engines in leading markets 
by the year 2035. Additionally, they purpose to end the sale of the engines worldwide by 2040 so as to progress 
towards decarbonization. 
 
According to the National Census of 2012, about 70% of Tanzanians reside in rural areas. Whereas 69.8% of the 
urban Tanzanian population had access to electricity, in rural areas, households connected to electricity accounted 
for 24.5% in 2019/20 compared to 16.9% in 2016/17. Therefore, the Government of Tanzania plans to increase 
rural connection levels to 50% by 2025 and at least 75% by 2033.  A point to note is that S. Korea does not have 
any Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) reserves, yet it has the biggest LNG storage facility in the world. It has 77 storage 
tanks with a total capacity of 12.16million kl. 84% of household energy use is from LNG which is piped to the 
homes through pipeline networks with total length of 5,027km. Moreover, 25% of the electricity production comes 
from natural gas. 
 
2.0 LIQUIFIED NATURAL GAS 
 
Liquefied Natural Gas is a natural gas that has been cooled to a liquid state, at about -162° Fahrenheit, for shipping 
and storage. The volume of natural gas in its liquid state is about 600 times smaller than its volume in its gaseous 
state. In short, natural gas is converted into LNG for the main purpose of transporting large energy from natural 
gas in a containment (in liquid state) that is relatively smaller compared to when would have been transported in 
its gaseous state. LNG is purely composed of natural gas which is mainly methane. LNG is considered to be 
environmentally friendly due to its low carbon emission as compared to other fossil fuels. Natural gas, coal, diesel 
fuels emit different amounts of carbon dioxide. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, natural 
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gas emits approximately 50% less CO2 than coal. Likewise, ddifferent types of coal produce different amounts of 
CO2 while burning. Illustrated in Table 1 below: 
 

Table 1: Pounds of CO2 emitted per million British thermal units (Btu) of energy for various fuels: 
 

Coal (anthracite) 228.6 

Coal (bituminous) 205.7 

Coal (lignite) 215.4 

Coal (subbituminous) 214.3 

Diesel fuel and heating oil (HFO) 161.3 

Gasoline (without ethanol) 157.2 

Propane 139.0 

Natural gas 117.0 
Source: www.eia.gov 

 
3.0 NATURAL GAS RESERVES, PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION  
 
3.1 Worldmeter 
Natural gas is one of the mainstays of global energy. Worldwide consumption is rising rapidly and in 2018 gas 
accounted for almost half of the growth in total global energy demand. Gas plays many different roles in the energy 
sector and, where it replaces more polluting fuels, it also reduces air pollution and limits emissions of carbon 
dioxide. A report from the IEA’s World Energy Outlook team provides an evidence base for this important 
discussion. It finds that switching to natural gas has already helped to limit the rise in global emissions since 2010, 
alongside the deployment of renewables and nuclear energy and improvements in energy efficiency (Fatih Birol, 
2022). 
 
The report further shows that the contribution of gas to energy transitions varies widely across regions, between 
sectors and over time. Table 2 gives information on global position of world reserves, percentage world share, 
export and consumption positions.  
 
Table 2: List of countries by natural gas reserves, export and consumption 

Country Leading gas reserve Position as exporter  Position as consumer 
Position % world share 

Russia 1 24.3% 1 2 
Iran 2 17.3 16 4 
Qatar 3 12.5 3 22 
United State 4 5.3 2 1 
Saudi Arabia 5 4.2 none 7 
Unite Arab Emirate  7 3.1 25 10 
Nigeria 9 2.6 10 38 
China 10 2.4 28 3 
Algeria 11 2.3 9 26 
Tanzania 82 0.003 none 91 
Mozambique 14 1.4 None 82 

 
The contribution of gas to energy transitions varies widely across regions, between sectors and over time. Gas 
cannot, of course, do it all to bring down environmental emissions.  
 
According to Fatih BiroL (2022), the four countries and regions chosen for in-depth analysis in the report – the 
United States, Europe, China and India – display a wide range of market and policy dynamics, which affects the 
ways in which coal and gas compete. In the United States, the shale revolution has had a dramatic effect on gas 
supply and prices. Alongside some state-level as well as federal-level environmental policies this has pushed gas 
into the energy mix while pushing out coal. Since 2010, the market share of gas has increased more than any other 
energy source. In China, gas demand has risen very quickly in recent years because of a major policy push to 
improve air quality. There has been relatively less switching in Europe since 2010, with the notable exception of 
the United Kingdom. However, today’s combination of low gas prices and higher CO2 prices in the European Union 
is giving this process renewed momentum. In India, gas currently has a small share of the energy mix. Large-scale 
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switching has been held back by supply constraints and affordability issues, as well as a lack of infrastructure. 
Figure 1 shows the role of gas in today’s energy transitions (IEA 2019). 
 

 
Figure 1: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions | IEA 2019. All rights reserved 

 
Gas prices - The shale revolution in the United States has in general brought down gas prices, and the growth of 
destination-flexible, hub-priced LNG exports from the United States is providing a catalyst for a more liquid global 
gas market. However, even though global gas markets are becoming more interconnected, there is still no global 
gas price. The lower energy density of gas compared to oil or coal means that transportation by pipeline or as LNG 
takes a relatively high share of the delivered cost, making geographical proximity to resource-rich areas an 
important determining factor for affordability. 

 
3.2 Africa meter 
Africa is a continent richly endowed with natural resources with almost half of its 55 countries known to have 
proven natural gas reserves. Across the entire continent, natural gas reserves amount to a total of more than 800 
trillion cubic feet, with BP predicting that the production of natural gas in the continent will expand by 80% by 
2035, contributing to rising Gross Domestic Profit (GDP), the emergence of middle-class consumers and increased 
market value. As a major source of wealth and energy in Africa, the development of oil and gas resources proves 
critical for economic growth and revenue expansion. The following list comprises the Top Ten Natural Gas 
Reserves in Africa by country: 
  

Table 2: Top 10 African Countries Sitting on the Most Natural Gas 
Position Country Reserves in  TCF Position as exporter 
1  Nigeria 206.53 10 
2 Algeria 159.1 9 
3 Senegal 120 none 
4 Mozambique 100 none 
5 Egypt 77.2 27 
6 Tanzania 57.54 None 
7 Libya 53.1 30 
8 Angola 13.5 none 
9 Congo 10.1 none 
10 Equatorial Guinea 5 Exports* 

Source: Energy Capital Power, 2021 (TCF – Trillion Cubic Feet)   * Export position  not stated 
 
Gas prices - Transportation of natural gas by pipeline or as LNG takes a relatively high share of the delivered 
cost, making geographical proximity to resource-rich areas an important determining factor for 
affordability. African countries should take advantage of availability of the large NG in the continent to 
implement SDG7. More so the countries with the reserves. 
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4.0   ENERGY USE IN EAST AFRICA 
 
4.1  Access to electricity  
Electricity is considered as one of the main source of clean energy especially if produced from renewable energy 
or NG. Access to electricity is fairly low in East Africa compared to the world. 
 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrates the share of electricity in East Africa with Mozambique included because of its large 
reserves of NG and proximity to EA. Share of the population with access to electricity – TZ  is presented in Figures 
4 and 5. Figure 6. Illustrates Percentage of the population that has access to clean energy in EA Incl. Mozambique.  
 

 
Figure 2: Share of population with access to electricity in EA, Mozambique incl 

 

 
Figure 3: Share of population with access to electricity in EA, Mozambique incl. with percentages 

 
Access to electricity, urban (% of urban population) – Tanzania 

 

Figure 4: Percentage urban population with access to electricity in Tanzania 
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Figure 5: Percentage of rural population with access to electricity in Tanzania 

 
4.2   Access to clean energy 
The graph below indicates share of the population with access to clean energy for cooking in East Africa incl. 
Mozambique 

 
Figure 6: Percentage population access to clean energy in EA Incl. Mozambique 
 

4.3  Sources of electricity production in Tanzania 
The graph below shows the trend in electricity production in Tanzania using heavy fuel oil. 
It is encouraging to note that electricity generation in Tanzania using HFO has drastically reduced over the years 
from 1975 to date. Although the graph is indicative upto 2015. A comparison of  Figure 7, with Figure 8 shows 
what necessitated the  reduction.  With reduction in the use of HFO, the use of natural gas in electricity production 
has gone up. Eventually becoming the leading fuel in electricity production in Tanzania. 
 

 
Source: www:databank.org/indicator/EG.ELC.FOSL.ZS/Tz 
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Figure7: Electricity production from oil sources (% of total) 

 
Figure 8: Electricity production from oil and gas sources 
 
5.0  TANZANIA’S OPPORTUNITIES FOR LNG INVESTMENTS 
 
5.1  Vast NG reserves at the coastal area both onshore and offshore  
Tanzania’s exploration for natural gas has taken more than 50 years with the first natural gas discovery made in 
1974 on the Songo Songo Island (Lindi Region). The second discovery at the Mnazi Bay (Mtwara Region) in 1982. 
Natural gas was discovered both offshore and onshore at the Songo Songo Island, while the gas discovery at Mnazi 
Bay was only offshore. It’s estimated that the total available gas is 57 trillion cubic feet with a total annual 
production of 110 billion cubic feet from three fields: Songo Songo, Mnazi Bay, and Kiliwani North.) Natural gas 
from Songo Songo was first commercialized in 2004 and the gas from Mnazi Bay was commercialized in 2006. The 
commercialization of the two discoveries propelled further gas exploration in Tanzania both onshore and offshore. 
 
Investments efforts by the government are geared towards propelling Tanzania to the club of LNG exporters. 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has further accelerated this move considering that nations worldwide, more so 
Europe, have shifted focus to looking for new energy sources. Therefore, Tanzania investments in LNG projects 
could reach $40 billion. The strategy is to have shipment of LNG gas by the year 2030. This will be made possible 
by negotiating for financing and technical support from foreign oil and gas companies. 
 
In March 2020, the Kenya and Tanzania governments agreed to construct a 600 km Pipeline from Songo Songo 
Island in Dares-salaam to Mombasa at a cost of $1.1billion. At present it is envisaged to transport natural gas from 
Mtwara through Tanga (Tanzania) to Mombasa (Kenya). This is a more convenient means of transport due to its 
distance and the route is relatively cheap compared to other routes. The Tz/Ke gas pipeline deal is still at its 
infancy stage where members of Joint Technical Committee and Steering Committee have been appointed from 
both countries. If the Tz-Ke pipeline picks up, this will be the first NG export Tanzania will realize. 
  
5.2  Vast NG reserves in the neighboring country of Mozambique  
Mozambique holds roughly 100 trillion cubic feet of proven natural gas reserves, accounting for approximately 
1% of the world’s total. The country’s proven gas reserves are able to meet 1,545.7 times its annual consumption, 
meaning the southern-African country has 1,500 years of gas left. Once the uptake infrastructure is in place, 
Tanzania ought to take advantage of that and link up to Mozambique with a view of becoming NG hub in East and 
Central Africa. 
 
6.0  CONCLUSION  
 
Tanzania and Mozambique – home to East Africa’s largest natural gas reserves and with a combined capacity of 
nearly 157 trillion cubic feet (TCF) – must quicken their pace as the race for supply contracts accelerates. East 
Africa benefits from convenient geography, with the coastline acting as a springboard to market to rising demand 
in the Middle East, India, China, Southeast Asia and Northern Europe. 
 

As earlier stated, transportation of NG by pipeline or as LNG takes a relatively high share of the delivered cost, 
making geographical proximity to resource-rich areas an important determining factor for affordability. Africa and 
East Africa in particular should take advantage of the vast NG reserves in Tanzania and Mozambique to make LNG 
their main source of fuel mainly in industry and domestic use as well as electricity production in the place of fossil 
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fuel. This will see the region realize SDG7. To the benefit of the health of their populations as well as adaption of 
clean energy use towards de-carbonization. 
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ABSTRACT 
Energy has been a pivot of economic development and industrialization since time immemorial. It is 
believed that there is a linear and positive relationship between the growth of national economies and 
energy consumption. In recent years, there has been a growing impetus on renewable energy production 
in the global energy sector and it is being increasingly touted as the “fuel of the future.” Thus, a new 
development trajectory of structural transformation is required to ensure improved productivity as 
Africa industrializes. This focus on UN SDGs of universal access to affordable, clean, reliable energy 
worldwide as well as environmental conservation and urgent need of combating  climatic changes and 
their impacts. Despite making progress in transition, the developing countries more-so the East African 
states  faces a number of challenges not limited to; the quantum of investments needed that exceeds 
their available finances, dynamic politics around transition to renewable energy among others. 
Regardless of the existing challenges members states have been tremendous progress, for instance 
Kenyan generation comprise of 75% renewable as of 2022. This paper reviews the East Africa energy 
infrastructure, the potential in the region especially on renewable energy resources and the strides 
made in bridging the gaps. The analysis shows that prioritizing of the renewable energy production will 
speed up economic growth and industrialization in the region. The findings also play an important 
implications for policymakers and reveal that renewable energy production can offer an 
environmentally sustainable means of economic growth in the future. The paper concludes by giving 
recommendations on the region states on key areas of collaboration in ensuring the region optimizing 
the on enormous green energy resources hence combating climatic changes globally. 
 
Key words: climate change, infrastructures, green-energy, universal SDGs 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The energy demand is rising rapidly in Africa as a result of rapid population and economic growth. As a result, 
Africa as a content is facing a monumental task to prioritize, accelerate and scale up quality infrastructure 
development in energy sector. Africa energy sector has always been characterized with frequent power outages, 
low access in rural areas and overreliance on imported fossil fuels for power generation. There’s need to ensure 
that UN SDGs of universal access to affordable, clean, reliable energy worldwide as well as environmental 
conservation and urgent combat of climatic changes and their impacts are achieved. In-line to this, most of the 
regions investment has to be geared towards optimizing on utilization of green energy, as this is among the most 
effective ways of reducing environmental pollution and fossil gas emissions in line with foundations of agendas 7 
and 11 of United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). Member states have committed to fasten the 
transition to green, for instance Kenya through the Ministry of Energy has committed to achieving 100% green 
energy by the 2050. 
 
The important and wide-ranging role of energy in the development process is well known and it needs no retelling 
here. However, suffice it to state that there is a strong feedback relationship between the energy sector and the 
national economy. Energy demand, supply and pricing have enormous impact on social and economic 
development and the living standards and overall quality of life of the population. On the other hand, the economic 
structure and the changes in that structure as well as the prevailing macroeconomic conditions are key 
determinants of energy demand and supply. Furthermore, energy affects environmental quality through 
deforestation associated with unsustainable biomass energy dependence and greenhouse gas emission from fossil 
fuel use resulting in global warming. 
 
The power crisis as a result of several constraints that combine to create a vicious cycle. The challenges in Sub-
Saharan Africa are distinctive: (1) the quantum of investments needed far exceed available finance, and high risks 
and up-front development costs typically preclude private investment; (2) African economies are generally small 
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but growing fast, which exacerbates the demand for energy; (3) governments have trouble raising funds for much-
needed investments in generation capacity and maintenance; and (4) utilities are inefficient and perform poorly. 
These challenges create a vicious cycle of poor energy services and high energy prices, which in turn negatively 
affect country competitiveness and ultimately crimp economic and industrial growth [1]. 
 
Thus, realizing the energy transition in developing countries will require navigating several major challenges. 
These includes: 
(i) Political and regulatory barriers -Lack of policies and regulations favouring the development of renewable 

energy technologies slows down adoption of these technologies. 
(ii) Technical barriers-Technical barriers to renewable energy development include inadequate technology and 

lack of infrastructure necessary to support the technologies. 
(iii) Social-cultural barriers-Socio-cultural barriers, for example, households’ unwillingness to adopt renewable 

energy for fear of unreliability, form one of the bases for failure to adopt renewable energy technologies in 
some countries. 

(iv) Financial and economic barriers -Initial capital, transaction costs, economic status, and availability of 
incentives and subsidies are important factors that determine the rate of renewable energy technologies 
adoption 

(v) Market-related barriers -Initial investment costs for renewable energy systems are usually high. 
Consequently, market prices for these systems remain high and unaffordable to many potential customers, 
especially in the developing countries 

 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 1 the state of renewable energy infrastructure in east Africa 
region is discussed. In section 2 an overview of the developments in the renewable energy sector in the post 
millennium period with emphasis on the region perspective. This is followed by an analysis of the constraints to 
energy sector development in section 4. The paper then explores some of the key issues and strategies for 
achieving the goal of sustainable green energy development in Africa in section 5. The conclusions are presented 
in section 6. 
 
2.0 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
The main aim of this paper is to review the state of green energy transition in the east Africa as a key input to both 
industrial and economic growth while promoting sustainability and combating climate change. In achieving the 
main objective, the following specific objectives will be handled; 
 
(i) To review the current energy mix and the infrastructure within the region. 
(ii) To analyze various strategic plans put in place by member states that are aimed at accelerating uptake of 

renewable energy in line with sustainable development SDG7 goals. 
(iii) To identify common challenges across the region and possible solutions. 
 
3.0 METHODOLOGY  
 
This section has three main parts, the first section looks at the current electricity energy mix of individual countries 
in the region. The second part analyses various infrastructure developments projects member states are 
undertaking or aim to execute that are aimed at enhancing harvesting and evacuation of renewable energy across 
the region and beyond. The last section concludes by discussing the green energy opportunities within the region. 
 
4.0 EAST AFRICA ENERGY MIX  
 
To demonstrate the regions energy mix, this section highlights three-member states energy demography i.e. 
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, it is believed that the trend is more less the same across the region.  
 
4.1 Kenya Energy Mix 
Kenya generates more than 75% of its electricity from renewable sources primarily geothermal power and 
hydropower. Due to the strong solar output, coastal breezes and the geology in specific locations of Kenya, solar, 
wind, and geothermal energy all have significant potential. As a result, the region is attracting foreign investors 
who view wind and solar energy as viable options for rural electrification. Today, Kenya’s installed generation 
capacity remains at around 2990MW, while the total effective capacity is 2,261 MW, provided that all existing 
plants are fully available. The effective interconnected capacity is 2,243 MW. The figure below illustrates the 
installed vs effective capacity [2]. 
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Figure 1: Kenya installed vs effective capacity  
 
A look at generation mix in the country shows a clear and steady increase in renewable energy uptake. This is line 
with Kenya’s goal of 100% transition to green energy by the 2050. Figure 2 shows Kenya generation mix for three 
years.  

 
Figure 2: Kenya generation mix for three years. (Source: KPLC annual report and financial statement for 

the year ended 30th June 2021)  
 
4.2  Tanzania Energy Mix 
Tanzania has a large untapped renewable energy potential. Of the country’s total generation capacity, close to 80% 
of Tanzania electricity comes from renewable energy, with natural gas contributing 892.72MW and Hydroelectric 
power 573.70MW of the total 1,601.84 megawatts, as of 2021 (Figure 3). The peak electricity demand in the 
country is projected to roughly quadruple by 2025 to 4,000 MW [3]. To help meet this demand, Tanzania is 
targeting installed capacity of around 10 GW by 2025. Meanwhile, the country is aiming to nearly double 
electrification rates to 75% by 2033. 
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Figure 3: installed capacity in Tanzania 

 

4.3 Energy mix in Uganda 
Uganda has about 1.3 GW of installed capacity, with hydro comprising ~1 GW (80% of total installed capacity). 
Recent data on annual generation shows that large hydro and small hydro combined for nearly 90% of total 
generation in Uganda [4]. A summary of these operating statistics is illustrated in Figure 4. 
 

 
                      Total=1,293MW 

 
               Total 3.9TWh 

Figure 4: Uganda installed capacity vs effective capacity as of 2020 (Source: ERA, UEGCL) 
 

5.0 EAST AFRICA ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
The section analyses the existing and ongoing infrastructure developments projects that accelerates utilization of 
the green energy resources within the region, the challenges and way forward. Energy—or, more precisely, access 
to energy—represents one of Africa’s greatest obstacles to social and economic development. Few indicators are 
sufficient to draw a picture of a region where the energy sector is dramatically underdeveloped, at a time when 
growing populations and prospects of economic growth would require more energy. This is characterized with 
frequent power blackouts and very expensive energy that has led to massive loss of investments and investors 
from the region. 
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5.1 Major generation projects 
With respective countries gaining momentum on increasing their installed capacity, a number of projects are listed 
on the main generation companies’ website as either ongoing or planned to be implemented in the near future [5, 
6, 7]: 
 
5.1.1 Kenya-KenGen 
A number of key projects are listed for execution, these includes; 
(i) Plans are at advanced stage for development of Ngong Phase 3 wind farm. Once completed the project will 

add 10MW of wind power to the national grid. 
(ii) Also planned is development of Ngong Phase 4 wind farms which will bring on-stream another 40MW at a 

cost of around USD70 million. 
(iii) Seven forks solar PV, project entails development of a 40MW solar PV pilot plant in seven forks area to utilize 

abundant solar energy, thus reducing consumption of fossil fuels, diversify energy sources for electricity 
generation and master solar power technology. 

(iv) Rehabilitation of 45MW Olkaria 1 Geothermal Power Plant at Olkaria geothermal fields in the rift valley. Upon 
completion of the project, the plan will be upgraded from the current 45MW TO 50.7MW. 

 
5.1.2 Uganda-Uganda Electricity Generation Company Limited (UEGCL) 
(i) The 600MW Karuma HPP located on the Nile River in Kiryandongo District in mid-northern Uganda, 110km 

downstream of Lake Kyoga, and 270km from Kampala the Capital of Uganda, projected completion date was 
set at June 2022. 

(ii) The 48MW Muzizi Hydro Power project (HPP) at the lower course of the Muzizi River in Western Uganda, 
South east of Lake Albert. 

Table showing some of the key projects geared towards increasing the renewable supply within the region 

Country  Project and capacity (MW) 
Kenya  Large Geothermal projects in rift valley 
Tanzania StieglersGorge (I,II & III –1200),Ruhudji(358), Rumakali(222), Mnazi Bay (300). 
Uganda  Karuma(600), MurchinsonFalls (750 )Ayago(550) 
Ethiopia  G.Reinaissance(6000), Mandaya(2000),Karadobi(1600), BaroI&II (500) 

Genji(200) plus under construction projects: Gibe III, 
HaleleWorabesa 

 

Rwanda  Kivu I(100),Kivu II(200) 
DRC RuziziIII(145 ),RuziziIV(287) 

 
 

 
5.2 Regional Interconnectors 
The purpose of regional power interconnectors is to facilitate regional power trade through the access of cheaper 
power from, and export of excess power to neighbouring countries. A number of interconnecting high voltage 
transmissions line exists among member states [5, 7]. These includes: 
 
5.2.1 Existing  
a) Kenya-Uganda Interconnector-Also known as the Lessos-Tororo transmission line, this project with a 

capacity of 1,200MW linking Kenya to Uganda, and further to Rwanda, Burundi and Eastern part of DR Congo.  
b) Kenya-Ethiopia Power interconnection-A recently commissioned 1045km long 500kV DC transmission line 

with a power transfer capacity of 2,000MW. The line, with 612km in Kenya, originates from Welayta Sodo in 
Ethiopia and terminate at Suswa in Kenya. 

c) Kenya-Tanzania Power Interconnection-This starts from our Isinya substation south of Nairobi and passes 
through Arusha before terminating at Singinda in Tanzania. To be operated at 400kV and have a power 
transfer capacity of at least 1600MW. 
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Figure 5: EAPP transmission interconnecting lines by the 2018 
 
5.2.2 Planned/proposed 
Under East Africa Power Pool (EAPP) master plan a number of transmission projects have been earmarked for 
improving power transfer and purchase across the region.  
a) Zambia–Tanzania–Kenya (ZTK) Interconnector: The project will connect Southern African Power Pool 

(SAPP) countries with Eastern Africa Power Pool (EAPP) countries. Overall, the ZTK project will involve the 
construction of 2,302 km of 400 kV double-circuit lines and 373 km of 330 kV single-circuit lines at an 
estimated cost of USD1.4 billion. 

b) Transmission System Associated with the Regional Rusumo Falls Hydroelectric Project: Three countries, 
namely, Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi, are planning to build an 80 MW HPP at Rusumo border to increase 
renewable power generating capacity and electricity access in the respective countries.  

c) Masaka (Uganda)–Mwanza (Tanzania) Transmission Line: The regional interconnector involves the 
construction of a 640-km-long, 400 kV line linking Masaka in Uganda and Mwanza in Tanzania. It aims to boost 
power trade and improve security of power supply in both the countries. The project was slated for 
completion in 2020 but has been delayed. 

d) Tanzania (Shinyanga–Mwanza–Musoma)–Kenya (Kilgories) 400 kV Interconnection: The project is under 
the planning stage, with initial proposals for its commissioning in 2025.  

e) Burundi–Tanzania Interconnector: A 220-kV cross-border project has been proposed to link the power grids 
of Burundi and Tanzania. The link will run from Jiji via Mulembwe in Burundi to Kigoma in Tanzania. The line 
will be approximately 180 km long. The project is estimated to cost USD80 million. It is a long-term project for 
which NELSAP will undertake the feasibility study. 

The figure below shows the EAPP transmission plan by 2028. 

 
Figure 6: EAPP transmission master plan by the 2028 
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5.3 Challenges facing Energy sector in the region 
The region’s energy sector faces a number of significant challenges. Amongst the most crucial are: 

(i) Increasing electricity demand. Although the region’s current per capita electricity consumption is averagely 
around 170 kWh (2021), demand is increasing rapidly owing to accelerating productive investments. Most 
member states have put in place Action Agenda that sets their energy objectives for access, renewables and 
energy efficiency by the year 2030. 

(ii) Risk of disruption to generation and associated electricity price shocks due to the increasing 
unpredictability of hydropower. Changing rainfall patterns and recent droughts have dramatically reduced 
large hydropower output. This has resulted in extensive load shedding and the running of expensive 
emergency fossil fuel–based power plants as base load in the recent past. 

(iii)  Uncertain creditworthiness of the utility. For the past several years, the electric utility, in the region (KPLC, 
TANESCO, UEB, UMEME) has suffered from poor technical and financial performance. Prolonged droughts 
have resulted in widespread load-shedding and subsequent acquisition of high cost emergency generation, 
aggravating financial situation and, consequently, their abilities to invest. 

(iv) The vastness of the countries coupled with low population density makes grid extension too expensive 
for many difficult-to-reach areas. This, in turn, creates significant market potential for off-grid 
electrification schemes that could be implemented with the participation of small power producers (SPPs).  

 
6.0     OPPORTUNITIES IN GREEN ENERGY  
 
6.1 General  
The Eastern Africa region is endowed with a variety of energy resources requisite for combating climate change 
and sustainable development. These energy resources, which are widely distributed throughout the region, 
include hydro, wind, biomass, solar, geothermal, peat and fossil fuels among others. Despite this enormous 
potential, the region's energy sector remains largely undeveloped and is characterized by extremely low levels of 
modern energy access and low per capita consumption.  
 
6.2 Untapped renewable energy potential 
Africa has substantial new and renewable energy resources, most of which are under-exploited. Only about 10% 
of Africa’s enormous hydro potential has been harnessed. Existing estimates of hydro potential do not include 
small, mini and micro hydro opportunities, which are also significant. Geothermal energy potential stands at 
9000MW, but only about 850MW has been exploited in Kenya as a leading country in the continent [5]. It’s also 
estimated that the bagasse-based cogeneration in the sugar industry could supply around 16 countries in eastern 
and southern Africa [8]. 
 
6.3 Key targets by member state 
In Tanzania, the country has a goal of producing 6,000MW from renewable energy by 2025. This will comprise of 
round between 600MW and 700MW of electricity from solar. Some of the ongoing projects such as Julius Nyerere 
Hydropower Project (JNHPP) with installed capacity of 2,100MW upon its completion as well as the envisaged 
Ruhudji and Rumakali hydropower projects anticipated to produce 358MW and 222MW, respectively.  
In Kenya, the Ministry of Energy has unveiled the Kenya Energy Sector Roadmap 2040, which aims at accelerating 
the country's low-carbon transition while ensuring the delivery of power that is reliable and affordable to all. 
Specifically, the plan intends to increase Kenya's installed capacity to 100 GW by 2040. To do so, the country will 
have to install an average of 5 GW/year between 2022 and 2040. Currently around 500 MW of projects are 
currently under construction, including 60% of geothermal, and more than 11.8 GW under development, with 29% 
of geothermal, 21% of gas and 20% of wind. 
 
6.4 Mini-Grids, or Stand-Alone Systems as solution to remote areas. 
With scattered populations and a huge infrastructural gap, electrification will spread as a sort of patchwork. 
National grids can only reach out as far as it is technically and economically viable, so that remote demand will 
need to be met otherwise. Essentially, this means building mini-grids that link isolated demand (a mine, a village, 
an irrigation scheme) with a local source of electricity production (e.g. solar, small hydro) and a back-up generator 
or a battery that can jump in as needed. 
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7.0 DISCUSSION 
 
7.1 Future Energy Demand 
Energy demand is on a steep rise, one of the clearest drivers being population growth. Actually, it would be more 
appropriate to talk about population boom, especially in East Africa. Given the central role of electric power in 
modern society, its cleanness and versatility for a variety of uses, achieving universal access to electricity quickly 
and cost effectively can be considered the single most important energy-related objective for African 
policymakers. The socio-economic benefits of universal access to electricity largely outweigh the costs of achieving 
it [9]. The ripple effects of quality sustainable and reliable energy supply are as illustrate in Figure 7: 
 
                                                                                                  Energy Demand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                     Energy Demand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Ripple effects of quality sustainable and reliable energy supply. 
 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION ON OVERCOMING THE BARRIERS TO THE ADOPTION OF RENEWABLES IN EAST-

AFRICA 
 

8.1 Policy and legal frameworks 
Pro-active and long-term policy-oriented renewable energy programs aimed at senior decision-makers in both 
Government and the private sector should be initiated. The policy programs should be designed to demonstrate 
the economic and environmental benefits of renewables technologies to Africa’s poor and propose short- and 
medium-term policy initiatives that would engender large-scale dissemination of renewables. Priority should be 
given to highlighting the real and tangible economic benefits (such as job creation and income generation) that 
renewable energy programs can deliver to the region at both the micro and macro levels. For example, renewable 
energy technologies are generally more labor-intensive than conventional and centralized energy projects and can 
help to address problems of employment of the urban and rural poor. 

Of particular interest to policy-makers in sub-Saharan Africa would be revenue neutral policy and institutional 
measures. For example, it is possible to make the case that the loss of revenue associated with the removal of 
duties and taxes on renewable energy technologies such as wind-pumps can be recouped from the long-term 
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savings in imports of petroleum fuels that require scarce convertible currencies as well as from the income and 
sales tax remittances from a large and functional wind-pump industry. 
 
8.2 Appropriate technology, technology transfer and building local capacity 
The choice of renewable energy technologies for dissemination and development in sub-Saharan Africa should 
consider the existing technical knowledge and local industries. Technologies that improve existing methods and 
build on already established industries are likely to be successfully disseminated. In addition, these technologies 
can become self-sustainable in the long-term. 
 
8.3 Innovative Financing Mechanisms  
Priority should be given to the establishment of innovative and sustainable financing programs for renewable 
energy technologies. This may range from the creation of a National Fund for renewable energy projects financed 
by a modest tax on fossil fuels to credit schemes specifically aimed at developing renewable energy industries and 
endowment funding of renewable energy agencies. 

8.4 More focus on achieving the EAPP strategic goals 
Member state to focus on achievement of the main four strategic themes have been established by EAPP namely: 
(1) Power Infrastructure Development (2) Development of Regional Power Market (3) Excellence in Operational 
Activities; and (4) Learning and Growth [10]. 
 

9.0 CONCLUSION 
 
Though the overall picture reveal availability of enormous energy resources which far exceed energy 
requirements of the region, most of these resources are grossly underutilized, particularly natural gas and hydro 
resources. It suggests that the region’s problem is not lack of energy resources but its development and utilization. 
In dealing with its energy problems Africa faces a unique set of initial conditions, defined mainly by its level and 
pattern of economic growth, social and demographic characteristics, energy resource endowment, location 
distances between supply sources and consumption areas, technological underdevelopment, and poverty-driven 
energy- environment conflict. A key challenge is the optimal utilization of the region’s energy resources to facilitate 
both individual country and regional energy and economic development. This paper has clearly demonstrated that 
renewable energy technologies have an important role to play in energy sector. With the right approach, the 
renewable energy industry in East Africa can become a major player in the energy sector, and meet the energy 
needs for industrial and sio-economic development. Increased harnessing of renewable energies will play a major 
role in national development in terms of job creation and income generation as well as providing an 
environmentally sound energy service. Thus, an aggressive lobbying for renewables energy at national, regional 
and sub-regional levels is required. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper investigates whether decentralizing PV systems in mini-grids could reduce the energy 
autonomy caused by weather changes. This includes studying power interaction between decentralized 
locations and exploring different topology scenarios. As part of the study, we have designed and 
modelled a decentralized PV battery-based mini-grid for Tanzania’s rural areas where the locations 
have limited access to the main grid. This research designed a mini-grid model connecting five different 
geographically located villages with SPV arrays and battery storage. SOLCAST database was used to 
obtain solar irradiation. A questionnaire was used to get each village’s energy requirements. The mini-
grid was modelled using MATLAB/Simulink and Open DSS Software. Results suggest that decentralized 
PV systems could reduce the effect of intermittency slightly, depending on the nature of the weather 
conditions of the locations. This research proved that remote villages with SPV can be interconnected 
to provide power sharing between villages. Also, this thesis has shown that grid connected mini-grids 
without storage could have both optimal technical and economic benefits compared to those with 
storages. This can be achieved when the price of grid energy is comparable or less than to PV energy. 
However, standalone mini-grids could be more attractive to rural areas, where the main grid is not in 
place, if it is sufficiently designed according to the location’s requirements. 
  
Key words-component: Solar photovoltaic, Decentralized generation, Mini-grid, Cost analysis, Self-
reliance 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Access to energy enables social and economic development in rural areas. Currently, there are more than a billion 
people living without modern power access around the world, [1] including many of those living in Tanzania. 
Tanzanian rural communities have a profound impact on the country’s economy through agriculture. However, 
energy poverty hinders modern agricultural practices, as well as access to modern services, such as healthcare 
and education. Grid expansion to all of Tanzania’s rural areas is not ideal due to its complexity and high cost [2]. 
Renewable energy resource technologies such as solar photovoltaic (PV) have been integrated with mini-grids to 
electrify a number of remote/rural areas and reduce carbon emissions around the world. This research explores 
the photovoltaic (PV) battery-based mini-grid for rural electrification in Tanzania. In this research, five 
decentralized PVs with storage located in different geographical areas were connected to a mini-grid. The aim of 
this study is to investigate whether the decentralization of PV in a mini-grid could reduce the effect of 
intermittency of solar photovoltaic energy. In addition, the study will explore different mini-grid topologies to 
determine which topology has lower capital and is more self-reliant. 
 
2.0 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Soler Energy  
The earth receives about 174 petawatts (PW) of solar radiation in the upper atmosphere. Approximately 30% is 
reflected in space and the rest is absorbed by clouds, oceans, and landmasses. Most of the world's population lives 
in areas with insolation levels of 150–300 watts/m2, or 3.5–7.0 kWh /m2 per day [3]. However, how much solar 
energy a place receives depends on several conditions. These include the time of day, the season of the year, the 
latitude of the area, and the clearness or cloudiness of the sky. This implies that the solar resources are location-
dependent [3]. Also, solar energy is considered a non-dispatchable energy source as it is characterized by 
intermittency due to weather changes; this is the main challenge of solar energy. 
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Although solar energy has been challenged by intermittency due to weather changes and location dependency, it 
has become popular because it has significant advantages over other sources [3]. Solar energy is an everlasting 
renewable energy source, considered clean compared to fossils, a very large source of energy. Furthermore, it is 
the modular character of technology that allows gradual implementation and is easier to finance. Due to the above-
mentioned advantages of solar energy, different applications and technologies have been developed such as solar 
photovoltaic, concentrated solar power systems, solar heaters, and solar cookers. 
 
2.2 Solar photovoltaic technology 
PV technology has been in use globally for decades and has become popular worldwide. Apart from PV 
technology being considered “clean” as are other renewable energy sources, it’s also noiseless and does not have 
moving parts, thus requiring relatively low maintenance costs [4]. However, solar photovoltaic energy has been 
impacted by climate changes which have in turn made it harder to predict the production over a long period of 
time as [5]: 
a) Climate change leads to a change in mean temperature. An increase in global temperature would negatively 

affect the efficiency of the cells and therefore the power output. 
b) Changes in solar irradiation and cloudiness would affect the power output. Cloudiness limits the number of 

rays hitting the PV modules, and as a result, power output is affected.  
c) Changes in surface wind velocity may affect photovoltaic production. Strong wind may cause material damage 

from debris and the need for cleaning, but it can also cool down the modules, increasing efficiency and output. 
d) Changes in the dirt, dust, snow, and atmospheric particles are also a factor. An increase in these variables 

would decrease energy output, as modules covered by these variables would develop black spots on cells and 
result in damaged cells. 

 
2.3 Overview of Mini-grid System in Tanzania 
Mini-grids are important tools in the fight against power poverty in developing countries. Mini-grids with 
electrical generation and distribution systems of less than 10MW can play a role in the electrification of a remote 
area in sub-Saharan Africa where power demand is still high. Mini-grids are expected to bring power to 140 million 
Africans by 2040 [6]. Tanzania energy generation is based on a centralized approach where power is generated, 
transferred, and distributed to consumers. But there are also 109 mini-grids constructed to support rural 
electrification with an installed capacity of 157.7MW [6] (exact figures are not known because some small systems 
are not registered) with locations shown in Fig. 1. These mini-grids serve about 184,000 direct consumers [6] and 
some are connected to the national grid. Sixteen of these plants are grid-connected and 93 are isolated as in [6]. 
These mini-grids are dominated by hydro (49 mini-grids) and fossil fuels (19 mini-grids). Fossil fuels serve about 
93% of consumer connections and almost half of total installed capacity. Tanzania has 25 biomass mini-grids and 
13 solar mini-grids and no mini-grids from wind sources as of 2016 according to World Research Institute [6].  
Tanzania is considered a leader of mini-grids in sub-Saharan Africa because it has implemented many mini-grids 
in the country. In 2008 Tanzania nearly doubled the number of mini-grids it had before as shown in Fig. 1. This 
was achieved because of the introduction of the Small-Scale Power Producer (SSP) framework that engaged small 
power producers to produce and sell energy to the Tanzania Electric Company (TANESCO) and local consumers. 
The eligible project size was reduced from 1000kW to 100kW, enabling smaller producers to sell to TANESCO [6]. 
Even though SSP promoted small producers, it did not attract solar and wind energy as the feed-in tariff did not 
reflect the cost of the solar and wind. Thus after 2008, the number of solar mini-grids remained the same as shown 
in Fig. 1. In 2015, Energy Regulatory Agency (EWURA) revised SSP to attract and support more solar and wind 
mini-grids. 

 Pre–2008 Installed Capacity                     Post–2008 Additions 

Figure. 1:  Number and Installed Capacity of Mini-Grids in Tanzania, before 2008 and in 2016 [3]. 
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Although Tanzania is considered as a leader of mini-grids in the region, the electrification rate is still low in rural 
areas. Investment in solar mini-grids is still lower compared to fossil resources. The study in [6] shows that there 
are only 13 solar plants with a total capacity of 234 kW serving 13 mini-grids, while there are 19 fossil fuel mini-
grids with a total capacity of 72,700kW.  In addition, Figure 1 shows no increase in the solar mini-grid after 2008, 
but fossil fuel use kept growing. 
 
In order to increase the investment in the solar mini-grids in Tanzania, more research is required on the technical 
and economic aspects to raise awareness to the people, investors as well as the government. Thus, this research 
selected five villages located in the northern part of Tanzania (Mwandeti villages in Arusha). The villages selected 
are Engurtoto, Imbibia, Engalaoni, Losikito and Likamba. The villages are occupied by farmers and animal keepers 
from the Maasai tribes. The villages are within a 5km radius of each other. These villages were selected considering 
the remoteness of the locations, geographical features, good solar resources, and limited access to the main power 
grid. 
 
3.0  DATA COLLECTION 
In the pre-design stage of a power system, a detailed feasibility study is required to understand the energy need 
in the area where the system is going to be built. It is vital to assess information such as energy requirements, 
energy resources, economic situation, people’s socio-economic status, weather conditions, geographical features, 
and existing power systems in the area [3]. In this research there are two main types of data for design and 
modelling, those are solar irradiation (energy resource) and energy requirement data. Data collection was done 
in five villages located in the northern part of Tanzania (Mwandeti Villages in the Arusha region) as mentioned 
above.  
 
This project required average solar irradiation data for sizing the photovoltaic system and the historical time-
series solar radiation and ambient temperature data for modeling. Historical time-series data were obtained from 
SOLCAST [7], and monthly average solar irradiation data were collected from the RETScreen database [8]. 
Timeseries data including global horizontal irradiance (GHI), diffused irradiance (DHI), and the air temperature 
was collected from 5 different locations (villages). Timeseries solar irradiation was for February 2020 which is 
considered a month with the highest average radiations (6.59 kWh/m2/day) and June 2020 which is considered a 
month with the lowest average solar radiations (4.56 kWh/m2/day). In addition, annual horizontal radiation was 
5.59 kWh/m2/day [8]. 
 
The users’ energy needs assessment is a crucial step in planning, decision-making, and development purposes [3]. 
The study selected five villages in different remote geographical locations. Each village’s energy consumption and 
solar resources were assessed. Information like the type of electrical appliances, load profiles, and peak hours of 
each house was extracted to obtain each village’s aggregate load profile. A designed questionnaire [3] was 
prepared to collect data from each village. 
 
4.0 MINIGRID DESIGN 
4.1 PV Array Sizing  
Equations 1 and 2 [3] below were used to size the PV array of each village. In this study, the derating factor was 
obtained by multiplying the entire derating factors (i.e system inefficiencies). A derating factor of 0.829 was 
obtained. The total daily energy requirement (Et) of each village was obtained by extracting information from the 
questionnaire. Peak sun hours (PSH) were considered 4.56kWh/m2 as discussed above. In this project, the PV 
Module’s Parameters of SunPower Solar panel technology (300 Wp, SunPower SPR-300-E-WHT-D) were used 
with the specifications and parameters. The PV rating of each location was calculated based on total loads surveyed 
(homes, public and commercial buildings) [3] as shown in Table 1. below. However, for cost analysis, the system 
was resized to 1MW serving the entire population in the villages. 

𝑃�� =  𝑃��
𝐷𝑓             (1) 

𝑃�� =  𝐸�
𝐷𝑓×𝑃𝑆𝐻                          (2) 

where: 𝑃��  is Watt peak of PV Array Installed in kW (DC), 𝑃��  is PV System design AC capacity (kW), 𝐸�  is total daily 
energy requirement in kWh, 𝑃𝑆𝐻 is peak sun hours (4.56), 𝐷𝑓 is the derating factor 
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4.2   Battery Storage (BESS) and Inverter Design 
In this research, smart design concept battery sizing was used. A smart design concept is based on total nocturnal 
energy requirement and 5-8% of the daytime energy requirement [3]. Thus, the daily energy requirement for the 
battery sizing is given by (3). Two autonomous days were selected for storing energy in the battery. Depth of 
discharge of 80% Lithium-ion battery was used. The size of storage (Q) was calculated by (4) as shown in Table 
1 below. 
𝐸��� =  𝐸� + 0.08 ×  𝐸�                         (3) 
Where: 𝐸���  is the daily energy requirement (for battery sizing), 𝐸� is a nocturnal energy requirement, 𝐸�  is the 
daytime energy requirement 
𝑄 =  𝐸��� × 𝐴

𝑉 × 𝐷𝑜𝐷 ×��� × �
              (4)                                                                                                             

Where: 𝐴 is days of autonomy, 𝑉 is System voltage, 𝐷𝑜𝐷 is a maximum allowable depth of discharge, ���  is 
inverter efficiency. 
Where: 𝐴 is days of autonomy, 𝑉 is System voltage, 𝐷𝑜𝐷 is maximum allowable depth of discharge, ���  is inverter 
efficiency, �  is efficiency of the cable delivering the power from the battery to the load.  
The output of the PV system is direct current (DC), but most of the users’ appliances operate on the alternating 
current (AC) supply. Since the PV system of each village was about or above 10kWp, centralized inverter’s topology 
was used with capacity as in (5) [3]. 
               𝑷𝒊𝒏𝒗 >  𝑷𝒂𝒄                                    (5) 
Where: 𝑃���is power of Inverter selected 
 
Table 1. Minigrid Components Ratings 

Location Peak loads (kW) 
10-30 houses/buildings 

PV Size (kW) Battery Capacity (Ah) 

Engurtoto 12.503 46.247 21,234.2 
Engalaoni 7.151 16.517 8,527.636 
Imbibia 3.839 9.009 6,368.677 
Losikito 2.832 9.009 5,623.508 
Likamba 2.561 8.410 5,423.281 

 
4.3  Proposed Mini-grid Model 
The proposed design of the mini-grid was modelled as in Figure 2 below. Each village power system was modelled 
as shown in Fig. 3. The model consisted of PV arrays, storage, inverter, and loads. Each line connecting villages 
were monitored to read the power flow between them. The mini-grid was connected to a substation with a 
transformer with a primary side of 11kV and a secondary side of 400V. The mini-grid of 1MW was designed in 
radial structure as shown in Figure 3. This mini-grid was modelled on OpenDSS [9] and simulated on MATLAB. 

 
Figure 2: A-E: Power System of each Village (PV, Battery, Inverter and Loads) 
A: Engurtoto Village  B: Imbibia Village 
C: Engalaoni  Village  D: Losikito Village 
E: Likamba Village 
M: Monitor Locations 
Fig. 2.    Line Diagram of a Proposed Mini-grid. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:    Line Diagram of Power System of Village C (Engalaoni). 
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5.0   ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The simulation and analyses were based on the first week of February and of June 2020 when the solar irradiation 
data were collected. This study analyses power interaction between villages in different scenarios and topologies. 
To study mini-grid behavior and power interaction between villages, scenarios were selected and simulated; four 
topologies and six scenarios.  Four topologies were [3]; (A) Decentralised PV with Decentralised Battery, (B) 
Decentralised PV without Battery, (C) Centralised Battery with Decentralised PV, and (D) Centralised PV with 
Decentralised Battery. And the scenarios considered in this study were [3]: Decentralised 10kWp PV Installation, 
Decentralised PV with Decentralised Battery System, Cloudy or Faulty day, Centralised Storage with Decentralised 
PV, Decentralised PV without Battery, Centralised PV with Decentralised Battery. 
 
These scenarios were used to find topologies that have more self-reliance and lower capital cost. The self-reliance 
of each topology was measured using a self-reliance index [3]. Capital cost was calculated using the initial 
investment cost of mini-grid components (soft and hard components). This cost refers to the down payment the 
villagers need to pay to have their houses electrified. It does not include connection costs from the tapping points, 
government subsidies, or any incentives. Thorough cost analysis is out of the scope of this research. 
 
5.1 Scenario A:  Decentralised 10kWp PV Installation (Topology A) 
10kW PV was installed in each village to analyse the differences in power generation for the first week of February 
and of June 2020. This scenario used Topology A and was intended to acquire the difference in power generation 
when the same size PV array was installed in each village. Results show, that the difference between February and 
June generation is over 30kWh as shown in Table 2. This implies that February has a higher power generation 
compared to June. In both months the difference in power generation between villages is very small.  Therefore, 
the power transfer between villages would be very small in these two months based only on generation. However, 
it is important to study power interaction when storage and loads are connected. This is discussed in other 
scenarios below. 
 
Table 2: decentralised 10kwp -pv energy generation 

Locations Total Generation (kWh/Week) in 
February, 2020 

Total Generation (kWh/Week) 
in  June, 2020 

Engurtoto 331.4315 294.3175 
Engalaoni 332.0982 295.2266 
Imbibia 332.5936 295.7091 
Losikito 337.8216 294.3857 
Likamba 337.9135 294.3507 
Energy Total 1,671.8584 1,473.9896 

 
5.2 Scenario B: Decentralised PV with Decentralised Battery System (Topology A) 
In this scenario, a decentralized battery system was introduced to each village prioritizing loads of the 
respective village. The battery was modelled to start discharge at 1 am with 60% storage capacity and 
20% reserved. The battery was charging during the daytime and discharging during the night time when 
there is no PV generation.  

5.3 Discussion 
In both months a substantial amount of energy was transferred to the main grid. About 228.37kWh was 
transferred to the main grid during the day in June while 356.63kWh was supplied to the main grid in February as 
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. This means whenever one of the village’s consumptions has increased, this surplus 
energy could be transferred to the respective village 
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Fig. 4.   Line power flow for 1-7th February 2020 (Scenario B). 
 

 
Fig. 5.   Line power flow for 1-7th June 2020 (Scenario B). 
 
5.4     Scenario C:  Cloudy or Faulty Day (Topology A) 
According to radiation data collected in both February and June, the difference in radiation between villages was 
very small as analyzed above. However, even within a few miles, some days one can experience weather changes 
[10]. In addition, if a fault happens to one of the village PV systems, then the PV generation will be less than 
expected. Therefore, a cloudy or faulty (low production) day was considered in this analysis to study the power 
interaction between villages. A cloudy day was introduced into one of the villages (Engalaoni) by cutting its 
radiation by half to see how the system would react to the changes. Analysis was conducted using June solar 
radiation data. 
 
5.5 Discussion 
Fig. 6 shows the PV outputs of Engalaoni village on cloudy and clear days. It shows only half of the energy was 
generated on a cloudy day. Fig. 7   shows the energy that was supplied to the village by both the main grid and 
mini-grid on the 5th day. Grid supplied power to the village during the daytime (3.6x105   sec to 3.7x105 sec) and 
(3.9 x105 sec to 4x105 sec). Mini-grid (other villages) supplied energy to the village during this daytime 3.7 x105 

sec to 3.9x105 sec. This means less surplus was supplied to the main grid compared to scenario B. This shows that 
whenever there is a cloudy or faulty day (i.e. PV cannot produce enough), there is the possibility of the affected 
village being served by the energy generated by another village or villages.  
 

 

Fig. 6.   PV generation of Engalaoni Village in June 2020 (Scenario C) 
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Fig. 7.   Line power flow for 1-7th June 2020 (Scenario C).  
 
5.6  Scenario D: Centralised Storage with Decentralised PV-(Topology C) 
A central battery was stationed at BUS E with a capacity of 573.732kWh to serve all villages. Battery size was 
calculated using (3) and (4).  
 
5.7 Discussion 
The battery charges in the daytime and discharges at night time. However, charging in February was observed to 
be smooth compared to June. Batteries were not fully charged on the 3rd day in June due to low PV energy 
generation.  In both months, during the daytime, the energy was flowing to BUS E where the storage was 
connected. At night, the stored power was flowing toward villages from the batteries.  

It was noted in Fig. 8 that excess energy was supplied by Engurtoto to Imbiba and from Imbibia to Engaloni 
daytime. This happened on the 3rd day in June from 2.15x105 to 2.25x105 sec. This highlights the efficacy of this 
system that in a case where any of these villages produces less, the surplus energy could supplement the deficit. 
In both months, the excess energy was supplied to the grid (line G1GE). However, on June 2nd and 7th, no surplus 
energy went to the grid. Instead, surplus energy generated by the mini-grid was consumed by the villages. 

 
Fig. 8.   Line power flow in 1-7th June 2020 (3rd Day) (Scenario D). 
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5.8 Scenario E:  Decentralised PV without Battery 
In this scenario, the model is connected to the decentralised PV systems without storage. Topology B was used.  

5.9 Discussion 
February 
During the daytime, most surplus energy generated by PV was supplied to the main grid. However, there is a small 
amount of PV energy that was supplied from Imbibia to Engaloni as shown in Fig. 9. PV energy was transferred 
during the daytime (6th day) from 4.75 x105 to 4.80x105 sec as shown in Fig. 9. This day had high solar irradiation. 
Table 3 shows that 1,404.70kWh was the energy supplied to the grid during the daytime and 1,131.00 kWh was 
the energy supplied by the grid to service the loads during nighttime. Comparing these two numbers shows more 
energy was supplied to the main grid in the daytime compared to the energy supplied by the grid during the 
nighttime. 

 
Fig. 9.   Line power flow for 1-7th February 2020 (6th day) (Scenario E). 
 
In June, 
During the daytime, surplus energy generated by the mini-grid (PV) was supplied to the main grid. Table 3 shows 
that 1,361.5 kWh was the energy supplied to the grid during the daytime and 1,1401 kWh was the energy 
supplied by the grid to service the loads during the nighttime. Comparing these two numbers shows more energy 
was supplied to the main grid during the daytime compared to the energy supplied by the grid during nighttime. 
Overall, PV energy generation in February was higher than in June. Therefore, the energy supplied to the main grid 
in June was lesser than in February. This explains more energy supplied to loads by the grid in June than in 
February. In addition, in both months, more energy was supplied to the grid than that grid-supplied to the loads.  
 
 
Table 3: Power transfer between mini-grid and main grid in scenario e 

Power Transfer between Mini-grid and Main Grid (kWh) 
Month Power supplied by mini-grid to 

main grid 
Power supplied by grid to mini-grid 

February 2020 -1.4047e+03  1.1310e+03 
June 2020 -1.3615e+03 1.1401e+03 

 
5.10    Scenario F: Centralised PV Decentralised Battery (Topology F) 
Centralised PV (81.786kWp) was stationed at Engalaoni village to serve all villages. PV generation was recorded 
as shown in Table 4. Table 5 shows the energy production of each village in both months per scenarios B, E, and 
D. PV generation in scenario F seemed to be higher than in B, E, and D scenarios.  

Table 4: Energy generation in each village (kwh) (scenario b). 
Months  Engurtoto Engalaoni Imbibia Losikito Likamba Energy Total (Eg) 
February 1,355 245 542 285 256 2,733 
June 1,201 262 482 247 223 2,415 
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Table  5: Energy generation in engaloni (centralized generation of 81.786KWP) 
 

Months Energy Generated (Eg) (kWh) 
February 2,853 
June 2,524 

 
This centralised PV generated 2,853 kWh and 2,524 kWh in February and June respectively. Total energy 
generated by decentralised PV was 2,733 kWh and 2,415 kWh in February and June respectively. Centralised PV 
generation was higher than the total generation of decentralised PV. This implies the PV generation is weather 
dependent, it requires a location with good solar resources to generate more energy. The self-reliance of scenario 
F will be further discussed below. 
 
5.11    Cost Analysis 
This is a basic capital cost analysis, it does not include any government subsidy, incentives, or connection cost from 
tapping points. The cost covered both hard and soft components of the project. Hard components include PV 
modules, inverters, storage, power lines transportation, and installation (labor) costs. Soft components include 
project development, design, and permit costs. The total load estimated for each village was 200kWp and the 
storage size was assumed to be the same, which is 135,300.18kWh for each village. 
 
The cost analysis shows the capital cost for the proposed mini-grid (PV, BOS, and Battery) would be 2.42 US$/W 
in Tanzania. To install the proposed mini-grid without storage would cost 1.02 US$/W. To install a self-sufficient 
PV system with storage in each village would cost 2.14US$/W. The capital cost of each topology/scenario was 
summarized in Table 7. The analysis above shows that the grid-connected mini-grid without storage has the 
lowest project cost compared to other topologies, which is less than half of the other topologies. The difference 
between a self-sufficient isolated system and the decentralized mini-grid (Topology A) is 0.28US$/W. The 
difference is attributed to the extra cost of power line installation. 
 
In all scenarios discussed above, they showed that there was surplus energy supplied to the main grid. This implies 
the mini-grid could generate income for exporting energy to the main grid if the tariff reflects the cost of solar 
energy generation. However, Topology C has both benefits; lower project costs and a supply of more surplus 
energy to the main grid compared to other topologies. This implies that if the grid power cost is less than the mini-
grid power cost, this topology could create more income compared to others. In addition, this topology has no 
battery replacement or battery maintenance costs. 
 
5.12  Summary of Scenarios and Correlation 
Each scenario was summarized in Table 7 for February and similar results were obtained for June [3]. Analyses 
show that scenario E imported the most power than all others in both months. Scenario D imported the least 
energy than all others. However, scenario E exported the most energy to the grid compared to others. Scenario A 
exported the least energy among all others.  To find the relationship between Ein, Eout and Capital cost (CC), the 
correlation coefficient was calculated using function [ Correl (xarray,yarray)] in Microsoft excel. The correlation 
between them is summarized below. 

Table 6:  Self-reliance index for February and June. 
Scenario SR (%) in for February SR (%) for June 
(a) 55.6780646 51.09382 
(b) 98.35356751 96.1846 
(d) 99.61362239 98.36017 
(e) 58.6169045 52.79089 
(f) 99.11355415 98.23665 

 
CORRELATIONS 
In February, 

 Correlation between Ein and Capital cost correlation coefficient was - 0.99948 
 Correlation between Ein and Eout – correlation coefficient was 0.5232 
 Correlation between Eout and capital cost -correlation coefficient was -0.5232 
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In June, 
 Correlation between Ein and Capital cost; correlation coefficient was - 0.99777 
 Correlation between Ein and Eout; correlation coefficient was 0.681322 
 Correlation between Eout and capital cost; correlation coefficient was -0.6440 

 
Table 7: Scenario summary and remarks for February 

where: Ein Energy supplied by the grid to mini-grid, Eout Energy supplied to the grid by mini-grid, Eg  Energy 
generated, S Scenarios, CC Capital cost (USD) 

The correlation between Ein and capital cost was -99.948% and -99.777% in February and June, respectively. This 
implies that the more dependency upon the main grid, the lesser the investment cost. However, grid extension and 
power distribution in these locations are limited. This is due to a number of reasons such as lack of finance, 
remoteness of locations, and lack of experts in those locations. Since the correlation between Ein and capital cost 
is higher, it is important to analyse the self-reliance of the mini-grid against capital cost in all analysed scenarios. 
This will point out the scenario/topology with optimal capital cost and energy reliance, as discussed below. 
 
5.13  Self-reliance Analysis 
Self-reliance of mini-grid refers to the ability of a mini-grid to depend on its own energy generation. In this 
research, self-reliance was measured by the self-reliance index (SR). SR is defined as the ratio of a difference 
between total energy generated (Eg) and energy imported (Ein) to the mini-grid to total energy generated by the 
mini-grid as shown in (6). SR was calculated per each topology as tabulated in Table 6 above. 
𝑺𝒆𝒍𝒇 − 𝑹𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 (𝑺𝑹) = 𝑬𝒈−𝑬𝒊𝒏

𝑬𝒈                                                                             (6) 

5.14  Discussion 
Fig. 10 and 11 show the SR against imported energy of each topology/scenario (A, B, D, E, F) for February and 
June respectively. Both graphs show B, D, and F to have SR above 90%. This is because of the storage in their 
topologies. However, scenarios A and E have SR below 59% in both months. Scenario A has SR of 55.6% and 
51.09% in February and June respectively. This is due to the small PV size, hence, low generation during the 
daytime. Scenario E has SR of 58.62% and 52.79% in February and June respectively. Less SR of E is caused by lack 
of storage, hence surplus energy was supplied to the grid. These Figures conclude that scenario D is the most self-
reliant and A is the least self-reliant. In all scenarios, SR in June was lower compared to February because of lower 
generation in June. This implies low irradiation affects the SR of the mini-grid. To determine which scenario has 
both optimal capital cost and self-reliance, it is required to combine both factors and analyse them as discussed in 
the next section. 

 
Fig. 10.  Self-reliance Curve in February 2020. 
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Fig. 11.  Self-reliance Curve in June 2020. 
 
5.15    Self-reliance against Capital Cost 
Tables 7 shows the capital cost of each scenario and Table 6 shows the SR of each scenario in February and June. 
In order to determine which scenario (topology) is both technically and economically viable, self-reliance against 
capital cost curves were plotted as shown in Fig. 12 and 13 for February and June respectively.  

 
Fig. 12.  Self-reliance against Capital Cost in February 2020. 
 

 
Fig. 13.  Self-reliance against Capital Cost in June 2020. 
 
5.16  Discussion 
According to both Fig. 12 and 13, Scenarios B, F and D are highly self-reliant compared to Scenarios E and A. 
However, the capital cost of scenarios A and E is lower than the other scenarios (B, F, D). Considering both self-
reliance and capital cost, Scenario E is more highly viable compared to other scenarios. This implies that 
decentralized PV without storage has optimal self-reliance and cost investment.  
 
6.0 CONCLUSION 
 
This research was based on rural areas (Mwandeti) in the northern part of Tanzania. These areas are limited to 
power access due to lack of budget and remoteness. People in these villages are struggling to access reliable power 
supply for basic needs such as lighting and phone charging. This research found that it is feasible to electrify these 
villages with PV mini-grid with storage. Since the villages have good solar resources. However, this research 
analysis shows that the cost of doing so is on the higher side compared to the current subsidized grid cost in 
Tanzania (for users below 75kWh/ months, which is 0.13US$/ kWh). It is vital to compare the thorough cost of 
grid extension compared to the mini-grid before any development. This will determine the best option with a 
lower cost.  
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Furthermore, it is important to understand that power access in rural areas has a tremendous impact on rural 
development. The research found out that people in Mwandeti and other villages depend on agriculture as a source 
of income. Most of them rely on seasonal rainfall for farming. The availability of electricity in those villages could 
improve agriculture practices as well as the life of the people. Therefore, power access is very important and a 
mini-grid could be an option for thriving the villages. Technically, this research proved that remote villages with 
SPV can be interconnected to provide power sharing between villages.  
 
6.1  Future research recommendations  
This research covered the grid-connected mini-grid and excluded the behavior of the mini-grid in the absence of 
the main grid. It is recommended further research be performed that encompasses the power and inverters’ 
interactions without a grid (islanded mode). In addition, it is crucial to study the resilience of the mini-grid to 
understand how the mini-grid could handle disturbances, as well as a control strategy. 
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ABSTRACT 
The world was almost being disintegrated by the COVID 19 pandemic whose peak saw ICT based 
solutions standing out as one of the best methodologies to counter the numerous challenges that were 
witnessed. These challenges ranged from job losses, reduced accessibility to health services, shutdown 
of education service delivery, shutdown down of major transportation modes, closure of religious 
worshipping places and International boarders, reduction in Justice Dispensations among others. ICT is 
anchored in UN SDG goals 9 and 11, however, a closer look at the other 15 UN SDG goals, shows that 
ICT is fully needed for full realization. Even though ICT has continuously been embraced worldwide over 
the years, some notable gaps still exist especially in developing countries. A brief focus on Africa 
indicates that 18% of the population have no access to a mobile broadband network, despite a 21% 
increase in 4G coverage since 2020 according to International Telecommunications Union (ITU). These 
constraints among many others are major impediments to deployment of ICT services in combating the 
pandemic and spearhead economic growth in Africa. This paper’s objectives are geared towards 
showing how ICT can be incorporated in various Engineering projects designs, using applicable 
simulation tools and relevant desktop research, for the purpose of achieving UN SDG goals with a clear 
emphasis on the potential economic recovery and growth benefits for Kenya, East Africa and Africa at 
large. 
 
Key words: Economic growth, ICT, Mobile network, Internet, UN SDGs. 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION    
 
The United Nations sustainable goal (SDG) 9 aims at ensuring that by 2030, there is a robust industry, innovation 
and infrastructure worldwide. The goal aims at having a reliable, sustainable, resilient, universally accessible and 
outstanding infrastructure across boarders for enhanced economic development and growth as well as well-being 
of people. The goal also targets achieving an all-inclusive and sustainable industrialization with accessibility to 
affordable financial credits and markets. This will increase employment opportunities as well Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) and to some extent double GDP in the least developed countries. Another target is achieving 
innovations by focusing on development of sound technological advancements across borders with an enhanced 
focus on developing countries. Technological advancement is key driver of innovations and this calls for enhanced 
and diversified domestic and international legal, financial, technological and technical support to developing 
countries [1]. 
 
SDG 11 aims at achieving Sustainable Cities and Communities by 2030. It targets universal and inclusive access to 
sustainable, safe, affordable basic amenities including housing, health, education, transportation, waste 
management among others. As this happens, the goal aims at strengthening all efforts to preserve, mitigate and 
safeguard cultural and natural heritage worldwide as well as prevent occurrence of disasters and vulnerable 
situations while adapting to climate change. In order for this goal to be achieved, ICT must be embraced at all 
stages thus calling for technical, financial support as well as capacity building globally by mending the existing 
bridges [1]. SDG 15 focuses on Life on Land. The goal’s aim is to ensure global conservation, restoration, protection 
and sustainable use and management of existing environmental ecosystem (water, forestry, mountains, dryland). 
This action would prevent the extinction of threatened species [1]. It is evident that the above highlighted SDGs 
can be achieved through engineering and technological advancements with ICT being the cornerstone. These goals 
play a critical role towards adaptation to climate change as well as economic recovery. 
 
2.0 BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW  

 
2.1 COVID 19- Unforeseen obstacle 
When the United Nations General assembly (UN-GA) was setting up the SDGs in 2015 to succeed the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDG), it did not foresee the emergency of COVID 19 pandemic which affected negatively their 
implementation. COVID 19 was declared a pandemic on March 11th, 2020 by the World Health Organization 
(WHO) following over 11,800 cases of coronavirus illness in over 110 countries and territories around the world 
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with sustained risk of further global spread. [2]. The first case in Africa was reported on 14 February 2020 in Egypt. 
East Africa countries reported their first cases in March 2020; Ethiopia, Kenya and Sudan on 13th, Rwanda on 14th, 
Tanzania and Somalia on 16th, Djibouti 18th, Eritrea and Uganda 20th March and Burundi on 31st March. [3] This 
resulted to social-economic disruptions taken collectively or individually by countries in the world. Food shortage, 
Partial or full closure of educational, judicial, religious institutions, cancelation/postponement of numerous 
events. The most notable effect was closure of industries worldwide which caused numerous loss of jobs. 
 
2.2 Economic impact of COVID 19 Pandemic 
Industrial production declined on average by around 28% in G20 countries between February and April 2020. 
Larger declines of between 40 and 60 percent were recorded in India, Indonesia, Italy and South Africa and 
relatively small declines occurred in Korea and Russia. However, despite a rebound in activity, industrial 
production in June 2020 remained well below its pre-crisis level with the exception of China and Korea [4]. Various 
East Africa countries adopted various mitigation measures, which negatively affected the economic progression, 
in response to the spread of COVID 19: Some of the common measures adopted by East African countries include: 
(i)Closure of Boarders and Suspension of international flights, (ii) Quarantine, (iii) Limitation (in some cases 
suspension) of Social, recreational and religious gatherings, (iv) Limitation in Public service vehicles capacity, (v) 
Closure of learning institutions (vi) Dusk to dawn Curfew for Kenya and Uganda and (vii) Lockdown of some areas 
in Nairobi, Coast and Northern parts of Kenya. 
 
The above mitigation measures poised an economic hardship to the citizens forcing various countries to adopt 
other mechanisms to cushion its citizens economically such as, tax exemptions, enhanced tax and debt relief, loan 
rescheduling among other measures. Despite the measures above, East Africa economies still faced other sectoral 
economic challenges during the pandemic. World Bank data indicate that the global GDP contracted by 4.2 per 
cent in 2020 compared to a growth of 2.7 per cent in 2019. This was the general trend in various countries with 
USA experiencing a contraction of 2.2%, Japan 1.6%, Germany 1.0%, United Kingdom 4.2%, France 3.7%, Italy 
6.0%, Canada 5.2% and Russia 11.8%. China on the other hand experience d a growth of 2.9% in GDP during the 
same period [5].  
 
Similarly, in Africa, the top three economies experienced a contraction in GDP with Nigeria’s GDP dropping from 
USD 448.12 Billion in 2019 to 432.29 Billion in 2020. Over the same period, South Africa experience a drop from 
USD 387.93 Billion to USD 335.44 Billion. However, Egypt experienced a growth from USD 303.08 Billion to USD 
365.25 Billion [5]. Table 1 shows East African countries GDP performance since 2015 in Billion dollars. 
 
Table 1: East Africa’s GDP performance since 2015 (in Billion USDs): Source: World Bank 

Year /Country 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 
Kenya  70.12 74.82 82.04 92.2 100.38 100.67 110.35 
Ethiopia 64.59 74.3 81.77 84.27 95.91 107.66 111.27 
Sudan  84.99 102.94 129.72 32.33 32.34 26.99 34.33 
Tanzania 47.38 49.77 53.32 57.00 61.14 62.41 67.78 
Uganda 32.39 29.20 30.74 32.93 35.35 37.6 40.43 
Rwanda 8.54 8.69 9.25 9.64 10.36 10.18 11.07 
Somalia 5.33 5.53 5.61 5.85 6.48 6.97 7.29 
Burundi 3.1 2.64 2.71 2.66 2.58 2.78 2.9 
Djibouti 2.42 2.6 2.76 2.91 3.09 3.18 3.37 

 
2.3 Road to Post pandemic recovery 
Globally, as of 22 July 2022, cumulatively, there had been 565,207,160 confirmed cases of COVID-19, 
including 6,373,739 deaths, reported to WHO. As of 18 July 2022, a total of 12,219,375,500 vaccine doses had been 
administered [6]. A look at Africa’s data at the same period showed cumulatively 8,713,731 cases, 172, 919 deaths, 
8,030,101 recoveries and 510,711 active cases with South Africa reporting the highest in Africa at 45.93%. East 
Africa data was as: Ethiopia 5.64%, Kenya 3.87%, Uganda 1.93% and Tanzania at 0.42% [6]. With this data, the 
world has been slowly and progressively returning to normalcy with most countries recording growth in GDP in 
2021 despite several resurgent waves of increased cases. Post pandemic economic recovery has been top on the 
list of most if not all the countries in the world. This has been made possible through use of ICT. 
 
2.4 Role of ICT in achieving the UN SDG goals and Economic Recovery 
ICT plays a pivotal role in achieving the UN SDG and in particular goals 9, 11 and 15 highlighted here above. 
Innovations, industrial advancements, infrastructure stability has been well achieved by ICT. Worldwide, there 
have been notable inventions and innovation in ICT that have come in handy way before the setting up on the UN 
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SDG goals. Sustainable communities and cities have been supported fully by ICT. Globally, there’s is a tendency of 
construction of Smart and green Cities which will enable the communities to live enjoyable if not comfortably. 
Similarly, environmental conservation of Fauna and flora has been realized through ICT developments. 
 
2.5 Overview of ICT infrastructure milestones and notable gaps 
Despite reduction in various sectoral sectors in Kenya, the ICT sector faced some growth during the COVID 19 
pandemic according to 2022 Economic survey published by Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS). The value 
of ICT increased by 2.5% although it was slower than the 5.8% experienced in 2019. Mobile cellular telephone and 
mobile money subscriptions increased by 13% and 9% respectively. Mobile commerce transactions grew by 35% 
majorly due to preference of cashless transaction during the pandemic and reduced tariffs. Internet subscribers 
grew by 7.81% points to 91.19 percent in 2020. Number of Internet service providers grew to 366 up from 302 in 
2019 due to working from home and virtual transactions of business and other social events. This led to utilization 
of 49.5% of available bandwidth up from 43.5% in 2019. Digital TV subscribers and online newspaper visitor 
increased by 7.2% and 28.0%. [7] 
 
2.6 Internet usage 
Global statistics obtained from International Telecommunications Union (ITU) indicate that usage of internet 
increased during the pandemic from 54% (4.1 billion) in 2019 to 63% (4.9 Billion) of world’s population in 2021. 
This is due to the fact that Internet remains a major player in working, learning, accessibility of basic services as 
well as keeping in touch. However around 2.9 billion of world’s population remained offline as of 2021 ITU 
statistics majority of whom hail from developing countries. In Africa, internet use has been on the rise from 2019 
and as of 2021 it stood at 33% of the population. This growth is significant since it will reduce the gap between 
the most and least connected countries in the world [8]. Figure 1 shows global internet usage between 2015 and 
2021. 

 

 
Figure 1: Internet uptake in the world (2015-2021):Source: ITU 

 
This is a clear indicator that ICT was amongst the remedies for reduction in spread of COVID 19, reduction of 
economic constraints during the pandemic and as well as a key tool in economic recovery post pandemic. This 
calls for enhancement of ICT infrastructures, policies, standards and resources for full realization of the UN SDG 
goals and economic recovery. 
 
2.7 Mobile broadband  
Statistics (Table 2) show a significant coverage of mobile broad band signal to the entire world population with an 
increased 4G network coverage since 2015 [8]. 
 
Table 2: Global Mobile brand band coverage (2015-2021): Source: ITU 

Year  2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 
2G (%) 17 11 8 6 4 3 2 
3G (%) 35 20 13 11 9 9 7 
4G (%) 43 64 75 80 83 85 88 

 
In 2021, 95% of the world’s population had access to internet due to availability of 3g and 4G, leaving about some 
390 million people in the world not even covered by a mobile broadband. 
Also, 18% of Africa’s population was not covered by 3G or 4G thus could not access internet [8]. 
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2.8 Bandwidth Usage 
The global bandwidth usage in 2021 increased by approximately 29% having increased by a similar margin from 
2019 to 2020. Even though Africa’s usage of bandwidth is negligible when compared to global economies, available 
data indicate that during the pandemic, the usage doubled from 10 Tbits/s in 2019 to 20 Tbits/s in 2020 followed 
by an increase of 10% in 2021 [8]. 
 
Table 3: Global Bandwidth usage in Tbits/s (2015-2021): Source: ITU 

Year  2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 
World 156 214 292 406 559 720 932 
Asia Pacific 53 79 124 175 247 312 403 
Americas 39 47 52 71 101 135 180 
Europe 49 56 61 86 120 152 204 
Arab 6 8 13 18 24 32 50 
Africa 2 2 5 7 10 20 22 
Others 7 22 37 49 57 69 73 

 
2.9 How can ICT be incorporated in engineering designs 
The world is currently experiencing the fourth industrial revolution dabbed as industry 4.0. The revolution has 
led rapid changes in technology, manufacturing, engineering, health sector and processes in this century. This has 
been made possible due to enhanced internet connectivity, need for smart cities, innovation, green energy, 
adaptation to climate change as well as Automation and artificial intelligence. In engineering projects, ICT plays a 
critical role at all the stages and ensures cheaper, faster and seamless flow of information amongst various 
stakeholders as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: ICT incorporation in Project stages 

At the design stage, various design, programming, modelling and simulation tools like CAD, Revit, BIM, SAP, STAAD, 
Matlab, solid works, internet applications that are anchored on ICT are majorly used to develop and visualize 
solutions that are capable of solving the problem defined and realizing client aspirations envisioned in the 
previous stages. At the construction stage, ICT can be used in the following processes, batching, compaction, curing 
etc. During operation and maintenance, ICT tools like PLCs, SCADA, BMS, play a major role especially in 
supervision, generation of reports, fault prevention and finding, efficiency and management. 
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3.0 OBJECTIVE OF THE PAPER  
 
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate how ICT can be incorporated in engineering designs so as to 
spearhead achievement of UN SDG goals as well as economic recovery and growth in Africa. In achieving this 
objective, the paper aims at exploring the milestones made in growth of ICT in the world and the existing gaps that 
are exhibited in Africa.  
 
4.0 CASE STUDY AND METHODOLOGY 
 
In order to illustrate how ICT continues to play a critical role in engineering designs, we are focusing on a recently 
designed project in Kenya that is at procurement stage. The project is a modern green building facility for training 
and capacity building in Kenya’s Smart (innovation) City, Konza Technopolis, an ICT hub, which is under 
development. Phase 1 of the project, which will host warehouses, industries, incubators, workshops, prototyping 
training and capacity building facilities, upon completion is projected to generate 17,000 jobs and contribute over 
USD 1 billion to Kenya’s GDP [9]. 
 
The Electrical Engineering Services for the project included: 
 
i) Electrical installation works  
This entailed use of energy efficient, smart, automatic lighting system using PIR sensors for switching, Photocells, 
Timers and LED light fittings. Automatic Voltage Regulators was incorporated to ensure protection from voltage 
fluctuations. Surge arrestors, Automatic Changeovers, power factor capacitor banks and smart switchgears were 
also considered. UPSs were considered for critical loads to ensure continued supply of power during changeovers. 
Konza City boasts of reliable power supply with the ongoing construction of a 400-kV substation. The sources of 
electrical power considered for the project were: Mains supply from electricity grid, solar power and Standby 
generator. Lighting protection system as per IEC62305 was also considered. 
 
ii) Security systems installation works:  
This entailed modern day high resolution (4K) CCTV camera’s with Artificial Intelligence analytics including but 
not limited to face, detection, motion detection, fog detection, directional detection, object counter, social distance 
detection, behavioral observation, audio/sound detection and classifications, Auto/Auto tracking of objects or 
persons, smart Auto notifications of Alarm events via emails, phone, SD card, redundant memory slots at the 
individual cameras. The access control system was designed to regulate movement of persons using door access 
control systems and pedestrians’ access control and scanners (luggage, people) and vehicles using smart vehicle 
packing system whose simulation results have been shared herein. The packing smart system was designed to 
have under vehicle surveillance systems, gate barriers, Automatic hydraulic bollards, CCTV camera with number 
plate recognition, parking slots display. 
 
iii) Renewable Energy installation works 
This involved design of a 242 KW solar system incorporating Solar Photovoltaic (PV) panels, inverters, charge 
controllers and other accessories. Batteries (storage) was not considered due to high capital and maintenance 
costs. Stand-alone solar light fittings were designed for external lighting. 
 
iv) Lift Installation works  
This involved design of 6 No. passenger lifts as per BS EN 81-20: 2014 and BS EN 81-50: 2014. Access control and 
other security systems were incorporated in the design. 
 
v) Voice and data 
The works considered for this design were: Structured cabling, IP telephony system, networking equipment, data 
center, and network/information security. 
 
vi) Fire detection, alarm and Emergency Evacuation system 
The design considered sensors/detectors, actuators and sounders as well as Control and processing panels as per 
BS 5839 Part 1:2017. The voice evacuation system was incorporated to the Audio-visual system. 
 
vii) Audio visual 
The design involved recording systems for podcast sessions, Smart classroom equipment including interactive 
digital electronic podium/lectern, interactive digital screens, multipoint displays and digital signage for 
exhibitions, teleconferencing equipment, virtual and augmented reality.  
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viii) Generator 
The design considered a total of 3 No (100KVA, 350KVA and 500KVA) generators. 100 KVA generators was 
dedicated to emergency services like firefighting and evacuation whereas the 350 KVA and 500 KVA was 
synchronized to supply power depending on the demand as illustrated in the simulation results shown in figures 
6,7,8 and 9.  
 
ix) BMS 
The Building management system was designed to assist in energy efficiency, conservation and management and 
maintenance. The system was majorly designed to integrate all mechanical (heating, ventilation, air conditioning, 
fans, pumps, gas system, tanks, firefighting, water meters etc.) and electrical (Lifts, generators, Distribution boards, 
HT& LV boards, Energy meters, UPSs, AVRs, Fire alarm, Parking system, Power supply system, solar PV system, 
Security systems) systems into a centralized operation, supervision, monitoring and maintenance system. The 
major components of the system included: controllers (DDC, networks, IO modules, field devises (sensors), 
monitoring Software and hardware (server, PC workstations, Display) and associated cabling as per IEC 62443 
standard. 
 
In the design of these 9 electrical engineering services, ICT played a critical role. Virtually all the specifications 
were anchored on how ICT could be integrated. Most if not all the components had a requirement of being 
incorporated to the Building management system thus making it a Smart building with affinity to green energy. 
Due to the standards and regulations associated with smart cities globally, various design, modelling and 
simulation tools including but not limited to CAD, REVIT, and PLC were used to visualize the client requirements. 
In the end the optimized design, modelling and simulation outputs were able to get approval for planning and 
costing. 
 
For the illustration purposes, this paper focuses on two critical services that were simulated; Parking management 
system and Power supply system. In doing the simulation of these systems, logics were fed in the simulation tool 
(Codesys the IEC 61131-3 programming system) for visualization and results optimization. The packing 
management system was designed to control vehicle entry, exits and display of available packing slots. The project 
was designed to incorporate three power sources: Solar power, Main supply from Kenya Power Company Limited 
and two synchronized generators of 350 KVA and 500KVA. Figures 3 to 5 shows example of illustration diagrams 
for power supply system and Vehicle parking system and a sample of Logics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Power supply illustration diagram 
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Figure 4: Parking system illustration diagram 
 

 
Figure 5: Power supply system logics 
 

5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
From the figures 3, 4 and 5 above, we were able to visualize using the PLC ladder diagrams the operation of the 
parking and power supply systems for the project with all safety measures in place. For the Power supply, the 
solar PV system (without battery storage) was the primary supply mode during the day. In absence of solar PV 
system, the system switches to Main supply from Kenya Power Company limited. The two standby generators 
were synchronized to operate depending on the load demand. The simulations were able to demonstrate how 
switching could be done between these power sources as shown in figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6: Simulation results of power supply system 
 
The simulations for the packing system as shown in figure 7 below demonstrated how the system senses the 
available parking slots, displays them promptly when the vehicle arrives or exits the premises while capturing the 
number plate registration details of the vehicle and transferring them to the Data storage. The tool illustrated the 
system’s override and idle mode mechanisms especially during failure, emergency or maintenance. 
 

 
Figure 7: Simulation results of vehicle parking system 
 
6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION  
 
In order to achieve the UN SDG goals, ICT has to be applied at all stages of Engineering designs. Despite the existing 
gaps and variance between ICT deployment in Africa and the rest of the world, there is need for Africa to fully 
embrace ICT and the fruits that come with it. Engineering professionals are the heartbeat of this dream and we 
should be number one on the list. Incorporation of ICT in engineering designs as demonstrated above will yield 
optimum results and will save the client some significant costs. Engineers should embrace ICT in all their designs 
for the benefit of Africa and the entire world. This paper recommends the use of ICT in all engineering designs 
especially in modern day designs of green buildings.  The paper also calls upon the nations and the entire world to 
close all the existing gaps in the ICT sectors despite the milestones made. This will lay down a solid foundation for 
enhanced application of ICT in economic recovery, Growth and combating effects of climate change as well as any 
unforeseen pandemic(like COVID 19) that may arise in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 

According to the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 6.5 billion people (2/3) of world 
population is projected to live in cities by 2050. Cities occupy 3% of land space, consuming up to 80% of 
energy and emitting up to 70% of carbon emission. They contribute 80% of global gross domestic 
product (GDP). Conferring the United Nations sustainable development goals SDGs and the Africa Union 
2063 initiatives, adoption of Information technology-IT/Information Communication Technology-ICT 
determine exchange of information hence trade as well as inhibit rural–urban migration, reducing 
unemployment, pollution, and congestion respectively. According to World Bank study, 10% increase in 
broadband access creates 1.38% growth in GDP developing economies and 1.21% in developed 
economies. Access to affordable and sustainable IT/ICT broadband infrastructure (Internet) has great 
socio-economic impact on livelihoods to household levels. This increases innovations, opens 
opportunities online to both rural and urban populations, self-employment, global connections, and 
increased start-ups potential etc. The study used both qualitative and quantitative methods. Secondary 
data and statistics from online sources were also used.  
 
Further, IT/ICT transformation is in big data and analytics, Artificial intelligence-AI, Machine learning-
ML and Internet of things IoT/Smart infrastructure. These are transforming next level of industrial 
revolution, technology adoption, Governance models, automations, and decision. Policy for sustainable 
and affordable IT/ICT infrastructure development and broadband penetration is fundamental to ensure 
wider access to IT/ICT services by populations hence better GDP growth. Re-use of existing utility 
infrastructure herein electricity grids for development of high-capacity internet infrastructure using 
fiber optic technology is key. Benefits of the model are lowest cost of infrastructure ownership, highest 
bandwidth capacity, faster roll out, least environmental pollution (carbon) etc. 
 
Key words: Economic Growth, GDP, IT/ICT, Broadband/Internet, SDG, AU 2063 

 
1.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION   
 
The World Bank study (Quang et.2009), established that 10% increase in access to broadband services results in 
a 1.38% growth in Gross Domestic Product GDP in developing countries and 1.21% in developed countries. 
Access to sustainable broadband/Internet services requires affordable and reliable high-capacity broadband 
infrastructure. Different broadband technologies and deployments exist. These are based on either cable/wireline 
or wireless media. This paper reviews disruption caused by aerial deployment of fiber optic technology in 
electricity grids to realize sustainable and affordable broadband infrastructure.  
 
Presently fiber optic technology provides unrivalled potential for high bandwidth applications. The solution offers 
the best return on investment (ROI) and least total cost of ownership TCO i.e., USD/Gbps. Access to broadband 
service / Internet is paramount to accelerating economic growth as depicted hence need for faster deployment of 
right technology and infrastructure. Developing economies are faced by two challenges notably rapid population 
growth and rural urban migration. According to the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 6.5 billion 
people (2/3) of world population projected to live in cities by 2050. Cities occupy 3% of land space, consuming 
up to 80% of energy and emitting up to 70% of carbon emission. They contribute 80% of global gross domestic 
product (GDP).   
 
Trade is largely determined by exchange of information. This is further dependent on Information Technology 
(IT)/Information Communication Technology (ICT). Conferring the 17 UN-SDGs and the Africa Union-AU 2063 
initiatives, IT/ICT inhibits rural–urban migration thereby reducing unemployment, pollution, and congestion 
respectively. Access to affordable and sustainable broadband/Internet infrastructure and services has great socio-
economic impact on livelihoods to household levels. It is determined that access to broadband/Internet 
infrastructure and services leads to growth in innovations and empowerment of rural and urban populations with 
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online opportunities. Beside the above, it also grows potential for self-employment, increased global connections, 
and capacity for start-ups etc.   
 
The impact of IT/ICT on economic growth is steadily on an upward surge as more areas in the economy adopt ICT 
technologies. The 4th and 5th industrial revolutions are a success owing to the deployment of broadband/Internet 
infrastructure and adoption of digital technologies. More transformations and innovations are expected with 
internet of things IoT infrastructure and technologies i.e., big data and analytics, data center and cloud, artificial 
intelligence AI and Machine learning ML etc.  The full impact of IT/ICT on economic growth cannot be fully 
analyzed as newer models and opportunities emerge. The impact is direct and indirect i.e., where automations 
lead to increased efficiency, loss reductions and in-depth analysis required to ascertain significance of ICT. Fiber 
optic technology emerges the best of the existing IT/ICT broadband infrastructure technologies. Fiber optic cable 
technology offers the highest bandwidth capacity, high immunity to electromagnetic interference and noise, over 
25 years of useful lifespan etc. Beside this, affordability and sustainability are key considerations in selection of 
deployment method.  
 
This paper emphasizes merits of aerial deployment of fiber optic technology in electricity grids comprising 
transmission, distribution, and last mile segments. The optical ground wire (OPGW) and the All-dielectric self-
support (ADSS) fiber cable types are predominantly used in aerial deployments. The OPGW fiber cable serves as 
power system protection infrastructure for earthing/grounding high voltages and broadband infrastructure for 
ICT applications. The ADSS fiber cable is non-metallic and suited for deployment in distribution and last mile 
segments. Fiber optic technology in electricity grids offers the least total cost of ownership TCO model, 
environmental compliance, faster roll-out times, design and redundancy flexibility, secure and high service 
availability etc. It is estimated that the cost of deployment per kilometer is three (3) times cheaper for aerial 
deployment of fiber optic technology in comparison to the underground equivalent.  
 
Existing and new electricity grids can therefore be transformed to utility-telecom grids for access to electricity and 
broadband/Internet. The model promotes infrastructure sharing, reduced Co2 emission due to reduced 
mechanizations, optimization of land use and plans i.e., wayleaves management etc. Challenges facing the success 
of the model are lack of funding, technology awareness, low capacity, weaker policy and regulatory frameworks, 
ageing infrastructures, vandalism, and lack of stakeholder involvement.  
 
The study proposes a new dimension of focus on levelling the access rate to electricity and broadband/Internet to 
catapult economic growth. Disparity in access levels to electricity and broadband must be addressed through 
adoption of the utility–telecom model. This paper recommends (1) review of policy and regulatory frameworks 
among underdeveloped and developing economies to spur uptake of the ICT model for economic growth, (2) 
Increased funding in development of requisite broadband infrastructure in strategic utility assets, (3) Re-
utilization of electricity grids to deploy aerial fiber to the home , premise or enterprise, (4) legislation to make 
access to broadband services declared essential for all, and (5) training and capacity development to meet growth 
demand for services. The Broadband infrastructure and access to service(s) at dwellings will guarantee faster 
realization of Big 4 Agenda, Vision 2030, 17 UN SDGs and AU-2063 initiatives. 
  
2.0 OBJECTIVE(S) OF THE PAPER 

  
ICT affects all economic factors directly or indirectly. The study endeavored to review role of ICT in economic 
growth, optical fiber technology in electricity grids and role of governance in ensuring success. The specific 
objectives were:  
(i) Examine ICT in economic growth – GDP.  
(ii) Review optical fiber technology as a broadband solution and deployment models.  
(iii) Scrutinize the impact of variation in access rates for electricity and broadband/Internet respectively on 

economic growth. 
  

3.0 ICT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH  
 
3.1 General  
According to World Bank (Qiang et al. 2009) study, 10% increase in broadband access creates 1.38% growth in 
GDP in developing economies and 1.21% in developed economies respectively. The ICT industry comprise, 
regulators, telecom operators, producers/manufacturers of hardware and software, electronic equipment 
manufacturers etc. The above stated ICT players actively contribute to the economic activities in each country 
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hence the global economy. ICT contributed to an estimated 5% of global GDP growth period 2003-2008. This 
further grew to 5.4% of the worlds GDP in 2008 with a projection of attaining 8.7% by the year 2020.  
 
Beside ICT contribution to economic growth, it also advances education, healthcare, security, and services.  
McKinsey study projected ICT contribution to reduction of CO2 emission by 15% by 2020. Key ICT contribution 
to economic growth is through development and access to affordable and sustainable high-speed 
Internet/broadband infrastructure. Connectivity is central to ICT’s contribution to economic growth. Broadband 
media comprising optical fiber, copper, twisted pair and wireless (radio) are fundamental. Investments in 
expanding broadband/internet infrastructure comprising optical fiber, computing, mobile broadband, data center 
and cloud technology etc. contributes to economic growth.   Further, broadband/high speed Internet 
infrastructure guarantees access to voice, video, and Internet traffic. Manufacturing, importation, export, training 
and capacity development, consultancy, and software/app developments all contribute to economic growth. 
According to McKinsey research, an estimated US$300 and US$420 billion will be added to global GDP with 10-
14 million jobs created if levels for mobile broadband development in developed and underdeveloped economies 
are levelled (Figure 1). 

 
Figure: 1 Mobile broadband penetration (Source: McKinsey & Company Analysis, 2009) 

 
Driven by demand for new technological transformations, i.e., digital economy, smart city concepts, industrial 4.0 
and Internet of things IoT infrastructure has led to high investments by Government’s and ICT players in massive 
deployment of digital infrastructure. Digitization and digitalization of utility infrastructure, operations and 
services is an emerging trend for high efficiency and optimal use. Deployment of high-speed Internet/broadband 
infrastructure alongside existing utility infrastructure like electricity, railway, roads, bridges, water and sewerage 
pipeline, oil pipelines etc. guarantees automation infrastructure with surplus bandwidth or dark fiber capacity 
leased for additional revenue growth for utility or government.  
 
Developing countries require more spending on high-speed Internet/broadband infrastructure for better 
economic prospects and reduction of the digital divide. It is evident that with high investment in broadband 
infrastructure a ripple effect is felt on economic growth. The republic of Korea, Rep. (Korea) maintained lead in 
broadband investment and the same paid off well with a resounding economic growth. ICT contributes to 
economic growth at the domestic level beside the national GDP. A traditional home without access to broadband 
infrastructure depicts low economic activity, deprivation of innovation, and low information level on current 
affairs. Prior study(s) depict that access to affordable and sustainable Internet/broadband infrastructure and 
services at home offers immense online opportunities for economic activities i.e., online commerce, start-ups, 
education, and information sharing. This enhances levels of innovations. ICT infrastructure offered online 
education, online commerce, and virtual conference platforms during the COVID 19 pandemic enabling resilient 
economies for countries with good ICT infrastructure. High speed Internet / broadband infrastructure is the basis 
for realization of a smart home.  Optical fiber connectivity to the home not only provides high bandwidth dedicated 
access but also allows integration with other wireless and wireline broadband technologies to enhance access to 
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broadband/Internet services indoors. This is the deep fiber model suited for all applications including 
densification of wireless in rural areas and slams. 
  
3.2 Broadband Optical Fiber Technology 

   
Fiber broadband is foundation for connected world. Optical fiber is unrivalled broadband technology 
characterized by highest capacity, speed, green compliance, and fastest deployment. Although an emerging 
technology, optical fiber keeps expanding in application and coverage. Presently fiber is used for all connectivity 
needs in homes, businesses, industry 4.0, smart homes and cities and mobile communication 4/5G and long-term 
evolution networks LTE. A single optical fiber strand can bundle all services voice, internet, and video traffic with 
enormous capacity to transmit up to tera bits per second (Tbps). Optical fiber technology offers immense benefits 
to telecom service providers, utility(s), governments etc. bundling of services on a single optical fiber strand 
generates more revenues. Among the outstanding applications of optical technology are in densification of 5G 
cells. Improved penetration of fiber broadband infrastructure among populations is credited for resultant 
economic growth. This is typical of developed economies investing highly in deployment of optical technology. 
Optical fiber technology has the highest transmission capacity ranging from hundreds of Gigabits per second 
(Gbps) to Tera bits per Second (Tbps). Optical fiber cables are constructed of either glass or plastic and transmit 
information or data in the form of light. See Figure 2, Figure 3 and Table 1. These are for basic PON networks and 
PON architectures respectively. Table 2 indicates the details of the various PON technologies. 
 

 
Fig 2: The basic passive optical fiber network-PON  

(Source: https://www.thefoa.org/tech/ref/appln/FTTH-PON.html ) 
 

Table 1: Optical Network Architectures 
No Premise  Technology 
1 Home  Fiber to the home - FTTH 
2 Building  Fiber to the Building - FTTB 
3 Cabinet  Fiber to the Cabinet - FTTC 
4 Node  Fiber to the Node - FTTN 
5 Tower  Fiber to the Tower - FTTT 

NB: There are many other optical fiber network architectures that have emerged.   
 

 
Fig 3 Various Fiber to the X Architectures with varying distances from Central Office CO (Source: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber_to_the_x#/media/File:FTTX.svg , 2007) 
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Table 2: Summary of PON Technologies (Source: Vukovic et al., 2007) 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Generations of PON Technology. Source: (DigiWorld,2022) 

 
3.2.1    Merits of PON Technology  
These are the merits of PON technology. 
(i) PON Internet is cost-effective-PON uses single optical fiber to support multiple users(point-to-

multipoint). Low infrastructure and material costs comparable to other telecom system(s).   
(ii) Highest Internet speeds available-Can transmit gigabyte per second Gbps to terabyte Tbps symmetrical 

data transmission suited for businesses.   
(iii) Reliable and adaptable Internet connection – optical fiber technology is most reliable, small size, flexible, 

and electromagnetic immunity.  
(iv) Converged services – Shared optical fiber can deliver high quality triple play services i.e., voice, video, and 

Internet traffic simultaneously.  
(v) Flexible and scalable – Ability to adopt and support growing bandwidth requirements. 
(vi) Long lifespan of over 25years for optical fiber cable see figure 4 above for generations of PON technology.   

 
3.2.2  Deep Fiber  
Optical fiber technology has transformed access to high-speed Internet/broadband infrastructure and services. 
Due to its immense high bandwidth capability, optical fiber technology integrates with all other broadband 
technologies. Deep fiber is a hybrid model whereby the optical fiber technology integrated with last mile wireless 
technology extends access to high-speed broadband/Internet. The model facilitates densification of wireless 
technologies. This is good for broadband access in rural areas, slams, and densely populated areas in cities.  
Figure5 shows optical fiber backhaul and access connectivity. The model enhances deep penetration of broadband 
access with incorporation of wireless technologies. This architecture is used for densification of wireless solutions 
to provide broadband to the rural areas and slams. Although an emerging technology, optical fiber technology is 
the most future-oriented broadband media. 

 
Figure 5: Deep Fiber Model:  Source: ((Littmann et al., 2017) 
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3.2.3 Optical Fiber Deployment  
Figure 6 below shows the fiber to the home FTTH/x architecture. This figure presents all deployment scenarios 
for optical fiber network.  

 
Figure 6: Deployment methods in fiber to the home architecture:  

Source: https://www.ofsoptics.com/fiber-optic-solutions-for-the-home/ 
 

3.2.4 Deployment methods 
Costs for deployment of cable/wired broadband infrastructure are highest for underground deployment options. 
This is due to higher mechanization and civil works, labor and wayleave acquisition costs associated plus permits. 
These hinder investments and subsequent business. The best alternative option is use of existing utility 
networks/infrastructures to deploy the cable solutions and reduce deployment costs and time drastically. Table 
below shows comparison of options. 

 
Table 3: Comparison of optical fiber deployment methods   

No Deployment method Pros Cons 
1 Overground installation - Optical fibre cables installed on 

utility poles or street masts. 
Cost effective Prone to external 

environment conditions 
2 Installation in the ground (by trencher) Durable Pollution (Co2 emission) 
3 Trenching – use microtubes in a cut milled into a road. Shorter times Damage to road surface. 
4 Horizontal directional drilling - Used for passage over 

obstacles such as river, railways etc. 
Alternative where open 
trench not feasible. 

High operational risk. 

5 Drilling- Drill beat driven in the ground by compressed air  Alternative where open 
trench not feasible. 

Unsuitable for long distance 

6 Ploughing techniques – use tractor to pull plough.  Suited for long distance Pollution 
(Co2 emission) 

7 Installation in sewer systems – Use of assembling robot.  Use of existing infrastructure Costly 
 
 

4.0  METHODOLOGY  
 
The study employed both quantitative and qualitative techniques to analyze secondary data collected from online 
secondary sources. The study reviewed the impact of ICT on economic growth based on the findings of the Mc 
Kinsey research, the Global Information Technology Report 2009-2010 at the World Economic Forum-WEF - 2010 
and the World Bank Study reports. Further, the study compared access rate to electricity and access rate to 
broadband/Internet in a select sub-Saharan countries representing the high-middle-income to the low-income 
economies. The results were analyzed, and recommendations made for implementation of the utility telecom 
model for faster economic growth. This was aimed at with a view of analyzing the gap analysis for access to 
electricity and Internet was done based on a select case sub-Saharan countries. Below are the findings, 
 
5.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

 
The study established the following results: 
  
5.1 The Impact of ICT on the Economy 
From Figure 7, a 10% increase in broadband penetration leads to a 1.2-1.40 percent growth in the GDP for the 
category of “Various countries”. This category represents economies classified as Upper-Middle-Income; Lower–
Middle–Income and Low-Income countries. Economic growth rate of between 0.6-0.7percent on average is 
achievable for all countries with a 10% increase in broadband penetration. 
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Figure 7:  Impact of Broadband Penetration on the Growth of the GDP: Source: Qiang and Rossotto, 2009; 
CEBR, 2002; ACIL Tasman, 2004. 
 
To ensure adequate penetration of broadband/Internet infrastructure, new strategy, planning, policy framework 
and funding required for enhanced deployment optical fiber technology in utility infrastructure. This model 
guarantees a sustainable broadband/Internet infrastructure capable of catapulting economic growth in Upper-
Middle-Income; Lower–Middle–Income and Low-Income countries. This will ensure adequate capacity for future 
needs beside support for rural broadband deployment using the deep fiber model for densification of wireless 
broadband access technologies.  
 
5.2 Broadband Penetration and GDP Growth  
Figure 8 indicates a direct correlation between access to ICT/broadband penetration per household and the 
resultant growth in GDP. North America and Western Europe enjoy better GDP growth rates resulting from high 
broadband penetration levels per household. It can be deduced further that access to broadband contributes to 
domestic economy the cumulative contribution reaches the national economy. The low GDP growth rate for Africa 
is directly associated with the low broadband penetration rates at rate of 11%. The African continent has massive 
potential in existing electricity power lines that are convertible to high-speed broadband infrastructure by 
deploying optical fiber technology. Policy framework and funding to ensure re-utilization of these existing 
electricity grids and new grids for aerial deployment of optical technology strategic.  
 

 
Source: Pyramid Research data, Q3 2002; World Cellular Information Service (WCIS) online database, 
accessed October 2009. 
 
Case – Optical Fiber Broadband Solution - Strategy, Policy, and Funding. 
Table 4 presents typical cases for the uptake of fiber optic broadband solution for enhancing sustainable 
connectivity and economic growth. It can be deduced that it is a function of Government to champion realization 
of a sustainable and affordable broadband solution for economic growth. The Governments in listed countries 
made policy and strategy with requisite funding thereby realizing all connected status for their countries. To date, 
these countries are world-leaders in GDP growth and Internet penetration.  
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The Government of Singapore funded the commitment with US$ 670 million, for 100% fiber coverage to be the 
first in the world by 2015. Australia Government with US$ 3,300 million for 98% of homes and business passed 
by 2014. These strategic and policy frameworks for 100% broadband coverage using optical fiber technology are 
best for sub-Saharan countries as more infrastructure development for utilities and services are ongoing hence 
strategic to incorporate the optical fiber technology at least cost but greater gain thereafter.   
 
5.3 ICT and Sustainability  
Although ICT contributes immensely to economic growth, it catalyzes the other factors that contribute to economic 
growth. Figure 9 shows, the ranking of ICT influence by a survey. It is a fact that ICT is key in ensuring sustainability 
as per Mc Kinsey consumer survey see figure 9 below. ICT was ranked at fourth position. 
 

 
Figure 9: Perceived ICT contribution to society (percent of respondents): Source: September 2008 McKinsey 
survey of 4,787 consumers around the world 

 
5.4 ICT and Competitiveness in the Economy  
An economy endowed with elaborate ICT infrastructure and systems attracts investments.  
 

  
Figure 10: ICT Readiness vs. Competitiveness: Source: World Economic Forum, Competitiveness Index 
2008-2009; McKinsey, Digital Opportunity Index 2008-2009. 
 
From Figure 10, it can be deduced that a country’s competitiveness is determined by the level of ICT development 
or readiness. Connectivity to a sustainable and affordable Internet/broadband infrastructure, availability of data 
center and cloud computing services, hardware and software equipment, start-up labs etc. increase the country’s 
attractiveness as an investor destination of choice. 

  
5.5 Access rate to Electricity and Access rate to Broadband /Internet missing link / gap for economic 

growth   
Economic growth (GDP) is by far greater if both electricity and Internet/broadband are accessible to populations 
concurrently and affordably. The reality however is the opposite that there is a huge gap between the two services 
or utilities (See details in Figures 11 and 12). Figure 11 shows Kenya with over 82% electricity access rate at 2017 
up from 26.86 % (see also Table 5). However according to Demographics Kenya, 2021, Kenya had 
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broadband/Internet access rate of 44.6% recording Internet speeds of 13.7Mbps ranking 14th globally according 
to Kenya's average mobile internet speed is faster than the US', 2020. 
 
The variance in access rate to electricity and broadband / internet should be levelled i.e., both to record 82% or 
100%. The variance/gap leads to an economic loss. Key strategy to address this is by transformation of electricity 
grid to the consumer into a utility-telco grid by installing optical fiber technology to ensure each home, office etc. 
connected to the electricity grid has broadband connectivity. Table 5 shows that internet access rate is lower in 
sub–Saharan African countries in comparison to electricity access rate for same countries. It is worthy to 
harmonize the access rates for both electricity and Internet in sub-Saharan countries. This is primed to have a 
better economic growth potential.   
 

 
Figure 11: Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (RISE), Bottom 29 Countries Relative to the Highest 
Performer in Africa, 2016. – (a) Electricity Access Score:  Source: Banerjee et al. 2017 

 
 

Table 5: Household and Individual ICT Access and Usage Survey internet access estimates:  
Source: RIAS 
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Figure 12: Internet and Electricity Access by Consumption in Sub-Saharan African Countries.  
Source: Benin Enquete Modulaire Integree Sur les Conditions de Vie des Menages (2015), Kenya Integrated Household 
Budget Survey 2015-16, Mauritius Household Budget (2017), Namibia National Household Income and Expenditure 
Survey, Rwanda Integrated Household Living Conditions Survey 5, Uganda National Household Survey (2016/17). 
Note: Mauritius considered to have 99% of electricity access based on the Sustainable Energy for all Initiative. 
 
5.6 Broadband / Internet, Population Growth and Employment    
Figure 13 shows projection of population growth in Africa and impending challenges of rural to urban migration. 
Information presented shows that Africa is facing great challenges in urban overpopulation, city/urban 
congestions, pollution, and unemployment.  Proper planning and deployment of sustainable and affordable 
broadband/Internet for all will surely mitigate substantially through job creation or self-employment, good 
communication, online opportunities and learning, better opportunities in rural areas thereby reversing rural – 
urban migration etc.    
  

 
Figure 13: Africa’s Urban Population 
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6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
ICT contribution to economic growth GDP is enormous and still under study to fully establish on scope. The paper 
presents key proposal to increase the economic growth GDP through re-utilization of the electricity grid (existing 
and new) to offer access to both electricity and broadband/Internet. It has been demonstrated that optical fiber 
technology deployed in electricity grid or utility infrastructure causes significant positive disruption for 
economic growth and automation.  by applying optical fiber technology. This is aimed at optimizing existing and 
new utility assets for maximum gain not only to the utility for internal use and diversification but for the nation’s 
economic gains. The following are recommendations: 
1) ICT broadband infrastructure be a mandatory inclusion in utility infrastructure developments i.e., both 

existing and new. This should be a mandatory checklist item prior to funding and support. This will lead 
to economic growth, zero GHG emission compliance, and IoT ready automation infrastructure. The African 
Governments, regional partners, the United Nations UN and affiliates, World Bank, Financial Institutions 
and other Development Partners to consider for economic empowerment, carbon compliance and 
compliance to Paris Agreement. 

2) Adoption of this model by the United Nations and AU for faster realization of the UN 17 SDGs and AU 2063 
initiatives. Aerial optical fiber deployments preferred based on the Deep fiber model. 

3) The integrated utility-fiber model be considered in all last mile electricity supply projects for broadband 
to all through densification of wireless access at rural, slums and overpopulated areas. It is the green 
compliant, least total cost of ownership TCO, low Co2 emission, infrastructure, and wayleave re-use model 
for broadband deployment. 

4) Utilities in high middle income, middle income, and low-income countries to adopt this model for bridging 
the growing digital divide, earn digital dividends, spur sustainable revenue growth through innovations 
and optimize returns on assets etc. 

5) Endeavor to optimize existing utility infrastructure for access to both electricity and broadband services 
with focus or reducing to zero the variance between the two access rates. 
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ABSTRACT 
Corruption is widespread in the Infrastructure, Construction and Engineering Sectors. It may take place 
in both developed and developing countries. It may take place at any phase of a public or private sector 
project, and may be committed by any of the many corporate or individual participants in a project. 
Some corruption offences are committed knowingly and deliberately for personal or corporate gain. 
Some offences are committed reluctantly in the belief that it is necessary to undertake them in order to 
remain competitive, or in order to retaliate against the corrupt practices of others. Some offences are 
committed in the erroneous belief that these practices are normal business acts and do not constitute 
criminal offences. Many individuals in the infrastructure, construction and engineering sectors fail to 
recognize corrupt situations or, if they do recognize them, fail to appreciate the risks of becoming 
involved. It is important to stress that whatever the apparent commercial or other justification for 
activities involving corruption, they nevertheless constitute criminal offences for which a number of 
persons may be liable including the individual employee who committed the act, his employer, and 
company directors. The consequences of an individual or company being involved in corruption, directly 
or indirectly, are potentially extremely serious. An individual may face imprisonment. A company may 
face damage to reputation, financial loss and/or debarment. There is also now far greater pressure for 
corruption to be detected and prosecuted. Consequently, unlike in the past, there is now a far greater 
likelihood that wrongdoing will be punished. The damage caused by corruption in terms of loss and 
injury, particularly in the developing world, is also becoming more widely understood, with the resultant 
realization that all efforts must be made to eliminate corruption. It is essential; therefore, that 
individuals and companies in these Sectors acquire a better understanding of: 
How corruption occurs on a project; The personal/corporate risks of criminal/civil liability of 
involvement in corruption; The damage caused by corruption and; What to do when confronted with 
corruption 
 

1.0 WHAT IS CORRUPTION? 
 

1.1 General 
Corruption has no single international legal definition. The Global Infrastructure Anti-Corruption Centre (GIACC) 
Training Manual says “corruption” includes Bribery, Extortion, Fraud, Deception, Collusion and Money-Laundering. 
These are criminal offences in most jurisdictions although the precise definition of the offence may differ. The 
PCCB annual report for 2020/21 shows that out of 1188 development projects monitored worth Tshs. 714.17bn, 
222 project worth Tshs. 79.14bn (11%) had serious shortcomings necessitating corruption investigation to be 
initiated against them. At the climax of the 2022 Uhuru Torch Race in Bukoba, President Samia Suluhu Hassan 
directed PCCB and ZAECA to investigate 65 Development Projects worth Tshs. 12.8 billion identified to have 
irregularities during the race. 
 
The 2021 Transparency International Corruption Perception Index for Sub Saharan Africa lists Seychelles as the 
least corrupt with a score of 70% followed by Cape Verde, Botswana and Mauritius (58%, 55% and 54% 
respectively). Rwanda (53%) is perceived as the least corrupt in East Africa followed by Tanzania 39%, Kenya 
30%, Uganda 27%, Burundi & DRC (19% each) and South Sudan 11%. 
 
1.2 Bribery 
Bribery is committed where a person (A) offers or gives some benefit to another person (B) as an inducement 
for that person (B) or another person (C) to act dishonestly in relation to his principal’s or employer’s business. 
In such a case, all those persons (A, B and C), as well as other persons complicit in the offence, may be guilty of 
bribery.  
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a) Institutional bribery: This is a situation where a bribe is paid or received with full approval of the 
organization which is the employer of the individual paying or receiving the bribe.  

b) Facilitation payment: This relates to relatively minor payments made to officials so as to obtain or expedite 
services to which the payer is entitled (for example, the obtaining of import or work permits, or installation 
of electricity lines). The amounts which are paid are often quite small, yet the consequences of not paying 
can be serious. A distinction is sometimes made between bribes and facilitation payments. A bribe is 
regarded as being a payment made to someone to act in a way in which he should not whereas a facilitation 
payment is regarded as being a payment made to a person to do something which he should already be doing 
or for undertaking this task more quickly. However, the distinction is on most occasions academic, as the law 
criminalizes the payment and receipt of both bribes and facilitation payments. 

 
1.2.1 Examples of Bribery:  
a) A project owner may bribe a government official to obtain permission for a project. 
b) A bidder may bribe the project owner’s designer to design a project in a manner which improperly favors 

that bidder over other bidders. 
c) A bidder may pay a bribe to the project owner’s representative to win the contract. 
d) A contractor may pay a bribe to the project owner’s representative to have defective or non- existent work 

approved. 
e) The project owner may pay a bribe to the project engineer in return for the engineer refraining from issuing 

a payment certificate or an extension of time to a contractor. 
f) If the parties are in dispute in relation to the construction of the project, one party may bribe a witness, 

expert, arbitrator or judge in order to give false evidence, or to give a favorable opinion or verdict. 
 

1.2.2 The Bribe Mechanism:  
The payment of a bribe may be made direct by the payer to the ultimate recipient who is to carry out the dishonest 
act. However, it is common for a bribe to be paid through intermediaries. This is done so as to make it more 
difficult to detect that a bribe has been paid. The following are some common methods of concealing a bribe by 
the use of intermediaries: 

 
a) Agents: The most common form of intermediary is the agent. A contractor who wishes to hide the payment 

of a bribe may appoint an agent with contacts with a representative of the project owner or the government. 
The contractor enters into an agency agreement with the agent purporting to be for legitimate services. 
However, the scope of those services will often be false or exaggerated and the size of the payment due under 
the agreement will be significantly in excess of the value of the legitimate services specified in the agreement. 
The payment may sometimes be expressed as a percentage of the contract price. The agent normally receives 
the payment when the contract is awarded. The agent then passes the whole or part of the payment to the 
representative of the project owner or government who has dishonestly ensured that the contractor won 
the. The payment is usually made in foreign currency into an offshore bank account. 

 
b) Joint ventures: An international joint venture, comprising joint venture partners from several countries, 

may arrange for an agency agreement (which conceals a bribe arrangement as described in (1) above) to be 
entered into by the joint venture partner who is resident in the country which is least likely to discover or 
punish the bribery. 

 
c) Subsidiaries or other group companies: Where a contractor is part of a multinational group, arrangements 

may be made by the group for a corrupt agency agreement to be entered into, or for a corrupt payment to be 
made, by a subsidiary or other group company which is located in a country where the bribe is less likely to 
be detected or punished. The subsidiary or other group company will then be repaid by the contractor 
through inter-company charges for false services or services of inflated value. 

 
d) Sub-contractors: A contractor may channel a bribe through a corrupt sub-contract arrangement. For 

example, a sub-contract may falsely state that certain services are to be provided to the contractor in return 
for a certain payment. In reality, the sub-contractor will not provide these services or will provide services 
of a much lower value than the price agreed. The balance of the payment will then be passed on by the sub-
contractor to the relevant party as a bribe. 

 
In each of the above cases, the bribe may have been deliberately paid with full knowledge of all relevant parties. 
Alternatively, a bribe may be paid in situations where a related party is unaware of the bribe. For example: 
a) A contractor may be unaware that an agent intends to use part of his fee to pay a bribe; 
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b) A joint venture partner may be unaware that a fellow joint venture partner has paid a bribe in order for the 
joint venture to win the contract; 

c) A contractor may be unaware that a subsidiary in another country is paying bribes to win contracts; 
d) A contractor may be unaware that a sub-contractor paid a bribe to a representative of the project owner to 

ensure that the contractor won the tender. 
 
In such situations, a contractor may be genuinely unaware that these practices are occurring. However, in many 
cases, the contractor may have been willfully blind to the circumstances. In other words, the contractor may have 
suspected that there was a likelihood of corruption but refrained from making enquiries or taking preventive 
action. Such willful blindness would be treated as culpability in most jurisdictions. 
 
1.3 Extortion 
This is a form of blackmail where one party makes threats against another party of adverse consequences unless 
demands, usually for payment, are met by the other party. Such blackmail may constitute, for example, refusal to 
provide customs clearance for equipment or materials, or refusal to make payments or issue certificates that are 
due. Sometimes such threats may involve threats of physical harm. 

 
If the party who is the victim of the extortion provides the payment or other benefit, he/she will normally become 
liable for the offence of bribery. However, the party making the payment may have a defense to bribery if the 
threat was of imminent death or personal injury. 
 
1.4 Fraud  
This usually involves one person (or group of persons) deceiving another person in order to gain some financial 
or other advantage. In the context of a construction project, fraud offences may include: 
(i) Manipulation of prequalification or tender requirements so as to favor a particular bidder, 
(ii) Concealment of defects, 
(iii) Dishonestly levying liquidated damages, 
(iv) Dishonestly withholding payment, 
(v) Dishonestly providing false grounds in support of claims for payment of variations or extensions of time, 
(vi) Dishonestly exaggerating the quantum of a claim, 
(vii) Fabricating or falsifying evidence to support claims. 
 
Parties may be liable for fraud where they deliberately undertake the fraudulent action with full knowledge of 
the circumstances. Alternatively, it is possible for a party to be liable for fraud if he/she was reckless as to the 
circumstances. For example, a contractor may be liable for fraud if he/she submits a claim for additional payment 
which he/she suspects is inflated but do not take reasonable steps to determine that the claim is accurate. 
 
1.5  Collusion  
This occurs where two or more parties co-operate to defraud or deceive another party. This type of fraud is also 
described as a “cartel”, “anti-trust” or “anti-competitive” offence. An example of collusion is where bidders 
collude to fraudulently arrange which bidder will win a contract and at what price. This form of collusion is often 
referred to as “bid-rigging”. 

 
1.6 Money-laundering  
It occurs where a party moves cash or assets obtained by criminal activity from one location to another. For 
example, a contractor submits a fraudulent claim to a project owner for work which it did not carry out. The 
project owner pays the fraudulently obtained sum into the contractor’s bank account with Bank A. If the 
contractor then moves the payment to Bank B, this would constitute the offence of money-laundering. Money-
laundering is often used to conceal the criminal source of funds. 
 
2.0 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BRIBERY AND FRAUD 
 
Bribery normally involves a degree of fraud. A bribe paid to win a project will normally be concealed by some 
fraudulent act with the aim that the project appears from the outside to have been won on a genuine arms-length 
basis. 
Fraud (such as collusion) does not necessarily involve bribery. However, many acts of fraud may need an act of 
bribery in order to be complete. For example, a contractor may submit a false claim to a project owner (fraud) 
and may then bribe the certifier to approve the claim (bribery). Alternatively, a project owner may wish 
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fraudulently to withhold payment from a contractor and may bribe the certifier to certify falsely that liquidated 
damages or costs for rectification of defects are payable by the contractor. Although bribery normally receives a 
higher public profile, the financial wastage in a project due to fraudulent practices such as claims inflation is often 
higher than that attributable to bribery. 

 
3.0 VOLUNTARY OR COERCED CORRUPTION? 

 
In some cases, the corrupt practice may be a voluntary act undertaken by the relevant party with the deliberate 
intention of gaining a competitive advantage or obtaining additional unwarranted profit. However, in other cases, 
the practice may be undertaken so as to “level the playing field”. For example, a contractor may feel compelled 
to offer a bribe during tendering if he/she believes that his/her competitors will be offering a bribe. A contractor 
may feel that it is necessary to inflate a claim artificially if he/she believes that the project owner will 
automatically and unjustifiably reduce the contractor’s claim or raise artificial counter-claims against the 
contractor. 
In some circumstances, a bribe may be extorted from the payer. For example, a contractor may be informed that 
if he/she does not pay a bribe, he/she will not receive a payment to which he/she is entitled. Some offences are 
committed in the mistaken belief that practices, such as the inflation of claims, or the wrongful withholding of 
payment, are normal business acts and do not constitute criminal offences. 

 
4.0 OTHER RELATED OFFENCES 
 
Corruption offences may constitute breaches of tax and accounting laws and stock market regulations. For 
example, a bribe wrongly shown in the accounts as an agency commission for legitimate services would 
constitute a false accounting entry in breach of accounting laws and stock market regulations and may also 
constitute other types of criminal offence. Deduction of a bribe against tax may also constitute a breach of tax 
law. Prosecutors may find it easier to prosecute under accounting or tax laws than bribery laws as the standard 
of proof may be lower, and proof may be obtained by the mere fact of the erroneous entry. 
Thus, a wide range of people may be caught in both the initial offence (such as bribery or submission of fraudulent 
claims), which may involve site and commercial staff, and in subsequent offences, which may involve accounting 
and legal staff. 
 
5.0 WHO MAY BE LIABLE FOR CORRUPTION OFFENCES? 
 
5.1 General 
Both companies and individuals can be liable for a criminal offence. The exact extent of criminal liability will 
depend on the law of a particular country. However, the principles stated below will apply in a number of 
jurisdictions. 
 
5.2 Individual Liability.  
An individual may incur liability for corruption as follows: 
a) Those directly involved: Any individual who is directly involved in committing a corruption offence may 

be liable for the offence. 
b) Those indirectly involved: An individual may be liable for a corruption offence where he is indirectly 

involved in committing the offence. For example, an individual may be liable where he has used another 
person to act on his behalf. 

c) Those in authority: A person in authority, such as a CEO, Director, Financial Manager or Commercial 
Manager, may be liable for a corruption offence even where he was not directly involved in committing the 
offence, but either he expressly authorized the offence, or knew of the offence and either consented or turned 
a blind eye to it.  Such liability may arise where, for example, a chief executive suspects that the company’s 
employees may be paying bribes on a project, but takes no action to prevent them doing so. 

d) Aiding and abetting: An individual may also be liable for the offence of aiding and abetting where he has 
somehow facilitated the committing of the offence. 

e) An individual may incur criminal liability even where: 
(i) He was not aware that the activity constituted a crime. 
(ii) He did not or would not make any personal gain from the activity. 
(iii) He did not pay or receive the bribe personally, and instead the bribe was paid or received through or 

by another person. 
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(iv) He did not commit a fraud personally, and instead the fraud was committed by or through another 
person. 

(v) He was following the instructions of a superior in the organization. 
(vi) He believed that his actions were in the interests of his employer. 
(vii) There were threats of adverse consequences made to him in order to make him commit the offence 

(unless he feared imminent physical harm). 
(viii) The bribe or fraudulent activity did not involve money, but instead involved the provision of a non-

cash advantage, for example, a future contract, a holiday, jewelry or other gift. 
(ix) The person who had been offered or who had received the bribe did not act in the way intended when 

the bribe was agreed. 
(x) The bribe was offered, but was never actually paid. 
(xi) The amount of the bribe was less than potential damage which could result from failure to pay the 

bribe. 
(xii) The conduct constituting the offence was widely practiced and considered to be normal business 

practice. 
(xiii) The conduct constituting the offence was believed to be necessary for a party to remain competitive. 
(xiv) The offence did not succeed (he/she could be liable for an attempt to commit the offence). 
 

6.0 CORPORATE LIABILITY 
 
In many jurisdictions, companies can be liable for criminal offences in these ways: 
 
(viii) Through the acts of its employees.  
A company may incur criminal liability through the corrupt act of an employee if he was acting within the course 
of his employment. Thus, if a junior employee responsible for preparing work records submits a false work 
record to another company in support of a claim, then the company (as well as the junior employee) could be 
liable for fraud. Or, if a company director decides to pay a bribe in connection with the company’s business, then 
the company (as well as the director) could be liable for bribery. 
 
(ix) Through the acts of its agents.  
A company may incur criminal liability through the corrupt act of an individual or company who has been 
appointed to act on its behalf and where the corrupt act is committed in the course of that appointment. 
 
(x) Through the acts of its related companies or business partners. 
A company could be liable for a corrupt act committed by a subsidiary or associated company, joint venture or 
consortium partner, sub-contractor or supplier, where that corrupt act could benefit the company’s business. 
Such liability could arise where the company authorized, approved, condoned or turned a blind eye to the 
corruption. 
 
(xi) “Turning a Blind Eye” (Willful Blindness) 
Where a party in authority (such as an officer or manager of a company) suspects corruption in relation to a 
business transaction in which the company is involved, but deliberately refrains from making further inquiries 
and taking  preventive steps. In such situations, even if the officer or manager has not been expressly told that a 
business partner is paying a bribe which may benefit the company, a court may infer that the company must have 
known that a bribe would probably be paid. This inference may arise where the circumstances would be likely 
to put the officer or manager on notice.  
 
Such circumstances would include, for example, where an agency commission is s ignificantly disproportionate 
to the legitimate scope of services to be undertaken, or the agent has no capability for undertaking those services, 
or where the agency commission is to be paid, without good reason, in foreign currency into an off-shore bank 
account. The existence of a formal agency agreement will not prevent an inference of corruption. The courts 
would look at the circumstances surrounding the agreement and at its true effect, not merely at its form. It is 
important for company officers and managers to make proper inquiries, should they suspect corruption in 
relation to the company’s affairs, and to take steps to prevent or stop the corruption. Otherwise their inaction 
may make the company liable (in addition to causing them to incur personal liability). 
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7.0 RANGE OF VULNERABLE INDIVIDUALS/ORGANIZATIONS. 
 

A wide range of persons could be liable for a corruption offence. For example, a bribe is agreed to be paid by a 
contractor to a government employee and, in order to conceal the bribe, it is paid by the contractor through a 
sub- contractor who in turn appoints an individual agent to pay the bribe. In such circumstances, the following 
may incur liability where they are aware of or are willfully blind to the corrupt   circumstances: 
(i) Those directors/managers of the contractor and sub-contractor who authorize payment of the bribe, or 

who authorize the general policy of payment of bribes, whether tacitly or expressly; 
(ii) Those directors/managers of the contractor and sub-contractor who are involved in the decision to 

conceal the bribe by payment through the sub-contractor and agent; 
(iii) The director/manager of the sub-contractor who directly negotiates the payment of the bribe with the 

agent; 
(iv) Those directors/managers of the contractor and sub-contractor who suspect that there may be 

corruption but do not make proper enquiries and take preventive steps; 
(v) The accounting employee of the sub-contractor who implements payment of the bribe to the agent and 

charges the contractor with the cost of the bribe; 
(vi) The accounting employee of the contractor who implements reimbursement of the cost of the bribe to 

the sub-contractor; 
(vii) The lawyer drafting the agency or other agreement used as a cover for the bribe; 
(viii) The agent who acts as intermediary for payment of the bribe; 
(ix) The government employee who receives the bribe. 
(x) The contractor and sub-contractor (where they are companies), their liability being incurred through the 

knowledge and actions of their directors and managers. 
 

8.0 OVERSEAS BRIBERY. 
 
As a result of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Convention on Combating 
Bribery which came into force in 1999, all countries which have ratified the Convention have made it a crime 
for their companies or individuals to bribe a foreign public official abroad. 

 
9.0 WHY SHOULD CORRUPTION BE AVOIDED? 
 
Corruption should be avoided because of: 
(a) The risk of criminal prosecution; 
(b) The risk of financial loss; 
(c) The moral argument. 

 
The order of priority of the above will depend on the personal values of an individual. 
9.1 Risk of Criminal Prosecution 
Until recently, there was little risk of prosecution for corruption related to the Infrastructure, Construction and 
Engineering Sectors. However, due to a number of factors, individuals and companies are facing an increasing 
risk of prosecution. These factors are as follows: 
a) Increased awareness. There is growing awareness of the scale of corruption and of both the social and 

commercial damage that this is causing. 
b) Increased pressure. There is as a result increased pressure to take steps to eliminate this corruption. Civil 

society, aid organisations, multi-lateral development banks, governments and the industry itself are all 
responsible for this increased pressure. 

c) Better laws. Such pressure has resulted in the passing and ratification of a number of Anti-Corruption 
Conventions like The United Nations Convention against Corruption and the OECD Convention on Combating 
Bribery). Countries which have ratified such conventions are required to enact the necessary laws to 
criminalise domestic and overseas bribery of public officials and also to ensure that those laws are enforced. 

d) Increased risk of detection. Far greater attention is now being paid to methods of detecting corruption in 
infrastructure, construction and engineering projects. There is also increased protection for and 
encouragement of whistle-blowing. Thus, there is now a far greater risk that corruption will be uncovered. 

e) Increased willingness to punish white-collar crime. There is increasing pressure to ensure that white-
collar crime is punished as severely as blue-collar crime. This means that there is a growing likelihood that 
where an individual is convicted of corruption, more severe penalties may be imposed than previously. 

f) Serious penalties. The penalties for corruption offences can be severe. In most jurisdictions, such penalties 
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for individuals may include several years’ imprisonment and heavy fines. For companies, the criminal 
penalty will normally be a substantial fine. 

g) Company directors and employees. Corruption now presents a real risk of harsh punishment for both 
senior and junior employees. 
 

9.2 Risk of Financial Loss 
As it becomes acknowledged that corruption must be prevented, governments, funders, project owners, 
competitors, and employers will become less tolerant of corruption therefore adopt stronger measures against 
corruption. Such measures may include: 
 
a) Debarment of Companies Because of Corruption Involvement. Multi-lateral development banks have 

adopted formal debarment policies whereby a company which has been found to have been involved in 
corruption will be debarred permanently or for a number of years from participating in any of their projects. 
Whilst aid organizations and other lenders may not yet have official debarment policies, it is becoming 
increasingly unlikely that they would allow companies which have been convicted of corruption or debarred 
by multi-lateral development banks, to participate in projects which they are funding. Some public sector 
project owners are now required by law to debar convicted companies from participating in their projects. 
For example, the European Union Procurement Directives require compulsory exclusion of a company from 
all EU public sector contracts if the company, or any of its senior managers, have been convicted of a 
corruption offence. 

 
b) Exclusion of companies from projects. Funders and project owners are increasingly carrying out better 

due diligence in order to determine the risk of corruption in including certain companies in projects, even if 
they have had no conviction for corruption. Thus, for example, companies which have not adopted adequate 
anti-corruption measures may be considered unsuitable to tender. 

 
c) Termination of corrupt contracts. A contract which has been obtained through corruption is often either 

void, or can be terminated, and this can have significant financial consequences. For example, if a party pays 
a bribe to win a contract, or submits fraudulent data with its tender, and if the project owner discovers the 
corruption, it is possible that the project owner will terminate the contract (if it has already been awarded 
to the corrupt party). 

 
d) Reputational damage for companies. The increasing attention given to corruption and the desire for 

ethical investment means that companies which are associated with corruption (even where there has been 
no conviction) may suffer in terms of share value and may also find that they are increasingly considered to 
be undesirable business partners. It may also mean that the company may find it more difficult to win work, 
raise financing, and employ good staff. 

 
e) Reputational damage for individuals. Involvement by an individual in corruption may irreparably damage 

one’s reputation. Companies are paying increasing attention to their own reputation and consequently to 
corporate social responsibility and are therefore increasingly unlikely to employ an individual who has been 
involved in corruption. 

 
f) Dismissal of individuals from employment. The growing trend of anti-corruption requirements by 

governments, funders and project owners has the effect that employers must now be seen to be imposing 
stricter disciplinary measures against employees who have been involved in corruption. It is becoming more 
common for an officer or employee of a company to be dismissed from employment because of involvement 
in corruption. A company may prefer to lose an employee rather than damage its business. 

 
g) Disciplinary action by professional associations. Professional associations are becoming more conscious 

of their duty to deter corruption by their members, and may impose fines on, suspend or disqualify, members 
who have engaged in corruption. 

 
h) Litigation for losses caused by corruption. Significant loss can be caused to a company which is the victim 

of corruption. For example, a tenderer losing because of bribery by a competitor may lose both the cost of 
submitting its tender and the potential profits from the contract. Similarly, a contractor against whom a 
project owner submits a fraudulent claim approved by a corrupt certifier, may lose its own claim and have 
to pay the project owner’s fraudulent claim. 
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It is becoming increasingly likely for such companies to take legal proceedings to recover their losses. Such 
proceedings may be taken against both the corrupt company and the individuals involved in the corruption. 
These proceedings can be costly in terms of lawyers’ and consultants’ fees, lost management time and 
emotional stress. 

10.0 THE MORAL ARGUMENT. 
 

Corruption in the public sector usually involves bribery or fraud being perpetrated against a government body. 
It is, therefore, the taxpayer that ultimately pays for this corruption.  This can occur in a number of ways: 
 
a) Needless, uneconomic or over-designed projects. The most blatant type of corruption occurs where a 

project is commissioned which is not necessary or which is unviable or over- designed, and whose sole 
purpose is to act as a vehicle for corruptly channelling government funds into the private accounts of 
corrupt government officers and their associates. In such cases, the initial corruption in conceiving or over-
designing the project may rest with the responsible government official and the consultant designer. 
However, where a contractor takes on such a project while aware or suspicious that the project is corrupt 
from inception, it too may become implicated in the corruption. 
 

b) Bribes included in the contract price. The cost of bribes paid by contractors to corrupt government 
officials is usually recouped by including the amount of the bribe in the contract price which is paid by public 
funds. 
 

c) Contract prices fraudulently inflated. Where a contract is corruptly awarded, it is often that the contract 
price is inflated, not just to cover the cost of the bribe, but also to maximize profit for the contractor. Where 
the contractor is assured of success in winning the contract, it will have considerable freedom to demand a 
high contract price. 
 

d) Fraudulent claims approved and paid. Contractors may submit fraudulent claims which are either 
unmerited or inflated. Bribery of the certifier, or other person responsible for approving the claims, will 
ensure that the claims are approved. Bribery of the relevant government official will ensure that he does not 
challenge the approvals and that the claims are paid. 
 

e) Contracts awarded and claims approved in the hope of future or indirect gain. In developed countries, 
the corrupt awarding of contracts and corrupt approval of fraudulent claims may take a more insidious form. 
Large bribes may not necessarily change hands directly. Favors may consist of a discreet assurance of future 
employment once a government official leaves office. Such favors may be promised in exchange for 
preferential award of planning permissions or contracts, or for ensuring that inflated contract prices or 
claims are left unchallenged. 
 

f) Defective or dangerous works provided. Contractors may use bribery to persuade a certifier to approve 
defective works or materials. This can result in projects being provided which are seriously defective and 
which deteriorate very quickly requiring repair or replacement far earlier than should be the case. 
Alternatively, or in addition, defective work may result in dangerous structures which may cause injury or 
death. It is the taxpayer who will have to fund any repair  or replacement of the defective products and 
compensate those harmed by them. 

 

11.0 CORRUPTION IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
 

This takes the same form as corruption in the public sector but the cost of corruption is not directly borne by 
public funds. It nevertheless can have widespread and serious consequences. Corruption may have an immediate 
adverse effect on the cost and quality of the private sector works. It may result in an increase in the financing, 
capital, operating and maintenance costs of projects. This in turn may result in increased property or utility 
prices, or increased charges that are required for use of certain facilities such as toll roads or bridges. It may also 
result in dangerously defective works. All these factors will affect the ordinary population. In the longer term, the 
effects may include less investment (due to the growing concern to ensure ethical investment) and withdrawal 
of ethical contractors from the market. This will leave the market even further open to corruption which will then 
inevitably infect other sectors. It is unlikely that there will be significant corruption in the private sector without 
such corruption spreading to the public sector. 
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12.0 HOW INDIVIDUALS MAY AVOID LIABILITY FOR CORRUPTION. 
 

In order to avoid liability for corruption, an individual should take all possible steps to ensure  
that he is not involved, whether directly or indirectly, in any corrupt activity. This would include the following: 

(i) He must not be involved in offering, paying, requesting or receiving bribes. 
(ii) He must not be involved in any fraudulent or dishonest activity. 
(iii) He must not authorize, expressly or impliedly, any corrupt activity. 
(iv) He must not participate in any activity which could facilitate corruption. Such activity may include 

authorizing payment of bribes, drafting illegal agreements, drafting fraudulent claims, falsifying evidence, 
and giving false evidence in legal proceedings. 

(v) He must not assist in the concealment of any corrupt activity. This means that he must not take any positive 
steps to conceal the corruption. 

(vi) He must not commit corrupt activity because he has been requested to do so by his company or by any 
senior manager. 

(vii) Where he is in a position of authority, he must not turn a blind eye to if he suspects that corruption has 
occurred, is occurring, or is likely to occur. He must make enquiries to establish what has happened or may 
happen, and take steps to prevent or stop it. 

 

However, in all circumstances, the employee should not take any step which is likely to endanger his safety, or 
that of another person. 
 
13.0 CONCLUSION 

 
Corruption in the public sector is stealing from the taxpayer. Money is stolen which could be spent on hospitals, 
schools, roads, irrigation, water supply schemes and other vitally important infrastructure. This loss will be felt 
most severely in poorer countries. It will nevertheless also be felt in developed countries where large sums may 
be lost through more subtle forms of corruption. Globally, attainment of Sustainable Development Goals may be 
compromised as the input the Engineering and Construction Sector in achieving those goals is crucial. As we 
deliberate in this August gathering we should resolve to be game changers by actively observing the cautions 
above and also implementing the recommendations given. 
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ABSTRACT 
Tanzania is coming live to alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms with Arbitration taking the 
lead as the most preferred mechanism for dispute resolution. As development activities increase and 
particularly in the construction sector and growth in foreign investments, disputes are bound to occur 
which need to be resolved. This paper looks at the legal theory and platform of Arbitration in Tanzania 
and its practice. A presentation is made based on the revised Tanzanian Arbitration Act 2020 and how 
Courts in the country can assist in enforcement of Arbitration award. Emphasis has been made with the 
construction industry in mind which is more conversant to most engineers. Attempt has also been made 
to look briefly at the new trends in the practice of Arbitration in the country with an assessment of the 
challenges and opportunities for engineers and engineering profession.  
Key words: Arbitration, Arbitrator, Submission, Reference, Tribunal, Award 

 

1.0    INTRODUCTION 

Arbitration is a form of alternative dispute resolution. The disputing parties hand over (by means of submission 
or reference) their power to decide the dispute to the arbitrator(s). Arbitration is an alternative to court action 
(litigation), and generally, just as final and binding unlike (i) mediation, (ii) negotiation and (iii) conciliation which 
are non-binding. Arbitration is the private, judicial determination of a dispute by a neutral, impartial and 
independent third party. An arbitration hearing involves a tribunal. A tribunal may consist of any number of 
arbitrators. One and three are the most common numbers of arbitrators.  
 
The definition of arbitration provided in the Arbitration Act 2020 under section 3 is: 

“arbitration” means a process by which parties submit a dispute to the decision of a 
neutral person or persons appointed by mutual consent or in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act. 

 
The neutral person or persons are known as an arbitrator or arbitrators. Arbitrators as a rule are unlearned in 
law. They are expected to decide the matters in dispute according to those principles of equity and good conscience 
which, in their opinion, will do justice between the parties, untrammeled by the niceties of the law1. Some 
jurisdictions to do not subscribe to this view and require arbitrators to decide according to the law of the contract 
between the parties and the rules agreed by the parties unless the parties do agree otherwise. This view is what is 
expressed in the wording and construction of the Arbitration Act CAP 15 R.E 2020 of Tanzania which is very similar 
in construction to the Arbitration Act 1996 of the United Kingdom. 
 
General principles of arbitration are that the object of arbitration is to obtain a fair resolution of disputes by a 
neutral, impartial, and independent third party without unnecessary expenses or delays Parties should be free to 
agree how their disputes are resolved; subject only to such safeguards as are necessary in the public interest and 
courts should not interfere. 
 
In CATIC International Engineering (T) Ltd v. University of Dar es Salaam, Miscellaneous Commercial Case No. 1 of 
2020 Nangela, J in his ruling:  

“Although this Court has the authority, in appropriate situations, to remit, set aside or 
declare the whole of or part of an award made by an arbitrator to be of no effect, in 
principle, Courts are always cautious when they are called upon to interfere with the 
findings of the arbitrators.” 

                                                           
1 David Co. v. Jim W. Miller Constr., Inc., 444 N.W.2d 836, 840 (Minn. 1989) 
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2.0   WHAT IS A DISPUTE 

A dispute is when one asserts a fact and the other denies the fact. A state of a dispute is then said to have occurred. 
Disputes or disagreements will inevitably develop in the course of implementation of construction and 
engineering contracts. This is due to the fact that the construction and engineering industry comprises formal and 
informal organizations and persons such as companies, firms and individuals working as consultants, main 
contractors and subcontractors, material and component producers, plant and equipment suppliers. The industry 
has a close relationship with clients and financiers. All players are linked up and intertwined by different forms of 
contracts and agreements depending on the nature of their activity. In these complex relationships disputes or 
disagreements will inevitably develop. These disputes and disagreements in the construction industry need to be 
resolved for smooth implementation of the construction or engineering project 

3.0   THE ARBITRATION ACT 2020 OF TANZANIA 

The Arbitration Act2  and its Regulations and the Civil Procedure Code3 are used to govern arbitration in Tanzania. 
However, when arbitration fails, parties’ resort to the Court of law for dispute resolution. Tanzania is a contracting 
state of The New York Convention4 and contracting state to the Convention on the International Settlement of 
Investment Dispute between States and Nationals of Other States (ICSID) of 1965 since 17th June 1992. In addition, 
Tanzania is a member of Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency of 1985 since 19th June 19925. 
 
4.0   REFERENCE OR SUBMISSION CLAUSE 
 
The Arbitration Act6 provides for reference in Section 11 

“The reference in an agreement to a written form of arbitration clause or to a document containing an 
arbitration clause constitutes an arbitration agreement if the reference is such as to make that clause 
part of the arbitration agreement.”  
 

A model of an arbitration reference is provided below; 
“Any dispute or reference of any kind whatsoever which arises or occurs between the parties in relation 
to anything or any matter arising out of or in connection with this agreement shall be referred to 
arbitration administered by the Tanzania Institute of Arbitrators under its Arbitration Rules Edition 
2018.” 7 

 
Section 128 of the Act emphasis the separability of the arbitration agreement. 

“Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, an arbitration agreement which forms or was intended to form 
part of another agreement, whether or not in writing, shall not be regarded as invalid, non-existent or 
ineffective because that other agreement is invalid, did not come into existence or has become 
ineffective, and the arbitration agreement shall for that purpose, be treated as a distinct agreement.” 

 
The attributes which collectively identify arbitration, were listed by Lord Wheatley in Arenson v. Arenson9. He 
listed the following attributes which point towards arbitration10:  
(a) There is a dispute or a difference between the parties which has been formulated in some way or another;  

                                                           
2 Cap 15 RE 2020 
3 Cap 33 R.E 2002  
4  Kapinga,W, Kujorjie O.T and Kapinga K. , Law Business Research Ltd 2014, Tanzania pp 406  
5 Kapinga, W B and Ng’maryo,E  –Registration and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards in Tanzania, a paper presented to 
the European, Middle Eastern and African Arbitration Review 2013, pp 94 
6 Cap 15 RE 2020 
7 Tanzania Institute of Arbitrators Rules Edition 2018 
8 Cap 15 RE 2020 
9 [1973] Ch 346; [1973] 2 WLR 553; 117 SJ 247; [1973] 2 All ER 235 
 
10 Arbitration in Construction Disputes, A Procedural and Legal Overview By 
OON CHEE KHENG, BE (Civil) (UNSW), LLB (Hons), MBA, CLP, MIEM, PEng (M), Advocate and Solicitor 
A paper based on a lecture delivered on 24 May 2003 in Seremban to The Institution of 
Engineers, Malaysia (Negri Sembilan Branch) 
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(b) The dispute or difference has been remitted by the parties to the person [i.e. the arbitrator] to resolve in 
such manner that he is called upon to exercise a judicial function;  

 
(c) Where appropriate, the parties must have been provided with an opportunity to present evidence and/or 

submissions in support of their respective claims in the dispute; and  
 
(d) The parties have agreed to accept his decision (as final and binding) 
 
The parties to arbitration have power to appoint the arbitrators and to remove them by joint agreement in writing. 
Section 27(1), (2)(a) 11 of the Act provides that:- 
 

Section 27-(1) The parties may agree the circumstances upon which the appointment of an arbitrator 
may be revoked  
 
(2) Where the agreement referred to under subsection (1) does not exist, the appointment of an 
arbitrator may be revoked  
 
(a) by the parties acting jointly; or.  
(b)………… 

 
The provision to be implied in submissions under Section 11 of the Act cited above include inter alia power of two 
arbitrators to appoint an Umpire; power to make an award; power to enlarge the time for making an award; power 
of the umpire; power to examine witnesses on oath or affirmation and power to require parties and witnesses to 
attend and to produce all books, deeds, papers, accounts writing and other documents in their possession and 
powers to provide for costs of the arbitration and of the award. 
 
5.0   ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF ARBITRATION 
 
5.1 General 
The advantages of arbitration vis-à-vis litigation are often said to be the following: 
 
(a) Speed 
Arbitration is not burdened by the backlog of cases in the courts which results in the long gap of time between the 
filing of writs and actual hearings. Further, parties can agree on procedure and avoid the cumbersome rules and 
documentation in litigation. Hearings in arbitration are less formal. All these will translate into faster resolution 
of the disputes referred to arbitration. 
 
(b) Cost 
Fast hearing and less paperwork mean lower costs to be borne by the parties. 
 
(c) Privacy and Confidentiality 
All arbitral hearings are held behind closed doors and members of the public are not allowed to be present unless 
consents of the parties and the arbitrator are obtained. Further, the requirement of confidentiality is always 
attached, expressly or impliedly, to arbitration. 
Rule 32(5)12 The deliberations of the arbitral tribunal shall take place in private and remain confidential 
Rule 51(10) 13  The confidentiality of the arbitral process shall not be interpreted to prevent registration of the 
award with the appropriate court nor submission to any other court in any jurisdiction in which the successful 
party may wish to seek enforcement and or execution thereof. 
 
(d) Enforceability 
If not challenged, the arbitral award is as good as a court judgment. 
 
  

                                                           
11 Cap 15 RE 2020 
12 The Arbitration (Rules of Procedure) Regulations, 2021, Government Notice No. 146 Published On 29/1/2021 
13 The Arbitration (Rules of Procedure) Regulations, 2021, Government Notice No. 146 Published On 29/1/2021 
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(e) Party Autonomy 
Unlike litigation, parties in arbitration have a freedom of choice as to the arbitrators, language used, and procedure 
to be adopted, method of arbitrators coming to their decision, time and venue of hearing and others which are not 
expressly excluded by the Act as falling within the province of the court. 
 
(f) Subject Matter in Dispute 
It is often said that an arbitrator, chosen partly because of his technical training, can grasp the facts and 
understands them much better and faster compared to lay judges can. 
 
(g) Flexibility 
This feature is in fact tied to party autonomy as the parties can agree how best to conduct the proceedings from 
its commencement to its conclusion. 
 
(h) Finality of Arbitral Award 
The award has to finally resolve the dispute between the parties. Award is not appealable can only be set aside if 
the tribunal lacked substantive jurisdiction (wrongly procured) or in case of serious irregularity (misconduct) of 
arbitrators. 
 
P.S Firikini, Judge of the HC of Tanzania, Commercial Division in Mahawi Enterprises Limited v Serengeti Breweries 
Limited Miscellaneous Commercial cause no. 09 of 2018 ruled in dismissing a petition to set aside the arbitrators 
award 

“I am of no doubt that the petitioner has failed to establish or prove misconduct (serious 
irregularity in the new Arbitration Act) or improper procurement (substantive jurisdiction) of the 
award.  
All the points raised, and the submissions made by the petitioner were basically addressing an 
appeal, which this Court is not vested with jurisdiction to entertain.” Emphasis is of the author. 

 
In DB Shapriya & Co. Ltd v Bish International BV (2) [2003]2 E. A. 404 [HCT], where the Court propounded that: 

"Court cannot interfere with findings of fact by the arbitrator and a mistake of fact or law is not a 
ground for setting aside or remitting an award for further consideration on the ground o f 
misconduct (Serious irregularity). Emphasis is of the author 
 

5.2 How valid are, however, all the listed advantages? 
 
(i) Speed 
It is true that arbitration as a means of resolving dispute can be faster compared to litigation but t lawyers are 
engaged to represent parties in arbitration who may turn the arbitral hearing to one which is not unlike a court 
hearing. Further, and especially in the case of inexperienced arbitrators, delaying tactics by lawyers are not dealt 
firmly by the arbitrator for which a judge, because of his training and professional background, can deal easily. It 
will not be wrong to say that even experienced arbitrators may feel inhibited by the provisions of the Act to be too 
“active”. 
 
(ii) Cost 
Arbitration is not necessary cheaper compared to litigation. In litigation, you do not have to pay the judge and the 
use of the courtroom etc. In arbitration, arbitrator(s) and the venue of the hearing will have to be paid. 
 
(iii) Privacy and Confidentiality 
Though privacy is definitely being upheld, but there have been some recent inroads into relaxing the strictness of 
confidentiality. Further, it may also be asked, with respect to the requirement of confidentiality, what are 
confidential? For how long? Who are bound by this requirement of Confidentiality? Further, it has to be said that 
if an arbitral award is challenged in court, the award together with all documents filed in court are public 
documents and hence the notion of confidentiality is thereafter irrelevant. However, the requirement of 
confidentiality is not without its strong advocates and this requirement is still strongly guarded against. 
 
(iv) Enforceability 
Though an award is to a large degree as enforceable as a court order, it is however still subject to challenge in that 
it can be set aside or be remitted to the arbitrator for reconsideration. 
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(v) Party Autonomy 
This to a large extent is still true but some cynics are suggesting if a large dose of “arbitrator supremacy” may also 
be present. 
 
(vi) Subject Matter in Dispute 
Not all construction industry disputes involve complex technical issues; some may just turn on the interpretation 
of a clause in the construction contract. Further, it may be said that a technically qualified arbitrator may not have 
a real advantage: there is a distinction between an arbitrator using his technical knowledge and expertise to 
understand and evaluate the evidence before him and to provide or fill the gap of the evidence himself. 
 
(vii) Flexibility 
This is true for arbitration the price of flexibility may be certainty and consistency. The parties to a construction 
contract can of course choose if they want arbitration to be the means of resolving disputes between them. All 
standard forms of construction contracts provide for arbitration as the means of resolving disputes between the 
parties because of their complex technical nature and that construction law is a rather complex branch of law. 
There is increasing trends that international commercial disputes are often referred to arbitration for their 
resolution. This is usually through international arbitration institutions.  
 
6.0 THE ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS 
 
Arbitration is a consensual form of dispute resolution and it is therefore a pre-requisite for arbitration to proceed 
that the parties must consent to refer their dispute to arbitration. Such consent is called the arbitration agreement. 
Arbitration agreements, like most agreements, can be either oral or written. An arbitration agreement does not 
need to be a separate and distinct agreement from the main agreement between the parties: it can be in the form 
of a single clause within the main contract itself; in fact, in most standard forms of construction contracts this is 
the case. The importance of an arbitration agreement however extends to more than an expression of consent to 
refer to arbitration, it also limits the extent of an arbitrator’s jurisdiction with respect to a particular ‘dispute’ or 
‘difference’ which is referred to him for determination. The question of whether a ‘dispute’ or ‘difference’ falls 
within the subject matter of an arbitration agreement, and hence is one which the arbitrator has jurisdiction, is a 
matter of construction of the words used by the parties in their arbitration agreement. As an example, an arbitrator 
has no jurisdiction to consolidate different causes of actions arising from different contracts even if the parties are 
the same.  
 
7.0 STAYING OF COURT PROCEEDINGS 
 
The presence of an arbitration agreement does not bar or prohibit either or both parties from referring their 
disputes to the courts. However, if a party to an arbitration agreement commences a court action against another 
party, the other party sued can apply to the court to have the action stayed pending arbitration14. The power of 
the court to stay such a court action commenced by a party to an arbitration agreement is contained in Section 6 
of the Arbitration Act. 
 
It can be seen by reading section 15(1) 15.of the Act that the court may stay a court proceeding commenced by a 
party to an arbitration agreement upon the other party’s application for a stay if the following elements are 
present: 
 
(a) There must exist a valid and binding arbitration agreement; 
(b) There is a commencement of legal proceedings; 
(c) The legal proceedings are “in respect of any matter agreed to be referred to Arbitration”; and 
(d) The party which applies to stay the court proceedings must make the application “before taking any other 

steps in the proceedings”. 
 
The order to grant a stay is the court’s discretion and even if all the above listed elements are present, the court 
may still not grant the order for a stay if, for example, there is an inordinate delay in applying for a stay; there is a 
bona fide allegation of fraud; the dispute is one of a purely legal nature or arbitration alone will not dispose off all 
the issues in the dispute. However, the prima facie duty of the court is to grant the stay.  
 
                                                           
14 Arbitration Act Cap 15 RE 2020 
15 Arbitration Act Cap 15 RE 2020 
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8.0 THE ARBITRATOR - APPOINTMENT  
 
An arbitrator may be appointed by the parties themselves, by an independent third party usually Arbitration 
Institutions such as National Construction Council (NCC) or Tanzania Institute of Arbitrators (TIArb), or by the 
Court. An arbitrator need not be legally qualified and must not have any interests in the dispute referred 
to him and must be free from bias and be seen to be so. Sometime an arbitration agreement specifies the 
qualification of an arbitrator and unless such a qualification is waived by the parties, the appointment of an 
arbitrator who does not meet the qualification will not be a valid appointment  
 
9.0 REVOCATION OF ARBITRATOR’S APPOINTMENT 
The court may remove an arbitrator on the grounds specified in Section 28 of the Act as follows; 
(a) that there are circumstances which give rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality;  
(b) that he does not possess the qualifications required by the arbitration agreement;  
(c) that he is physically or mentally incapable of conducting the proceedings or there are justifiable doubts as to 

his capacity to do so; or  
(d) that he has refused or failed to-  

(i) properly conduct the proceedings;  
(ii) ii) use all reasonable dispatch in conducting the proceedings; or  
(iii) make an award and substantial injustice has been or will be caused to the applicant  

 
10.0  AWARD 
 
The word “award” lacks a legislative definition in the Arbitration Act.” Award spells out the rights and the liabilities 
of the one party vis-à-vis the other as a consequence of the dispute. With the publication of the award except an 
interim award, the arbitrator becomes functus officio, i.e., he no longer has any power vested in him. However, the 
following four qualifications will need to be borne in mind which does not render the arbitrator becoming functus 
officio: 
(a) If the award is an interim award. 
(b) Case remitted by the High Court,  
(c) The power to correct “any clerical mistake or error arising from any accidental slip or omission”; and 
(d) The question of cost. 
 
An award must meet certain requirements before it will be enforced by the court. 
 
(i) Firstly, the award must be rational and must contain an adjudication of the issues and not a mere expression 

of opinion,  
(ii) Secondly, the award must also be certain and consistent: there should not be any ambiguity or doubt in the 

award.  
(iii) Thirdly, it must be final and complete: the award must settle all issues referred to him for a decision.  
(iv) Fourthly, the award must not contain any illegality or anything which is contrary to public policy. Fifthly, the 

award must be capable of being performed. 
(v) Sixthly, the remedies awarded by the arbitrator must be one which is within his jurisdiction to award; for 

example, an arbitrator has no jurisdiction to publish an award which directs the transfer of real property.  
 
The award can be enforced by a party to the arbitral reference by putting into operation section 73 of the 
Arbitration Act by enforcement by the court. The court has power under section 74 and 75 to remit an award back 
to the arbitrator for his reconsideration. The court also has power under the Act to set aside an award. Section 75 
suggests that the court set aside an award when the arbitrator has committed serious irregularity (misconduct) it 
has been generally accepted that the court has inherent jurisdiction to set aside awards on grounds of: 
(a) failure by the arbitral tribunal to comply with section 37 (General duty of Arbitral Tribunal);  
(b) (b)the arbitral tribunal has exceeded its powers otherwise than by exceeding its substantive jurisdiction;  
(c) failure by the arbitral tribunal to conduct the proceedings in accordance with the procedure agreed by the 

parties;  
(d) failure by the arbitral tribunal to deal with all the issues that were raised before it;  
(e) any arbitral institution or other institution or person vested by the parties with powers in relation to the 

proceedings or the award exceeding its powers;  
(f) uncertainty or ambiguity as to the effect of the award;  
(g) the award being obtained by fraud or procured in a manner that is contrary to public policy;  
(h) failure to comply with the requirements as to the form of the award; or  
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(i) any irregularity in the conduct of the proceedings or in the award which is admitted by the arbitral tribunal 
or by any arbitral or other institution or person vested by the parties with powers in relation to the 
proceedings or the award.  

 
An arbitrator has the jurisdiction to award interests. Interests are in two parts; interests before the making of the 
award and interests after the making of the award. Arbitrator also has discretion to deal with the question of costs 
in his award both the costs of the reference and the costs of the award. Costs of the reference include all 
expenditures in the entire case whereas the costs of the award consist of the arbitrator’s remuneration and 
expenses. 
 
11.0 ARBITRATION INSTITUTION IN THE COUNTRY 
 
The forerunner of arbitration institutions in the country is the NCC which published the first Arbitration Rules in 
the country in 1984 and these have been improved over years, the improvements have involved slight 
amendments to consider some of the basic requirements of the Model Law on Arbitration of the United Nations 
Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL). The model law is being adopted by many countries of the 
world as part of their principle arbitration law. 
 
Tanzania Institute of Arbitrators (TIArb) is a baby of the key proponents of the NCC arbitration practitioners and 
was started in order to bring an “independent” arbitral institution. TIArb has arbitration rules that are almost 
mutatis mutandis with those of the NCC. Institution of Engineers Tanzania (IET) and Architects and Quantity 
Surveyors Registration Board (AQRB) have also established arbitration activities using more or less variants of 
the NCC Arbitration Rules 2001 Edition. 
 
12.0 AD HOC ARBITRATION 
 
Apart from institutional arbitration there are significant activities going on as ad hoc arbitration. This is when 
parties identify and engage an arbitrator as an individual not through any arbitration institution. The ad hoc 
arbitrator and the parties will however need to agree on the arbitration rules to use in the arbitration proceedings. 
In most cases in ad hoc proceedings parties will decide to use established arbitration rules such as those of NCC or 
TIArb. 
  
13.0 NEW TRENDS IN ARBITRATION IN TANZANIA 
 
This paper is confined to local arbitration. There are however a number of disputes in Tanzania that are being 
resolved through international arbitration institutions such as the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), 
International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), London Court of International Arbitration 
(LCIA) and others. The country has not been happy with awards of these international arbitration institutions and 
has concerns on their impartiality. The country is now moving towards getting disputes arising from projects being 
implemented in Tanzania adjudicated through judicial bodies or other organs established in the Country. The 
Natural Wealth and Resources (Permanent Sovereignty) Act 2017 in section 11(2) states  

“Disputes relating arising from extraction, exploitation or acquisition and use of 
natural wealth and resources shall be adjudicated by judicial bodies or other organs 
established in the United Republic and accordance with the laws of Tanzania” 

 
This is a trend setter for application to projects in other sectors of the economy such as in construction. The recent 
compromise agreement reached between the Government of Tanzania and Barrick Gold indicates that there is an 
agreement to establish an African focused international framework to resolve any disputes in the future. An 
African focused international framework simple means resolution of dispute within African international dispute 
resolution centers such as Kigali International Arbitration Center, Nairobi Center for International Arbitration and 
may be “Dar es Salaam Center for International Arbitration”. 
 
14.0 THE ENGINEER AS THE ARBITRATOR 
 
Engineers should rise up and start training to qualify as Arbitrators both as local and international arbitrators so 
as to grab these emerging opportunities. TIArb in collaboration with the Law School of Tanzania are now carrying 
out training in the conduct and practice of arbitration. The Association of Consulting Engineers Tanzania (ACET) 
has been carrying out structured trainings that will lead to qualification as FIDIC adjudicators and arbitrators at 
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national level and with further training at International level. Other professions and particularly the Lawyers are 
taking the lead on what should be rightly the jurisdiction of engineers. 
 
15.0 EX AEQUO ET BONO AND AMIABLE COMPOSITEUR 
 
Parties can choose to empower arbitrators in some cases with the right to decide disputes based not upon law per 
se, but rather on grounds described as Ex aequo et bono (decided based on justice in the given circumstances 
rather than according to rules law) or with the arbitrator acting as Amiable compositeur (mediation). 
 
16.0 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION (4IR) 
 
Points to Ponder 
What will be the kind of disputes? In Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), 3D Printing, Robotics, 
Cloud computing, Nanotechnology, Autonomous Vehicles, etc. 
How will disputes be resolved? 
Will ADR systems as it is today viable? 
What form will arbitration take? 
 
Engineers and the arbitration community worldwide need to apply their mind on these new technological 
developments that are emerging and are disrupting the way we think, work and resolve disputes. A new paradigm 
shift in construction and engineering dispute resolution is inevitable. 
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2. The Civil Procedure Code CAP. 33 R.E 2020. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the roles of Engineers in industrial and manufacturing infrastructure 
development.  The paper provided Engineers with tools and techniques for addressing infrastructure 
development challenges. To start with, a closer look at the industrial and manufacturing infrastructure 
development in Tanzania, covering historic perspective (post-independence to date), the role of 
engineers in the innovative industrial/private sector, concepts of lean and clean production, timeline 
of infrastructure development strategy in Tanzania, are presented. A clear dependency of the industrial 
and manufacturing infrastructure development on public infrastructure services and vice versa, is 
articulated, especially the role of chemicals sector on national development. The paper highlights the 
new technologies that are shaping the industrial landscape worldwide from the 1IR to the 4IR. The 
analysis indicates that the eco-industrial parks (EIP) framework can be regarded as a practical and 
relevant means to assess the performance of industrial parks, and a basis to identify and prioritize EIP 
initiatives to strengthen their performance. To build the advanced digital production (ADP) 
infrastructure, clear and well-tailored policy on industrial development is needed, as per policy 
recommendations outlined in this paper. The new technology wave in the industrial landscape and 
dividends of ADP technologies are presented. It was concluded that Engineers have a critical role to 
play in the infrastructure development and investment both public and private, and that adherence to 
the quality principles is the key towards successful national economic growth, a target for 
infrastructure services. It was further recommended that continuous learning and skills development 
will increase the performance of Engineers in Tanzania. 
 
Key words: Sustainable development goals, Roles of engineers, Industrial and manufacturing 
infrastructure development, Industrial revolution, Industrial innovation, Advanced digital 
production, Industrial parks. 

 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” includes 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), each with 
their respective targets and indicators, and a plan for implementation. Infrastructure appears both as an explicit 
goal and as an implicit means to implement and achieve other SDGs. The role of infrastructure for the SDGs is 
critical. Infrastructure should not be viewed as individual assets, such as a power plant, a hospital or a water 
network, but as part of a system with a portfolio of assets that collectively hold great potential to deliver the three 
pillars of the SDGs: economic, environmental and social sustainability. On 1 January 2016, the 17 SDGs of the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development—adopted by world leaders in September 2015 at an historic UN Summit—
officially came into force. The SDGs act as a guide towards governments planning and also for actors of the national 
development, like Engineers. 
 
Tanzania’s industrial sector has evolved through various stages since independence in 1961. The current 
development agenda, however, has brought industrial development back to being one of the policy priorities. This 
paper aims at examining the role of infrastructure development on the performance of the manufacturing sector, 
with particular interest in identifying the emerging manufacturing sub-sectors, the drivers of their success, and 
challenges for sustained competitiveness. Similarly, the paper stresses on the role of engineers of all 
specializations in the infrastructure development. The performance of Africa’s industrial sector in terms of growth, 
structural change, and absorptive capacity has historically lagged behind that of other regions, affecting the terms 
of trade relative to the rest of the world. 
 
Engineers play import roles in infrastructural development by ensuring that they find solution to any challenges. 
Engineers need to play their roles in developing industrial parks by identifying critically the requirements in terms 
of supporting infrastructure. The transformation of traditional industrial parks into eco-industrial parks (EIPs) 
presents a valuable opportunity to accomplish inclusive and sustainable industrial development and to meet the 
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SDGs (Zolotov and Glushich, 2007)). This can only be achieved if Engineers play their roles effectively in translating 
their skills into proper design of infrastructure. 
 
Industry and its infrastructure are essential elements of the development process which is a subsystem of social 
reproduction. The decomposition of the manufacturing infrastructure into separately developed categories has 
resulted in several key aspects being neglected when viewed from an overall system viewpoint, such as effective 
workforce (SDG 8 and 10). The manufacturing infrastructure requires well trained workforce, mainly engineers 
which act as a drive. Enabling infrastructure, mainly publically owned, provides opportunities for innovation both 
upstream in the manufacturing of the infrastructure asset and downstream in the supply of new goods and 
services.  
 
In the chemical industry, chemical manufacturing, storage, and use (covering petrochemicals and fossil fuels, 
inorganic chemicals including fertilizers, industrial gases, specialty chemicals, pharmaceuticals and consumer 
products) require well-developed infrastructure outside the industrial premises, such as safe transportation. 
Pathways, Links, and Nodes (PLN) are required for the supply chain of raw materials to the manufacturing 
industry as well as chemical industries. he supply chain for any chemical is characterized by multiple PLNs. A node 
is a facility at which the chemical is produced, stored, or consumed; a link is the means (road, rail, barge, or 
pipeline) by which the chemical is transported from one node to another; and a pathway is the sequence of nodes 
and links by which the chemical is produced, transported, and transformed from its initial source to its ultimate 
consumer. The key aspects are dominant nodes, dominant links and transfer of materials via nodes and links, and 
required infrastructure such as rail, road, ship, or pipeline between plants (which is always public in nature). 
 
Infrastructure damage and consequences encountered frequently forces engineers to utilize safety rules in the 
design and construction of industrial, processing, manufacturing and other infrastructure. However, accidents still 
happen on infrastructure causing damage to equipment, facilities, environment, and human life. Cases of damage 
encountered worldwide have been documented. In 2010, the British Petroleum Oil Spill became the leading 
accidental maritime oil leak in the history of the petroleum industry. From the destroyed oil platform, about 4.9 
million barrels of crude oil gushed from the sea floor into the Gulf of Mexico for over three months until the well 
was capped. Eleven men were killed and 17 injured in the platform explosion. Extensive and widespread damage 
occurred to marine and wildlife habitats and to fishing and tourism businesses (environmental pillar). The Gulf 
continues to be contaminated with oil. No mention, however, has been published on the infrastructure damage. 
Another U.S. disaster was the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989 in Alaska. When this ship ran aground, 240,000 barrels 
of crude oil, with a value of $25 million, were spilled. Exxon paid about $3 billion, mostly for environmental clean-
up activities (environmental pillar of SD). Yet, Exxon did not publish losses incurred on the infrastructure, because 
it was a private internal data, different from public infrastructure damage. 
 
Recently, the explosion occurred in March 21, 2019, when nitrification waste that had been illegally stored by a 
Chinese Tianjiayi Chemical spontaneously combusted, causing 78 deaths, 76 severe injuries, and 640 
hospitalizations. The blast's direct economic loss was estimated at $300 million, according to Xinhua News Agency. 
Among the comprehensive measures to solve environmental and economic problems arising from the operation 
of enterprises, is the strategy of cleaner production (CP), which was developed in the US in the late 80s (Feraru, 
2007; Komarova et al., 2014). CP is a continuous application of comprehensive methods to prevent environmental 
damage to processes, products and services in order to increase their efficiency and limit their effects on humans 
and the environment. With CP implementation, protection of industrial infrastructure and human health can be 
achieved. 
 
The new technologies are shaping the industrial landscape worldwide. Engineers need to grasp the technological 
advances so as to push economic development further. Technological advances started from first (1IR) to the third 
industrial revolution (3IR) are presented. Historically, first came the steam, followed by electricity and then the 
engineering infrastructure witnessed the computing-driven industrial revolutions. Different waves of 
technological advancements have pushed economic development since the first industrial revolution (1IR). The 
invention of the steam engine, the mechanization of simple tasks and the construction of railroads triggered the 
1IR between 1760 and 1840. The advent of electricity, the assembly line and mass production gave rise to the 
second industrial revolution (2IR) between the late 19th and early 20th century. The development of 
semiconductors and mainframe computing in the 1960s, together with personal computers and the internet, were 
the main engines of the third industrial revolution (3IR). In this paper, the role of engineers in the development 
and implementation of advanced digital production (ADP) in the manufacturing industries is discussed at length.  
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While Africa is not among the industrial revolutions leading region, we can still take advantage of ADP as a 
following economy. Based on history, technological revolutions have divided the world into leading and following 
economies, depending on their involvement in creating and using the emerging technologies. In many cases, 
however, important parts of the world remained completely excluded from the ongoing revolution, entering only 
after several decades, when the technologies became cheap enough and the capability gap narrowed. To build the 
ADP infrastructure, clear and well-tailored policy on industrial development is needed, as per policy 
recommendations outlined in this paper. 
 
With a focus on attaining SDGs, the industrial infrastructure is built on three pillars, that is, economy, environment 
and society. When it comes to the economy, industrial infrastructure dividends range from the jobs created during 
construction and maintenance to the ability for infrastructure to generate economic activity. In protecting the 
environment, infrastructure assets play a key role in conserving natural resources and reducing the impact of 
climate change. Clean energy generation plants, for example, are critical in reducing dependence on fossil fuels. 
When equitable access is assured, society benefits from infrastructure since it delivers the services that are 
essential for sustainable development. Meanwhile, one of infrastructure’s most important roles—increasing 
resilience to the shocks and stresses —runs across all three of these pillars.  
 
2.0 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
 
The main objective of this study was to re-define the role of engineers in the industrial infrastructure development. 
In addressing this, industrial development process in Tanzania, the categories of engineering professions as arms 
leading to infrastructure development, and the key aspects of engineering infrastructural facilities were re-visited. 
The following key issues were addressed in order to clearly identify the roles of engineers:  
(a) The role played by the innovative private sector 
(b) Infrastructure for Industrial Parks  
(c) Tanzania industrial infrastructure development strategies on a timeline 
(d) The manufacturing infrastructure framework 
(e) The key aspects and gaps in the manufacturing infrastructure frameworks. 
(f) Dependency of Industrial and Manufacturing Sectors on Public Infrastructure (private costs and need for 

innovation)  
(g) The chemical industry infrastructure (the role of the chemical sector to the modern infrastructure, the 

chemicals supply chain and control of hazards posed by chemicals for protection of critical infrastructure 
in the chemical industry) 

(h) Challenges facing the chemical industry’s supply chain (fluctuating raw materials and commodity prices, 
higher stakes in quality control and managing massive amounts of data) 

 
Finally, the paper introduces the advanced technologies for industries in terms of ADP (its mark on the industrial 
landscape and dividends delivered by such technologies), followed by policy responses for successful ADP 
technologies. 
 
3.0 METHODOLOGY 
 
This study was carried out by deskwork literature review together with experience in the industrial infrastructure 
development. In this paper, the roles to be played by Engineers in addressing the agenda 2030 are revisited. While 
engineers are required in all of the goals (SDG6,7,11), this paper focuses on the SDGs 9 which deals with building 
resilient infrastructure, promoting inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation and SDG 12 
which aims at ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns in the industry. These agenda are the 
most direct call for increased role of engineers in focussing investment in sustainable infrastructure. 
 
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Industrial Development in Tanzania 
The growth in manufacturing notwithstanding, it remains largely undiversified, and vulnerable to variations in 
agricultural production and commodity prices. The most dynamic sub-sectors in terms of output growth, export 
growth, production innovation, and product diversity are food products, plastic and rubber, chemicals, basic metal 
work, and non-metallic mineral products. Manufacturing has strategic importance in technology and innovation 
for economic development since it explores new ideas and is a leading sector for technological diffusion, which 
has strong linkages and spill-over effects associated with manufacturing. However, high production costs continue 
to frustrate industries across Africa slowing down the attainment of the SDGs. In Tanzania, much like the rest of 
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sub-Saharan Africa, infrastructure bottlenecks such as disjointed road networks and power shortages continue to 
define the manufacturing landscape. This in turn lowers the productive capabilities of nations with multiple 
reverberations, for example through increases in unemployment, shortage of goods and services, rise in price 
levels, and general increase in continental un-competitiveness. 
 
In Tanzania, industrialization has been characterized by shifts in roles of the state and private sector: starting with 
largely private sector driven industrial development up to the mid-1960s as reflected in the First Five-year 
Development Plan (1964–9), shifting to largely state driven industrial development from 1967 to the mid-1980s 
as reflected in the Second and Third Five-year Plans (1969–74 and 1976–81). It shifted back to private sector 
driven industrialization after 1986 as reflected in the Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) of 1986–9 and the 
Economic and Social Action Programme of 1989–92 in which liberalization and privatization were practised 
followed by initiatives to revert back to industrialization as a development agenda from the mid-1990s as 
indicated in the Sustainable Industrial Development Programme (SIDP) of 1996–2020 and the Integrated 
Industrial Development (IID) of 2011. Currently, the private sector is occupying most of the industrial 
infrastructure development, while relying on the services from the public infrastructure. 
 
Expanding the manufacturing sectors of African economies, Tanzania in particular, as a means of stimulating their 
growth and diversification, has long been a preoccupation of many of the region’s governments. In spite of this 
concern, most African countries have not been able to achieve the required threshold levels of manufacturing 
sector size, structure, and dynamism to help them escape from the vicious cycle that has restricted their significant 
and sustained entry in to foreign markets (Lyakurwa, 2008). 
 
4.2    Engineers and Infrastructural Development 

 
4.2.1 Roles of Engineers in Infrastructure Development 
All the engineering professions are therefore required to contribute their own quotas to the infrastructural 
development of a nation by working hand in hand. It is necessary that the Government engage the use of 
indigenous engineers in facilities and infrastructural development to have a better, a secured, a safe and a sound 
nation. Therefore, Engineering is the application of science and technology. Engineering is also involved in 
planning, analysis and application of scientific developments, keeping the humankind as the measure of 
technological benefit. The adopted most type of definitions of Engineering is the art or science of utilizing, directing 
or instructing others in the utilization of the principles, properties forces, and substances of nature in the 
production, operation, construction, manufacture, and use of things or means, structures methods, machines and 
devices. 
 
Engineering demands and requires ingenuity, craftsmanship, and judgment in application of knowledge to 
practical and experimental purposes. Engineering can also be defined based on era or time, country or societal 
needs and values, etc. In Britain, for instance, engineering was defined as that of assembly of engines 
manufacturing, machine parts and machine tools including instrument and associated measuring control devices 
which was based on need for economic drive. It also engages in translating scientific laws, fundamentals and 
principles into software for facilitating production of goods or products for the comfort of the society, nation and 
individuals. This paper intends to uncover the infrastructure developed by Engineers and which are not open to 
the general public, that is, industrial infrastructure. 
 
4.3 Industrial Parks, their Infrastructures and Innovative Private Sector 
There are some very large industrial areas that exist in the world and serve important functions. Industrial parks 
solely concentrate on developing industrial facilities in a particular area which helps in the advancement of 
business activity and the modernization of industries in general. Industrial parks also play a significant part in the 
growth and development of infrastructure, predominately within transportation. There is an increasing need to 
decouple economic growth from resource consumption in order to meet wider social objectives as emerging 
economies seek to increase industrial output.  
 
The strategic planning and effective management of industrial parks are essential to achieve the desired economic, 
social, and environmental performance levels. The analysis indicates that the International EIP Framework can be 
regarded as a practical and relevant means to assess the performance of industrial parks, as well as a basis to 
identify and prioritize EIP initiatives to strengthen their performance. There is a wide range of performance among 
the industrial parks assessed. Higher average current performance against the International Framework can be 
found in Colombia (68%), Indonesia (67%), and Viet Nam (63%). Ukraine and South Africa have the highest 
improvement potential (27% and 25%, respectively). Across all eight countries, the environmental and social 
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performance categories have a lower compliance (34% and 44%, respectively) compared to economic 
performance (72% current compliance) and park management (55% compliance).  
 
A review of the root-causes indicates that the main compliance issue for 16 prerequisites and performance 
indicators outlined in the International EIP Framework seems mainly with the industrial park- and country-
specific conditions. Across all 50 parks assessed, the following topics have the lowest current compliance: energy; 
local community outreach; environmental and park management and monitoring; waste and material use; and 
climate change and the natural environment. A low compliance with specific prerequisites and performance 
indicators under park management, economic, environmental, and social performance indicates a need by the 
industrial park for technical assistance, based on which Engineers can have entry to provide paid advise. 
 
Generally, an industrial park is land reserved by a municipal authority for industrial development. It usually 
includes an administrative authority, making provisions for management, enforcing restrictions on tenants and 
detailed planning with respect to lot sizes, access and facilities. Furthermore, in some countries like China and 
Thailand, industrial estates have a dual function as production and residential areas. This is different from the 
North American model in which estates are predominantly manufacturing-based (Silicon Valley, for example). The 
software engineers on the other hand need no industrial parks, can develop huge platforms from home, that is, 
brain-based industry. 
  
Table 1. Basic characteristics and EIP scorings of the 50 assessed industrial parks. 

Industrial 
parks 
assessed 

Basic characteristics EIP Scoring 

 Ownership Total area 
(ha) 

% land 
occupied 

Actual 
performance 

Intended 
performance 

Improvement 
potential 

Average of 50 parks 536 63% 585 77% 19% 
Columbia average 117 65% 58% 77% 19% 

Park 1 Private sector 116 65% 62% 76% 13% 
Park 2 Private sector 200 45% 73% 83% 9% 
Park 3 Private sector 64 75% 70% 79% 9% 
Park 4 Private sector 134 80% 68% 84% 15% 
Park 5 Private sector 70 60% 65% 76% 11% 

Egypt average 314 68% 57% 76% 19% 
Park 6 Public sector 332 50% 45% 73% 28% 
Park 7 Private sector 310 90% 66% 82% 15% 

 
4.4 Industrial Infrastructure Development and achievements of SDGs 
Globalization and competition, scientific and technological progress and the growing nature of the instability of 
the environment are forcing engineers and companies to pay special attention to the interaction with industrial 
infrastructure. According to literature, the provision of industrial infrastructure facilities should be at the level of 
30-35% of the power consumption. For the national economy, in order to achieve and maintain global competitive 
advantage it requires a continuous process of development of transportation systems, energy, communications, 
etc., which in turn requires internal cooperation in order to increase the efficiency of businesses. The development 
of industrial infrastructure is a dual process with some of its elements developing in a competitive environment, 
as part of a monopoly and requires regulation by the state.  
 
The aim of developing an industrial infrastructure is to increase the competitiveness of the industry, increase the 
efficiency of industrial production, enhance economic growth and achieve positive social effect (society centered). 
The economic efficiency of the production infrastructure depends largely on the degree of satisfaction of the 
demand for its services. The demand for infrastructure services is equal to the volume of their production. In the 
case of under-consumption of infrastructure services produced,  there will be a negative impact on the social 
production. 
 
The main conditions for a balanced and efficient development of industrial infrastructure in the country include: 
a) its development as a single complex; b) equal economic and legal conditions for the operation and types of 
ownership (in this case, mainly private); c) the existence of a "healthy" competition among its subjects; d) 
development of manufacturing services, and improved quality of production; d) integrated program that 
coordinates development of the spheres of industrial infrastructure in the country; e) observance of synchronicity 
in the development of the infrastructure with the subjects of auxiliary production material economy of the region.  
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Nowadays, the functioning of the national industrial infrastructure and its development lies in the attraction of 
private investment. The effective development of industrial infrastructure is based on a strategy of energy-saving 
technologies to increase the efficiency of infrastructure services by optimizing processes. Another direction is 
efficient production system, which includes two subsystems: lean production (LP) and cleaner production. The LP 
concept was developed by Toyota between 1948 and 1975. It includes the organization of production and logistics, 
as well as interaction with suppliers and customers. The essence of LP is to standardize processes by a system of 
continuous improvement (kaizen). According to the theories of Japanese and American companies, the largest 
number of production losses is due to poor infrastructure. Building effective business processes require effective 
methods and techniques that shorten the production cycle and accelerate the turnover of funds. With regard to 
industry, this is the rational organization of the working space; minimize support and minor operations, maximum 
visibility and visualization of all processes (Doroshenko and Manin, 2014). Infrastructure still plays a vital role. 
 
The main goal of CP strategy is to reduce the impact of products on the environment throughout its life cycle 
through a more efficient use of resources and minimization of emissions. The CP is based on the four basic 
principles: the principle of resource conservation, the principle of effective waste management, the principle of 
optimization of the technical and technological aspects, considering the principle of incoming and outgoing flows 
of raw materials and materials. Methods and technologies of CP go beyond pollution control and waste 
management. They cover a range of measures implemented within enterprises, and involving changes in 
management practices, the organization of the individual units, processes, equipment, and even in the production. 
Chemical and process engineers are responsible for CP.  
 
The implementation of the lean and cleaner production strategies will provide a whole range of effects, significant 
from the point of view of increasing infrastructure investment attractiveness and competitiveness (Figure 1). This 
will lead to immediate increase in the efficiency of production infrastructure (water utilities, power companies, 
asset management companies in the field of housing, and so on), increase in revenues to the national budget by 
increasing their tax base; improving the quality and accessibility of services of industrial infrastructure for people 
and businesses, increase in infrastructure capacity for further growth in the production sector and the 
development of the national economy. Other benefits of CP and LP include improving the investment climate in 
the region and creating a favorable business environment (through the provision of cheaper and quality services 
to the production infrastructure); and, improvement of ecological situation in the country. 
 
National development is not possible without modernization of production infrastructure, as this is directly 
related not only to the economic activity of enterprises and organizations, but also to the standard of living of the 
population. Currently, the problem of determining the efficiency of the industrial infrastructure is very 
complicated (Doppler and Bahadur, 2013; Shi and Huang, 2014; Adeliya and Kisilev, 2015). The objective of 
evaluating the performance of industrial infrastructure is to formulate a strategy for infrastructure development, 
which, in turn, will improve the efficiency of economic activities of industry, while ensuring sustainable socio-
economic development of the country.  
 
Relating infrastructure development with strategies in Tanzania dates from 1960’s to 2000. The foundation of a 
modern economy is a robust industrial infrastructure, especially African countries, with emerging economies, 
which are becoming the hub of infrastructure development and expansion. The collapse of the industrial 
infrastructure in the 80’ and 90’s, is a different lesson to Tanzania. In creating an industrial economy, the following 
were the main features: 
(i) Tanzania’s foundational decade of the 1960s was a harsh period fraught with multiple challenges, and 

where survival was of utmost importance.  
(ii) Serious economic problems were exacerbated by the surrounding political and social tumult.  
(iii) In addition, Tanzania had natural resources, little capital and poor industrial capabilities.  
(iv) However, what Tanzania did have was a leadership that took a pragmatic approach in establishing the 

framework and mechanisms for the economic development.  
(v) Leaders saw that it was a favourable time to enter into export-led industrialization.  
(vi) Factories, public utilities, roads, drains, sewers, housing and amenities were built with great speed. 
 
4.5     Manufacturing Infrastructure Framework 

 
4.5.1 The Key Aspects of Manufacturing Infrastructure Framework 
The major components of a framework for the development of manufacturing technology infrastructure should 
include the efforts of government, industry, academia, and workforce organizations. The key questions should be 
does a framework add value, does it lead to decisions and actions that contribute to achieving the objectives. To 
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assist in framework formulation, the manufacturing infrastructure was broken down into several priorities based 
on which engineering tools for design and manufacturing as well as advanced manufacturing process and 
equipment were identified as shown in Table 3.  
 
Table 3: Manufacturing infrastructure priorities  
Advanced Manufacturing Systems Engineering Tools for Design and 

Manufacturing 
Advanced Manufacturing 
Processes and Equipment 

Common vision Business practice integration Environment consciousness 
Enabling science and technology Collaborative design methodologies Intelligent control systems 
Innovative systems concepts Conceptual-phase design tools New methods and equipment 
International cooperation Design for manufacturability Rapid prototyping 
Lifecycle product realization Hybrid prototyping, Interoperable tools, 

Modelling and simulation 
  

Manufacturing Training and 
Education 

Technology Deployment Business Practices 

Access for entire population All tiers/levels of industrial base Not yet defined 
Coherent framework Government role should serve as catalyst 

for action 
  

Consumer information system Leverage existing public and private 
resources 

  

Financial support mechanisms Provide mechanism for deployment to 
small and medium enterprises 

  

 
It is not clear that the three participants in the manufacturing agenda—industry, government, and academia—
have strong roles to play in each of the six manufacturing infrastructure categories. Although industry has a strong 
role in every category, government and academia may not. This, an overall industry lead is important in 
partnership with government and academia. Overall, developing a national manufacturing agenda require that the 
following conditions are met: 
1) Attention to the SDGs. 
2) Each category is more strongly linked to industry needs. 
3) Appropriate, value-added roles for industry, government, and academia are clearly defined for each category. 
4) Areas of overlap between categories are recognized and suitably dealt with. 
5) Actions created from the six categories have strong industry participation and leadership. 
 
4.5.2 Gaps Identified in the Manufacturing Infrastructure Frameworks 
A range of activities is required for an effectively trained workforce, a point which touches the weaknesses 
currently observed in Tanzanian universities. Representation from organizations involved in workforce training, 
including trade organizations, unions, and the Department of Labor would have been particularly helpful on 
addressing this matter. The engineering colleges have failed to deliver in this aspect. There is a clear gap between 
the skills required in the manufacturing industry and skills level of the graduating engineers from universities. 
The gap is further widening, with time, something which needs action. The gap is currently widening due to the 
fact that the skill levels required by the industry is increasing, while the university education system are still prone 
to disturbances, such as deteriorating learning environment, massification (large number of students per study 
unit), shortened study period, highest students-to-teacher ratios, and political interference. 
 
The category of industry denoted as skill-based, have infrastructure involving advanced manufacturing processes 
such as high-speed machining, adaptive feedback control, on-line sensors, or rapid sheet-metal forming which are 
the key to the success of next-generation manufacturing infrastructure. The role of higher learning institutions 
(HLIs) in industrial infrastructure development is of paramount importance, forming a true partner in the process. 
The manufacturing industries should take the lead in defining their needs and identifying the key infrastructure 
development issues that need to be resolved, the solutions cannot be achieved without strong participation of 
HLIs.  
 
4.6    Dependency of Industrial and Manufacturing Sectors on Public Infrastructure 

 
4.6.1 Public Failures Raise Private Costs 
According to a 1988 study of Nigerian manufacturers, 92% of the 179 firms surveyed owned electricity generators. 
In the face of chronically unreliable public services, many had also acquired radio equipment for communications, 
vehicles to transport personnel and freight, and boreholes to assure their own private water supply. For firms with 
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fifty or more employees that could practice economies of scale, these extra costs amounted to some 10% of the 
total machinery and equipment budget. Of 306 Indonesian manufacturers recently polled, 64% had generators 
and 59% (compared with Nigeria's 44%) had boreholes for their own water supply. Indonesia's largest companies 
invested as much as 18% of their capital in private infrastructure almost twice Nigerian manufacturers' level of 
10%yet their generators, too, were underused and operating at about 50% of capacity. 
 
Today in Indonesia, as in Nigeria, firms too small to afford private power or water are at the mercy of unreliable 
public utilities and subject to chronic and costly interruptions in service. Yet, while the largest Indonesian firms 
pay $0.07 per kilowatt-hour to produce electricity (not far above international norms), self-provided electricity 
costs the smallest firms $1.68 per kilowatt-hour, twenty-four times as much. In Thailand, where public electric 
utilities are efficiently run, they have been able to break this pattern. Of the 300 manufacturers polled, only 6% 
had private generators and 24% had private water supplies. In Tanzania, on the other hand, most of the industrial 
installations (small scale and large scale) have installed own generators due to inconsistency power outage. 
 
In Table 4, the industrial infrastructure has been divided into several types which correspond to the entries in the 
first column. Those entries are meant to be illustrative – other categorizations could be substituted. Various 
infrastructure categories can act as complements to each other. For instance, airports and ports need road and rail 
connections to function. The second column of Table 4 shows one possible set of service types that infrastructure 
capital can allow. 
  
Table 4: The possible set of service types that infrastructure capital can allow 

Infrastructure type Infrastructure services Manufacturing types 
1. Transportation: Road, Rail, Airports, 

Ports, Urban transit, Pipelines Commuting, Travelling Process industries 

2. Energy: Generation, Transmission Transporting Mass manufacturing 
3. Telecommunication: Telephone, 

mobile telephone, broadband, mobile 
broadband (Wi-Fi), satellite system 

Networking 
Transmitting Large/small batch manufacturing 

4. Water: Storage, distribution Utility in industry Manufacturing (cooling, heating) 
5. Waste: Collection, transportation, 

disposal 
Disposal Extraction (recycling, WtE) 

 
4.6.2 The Need for Innovation in Industrial Infrastructure  
Innovations in infrastructure have important implications on how it responds to changes in manufacturing 
organization and technology. Infrastructure innovation displays many features of a socio-economic change. 
Continuous improvements within a particular technology require implementation of new technologies.  
 
4.7 The Chemical Industry Infrastructure vs. SDGs 
 
4.7.1 The Critical Role of the Chemical Sector to the Modern Infrastructure 
The chemical sector encompasses more than 70,000 diverse products that are critical to the modern global 
infrastructure. Chemical facilities ship, manufacture and deliver, or store these products every day in Tanzania. 
The chemical industry is characterized by large storage tanks, tall columns and wide area coverage including 
troughs for cooling water and wastewater collection on the land, which requires high safety levels. The role of 
chemicals and its products in other infrastructure development is important. The sector touches many other 
critical infrastructure sectors like agricultural, healthcare, water and wastewater, transportation fuels, natural gas 
(NG), Compressed natural gas (CNG), construction, nuclear, and more, as nations aim higher towards attaining 
SDGs. The critical infrastructure sectors are all interwoven and interconnected. If one falls, the whole structure 
suffers and could be threatened with collapse. The chemical sector is a key part of the national economy, and they 
underpin most other manufactured goods. 
 
The chemical sector is diverse and wide-ranging. The facilities and infrastructure in which chemicals are produced 
are similarly varied—from refineries covering square miles of land with many high-volume chemicals on-site, to 
start-up companies occupying thousands of square feet in light industrial parks. Products can be transported to 
their final place of use by truck, rail, pipeline, or other means in both large and small quantities indicating 
dependence on public infrastructure. 
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4.7.2 The Chemicals Supply Chain Infrastructure  
The description of the chemical categories above includes some specific characteristics of feedstocks, 
manufacturing, storage, and use for each requiring some generalizations on the chemical supply chain. Thus, the 
flow of chemicals across the whole cycle from production to final disposal, which involves the intensive and careful 
use other infrastructures, is still dependent on public infrastructure. The supply chain is normally presented as a 
network using a model described by the characteristics of the materials and infrastructure involved; the pathways, 
links, and nodes between manufacturers and users; and the ownership and control of the components. Failure of 
chemical industry facilities can bring negative national economic impacts or result in catastrophic casualties.  
 
4.7.3 Hazardous Chemicals - Need for Action 
The purpose of safe chemicals management strategies is to protect present and future generation from hazardous 
chemicals. The infrastructure development in the chemical industries must be well planned and scrutinized to 
avoid future challenges, especially those posed by disposition of hazardous chemicals into the environment (air, 
water bodies and soil). International organizations/initiatives from which knowledge on proper chemicals 
management can be gathered to prevent future environmental damages include: UNEP (Basel, Stockholm and 
Rotterdam Conventions), ILO, UNDP, UNITAR, OECD and SAICM. Engineers need to play a greater role, because 
neglecting environmental requirements for the rapid economic gains leads to serious consequences, especially for 
people, increasing complexity in the use of natural resources, that is, ultimately irreparable economic losses.  
 
4.8  Advanced Technologies for Industries 
 
4.8.1 New Technology Wave Making its Mark on the Industrial Landscape 
Recent technological breakthroughs seem to be pushing yet another wave, in what is commonly called the fourth 
industrial revolution (4IR). Advanced manufacturing is the term typically used to denote the adoption of these 
technologies in manufacturing production. In the particular case of ADP technologies, their application to 
manufacturing gives rise to smart manufacturing production systems—also known as the smart factory or 
Industry 4.0. Smart production entails the integration and control of production from sensors and equipment 
connected in digital networks, as well as the fusion of the real world with the virtual—in so-called cyber-physical 
systems (CPSs)—with support from artificial intelligence. The shift to smart manufacturing production is expected 
to leave a long-lasting mark on the industrial landscape. 
  
Technologies of the fourth industrial revolution arise from traditional industrial production. ADP technologies are 
the last in the evolution of traditional industrial production technologies. In fact, many of these technologies have 
evolved and emerged from the same engineering and organizational principles of previous revolutions, suggesting 
an “evolutionary transition” more than a “revolutionary disruption.” For instance, automating processes go back 
to the 1IR, while the adoption of robots goes back at least to the 1960s (Andreoni, 2019). The hardware 
components are made of tools, tooling and the complementary equipment of modern industrial robots and 
intelligent automated systems, as well as cobots (robots co-operating with workers in the execution of tasks) and 
3D printers for additive manufacturing. This set of hardware production technologies is largely similar to its 
predecessor in the 3IR.  
 
4.8.2 What dividends can ADP technologies deliver? 
ADP technologies can improve profits, sustain the environment and expand the labour force, can increase firm 
profits and capital use, better integrate the labour force in production and improve environmental sustainability. 
Figure 8 summarizes the main mechanisms at play, following the conceptual framework at the beginning of the 
overview. The potential benefits that ADP technologies can bring in supporting Inclusive and sustainable 
industrial development (ISID) are again presented along two major channels: the introduction of new and better 
goods into the market—smart TVs, smart watches, home control devices and so on—and the increase of 
production efficiency through the digitalization and interconnectivity of production processes. Each of these broad 
channels directly affects the main dimensions of ISID: industrial competitiveness, environmental sustainability 
and social inclusion. The benefits also entail risks, and there is no guarantee that these effects will occur without 
other changes. Reaping the benefits depends on conditions specific to the countries, industries and firms involved 
in manufacturing production. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
(i) The development of industrial and manufacturing infrastructure is a critical role to be played by the 

innovative private sector, which requires well developed public infrastructure for its performance. There is 
strong dependency of industrial and manufacturing sectors on public infrastructure, which necessitates the 
government to oversee the planning of public infrastructure in order to promote the private industries’ 
performance. 

(ii) Infrastructure for Industrial Parks is growing fast in Africa, while most of African countries, including 
Tanzania, are still lagging behind. Tanzania should embark on industrial parks rather than the current 
smaller industrial estates.  

(iii) Tanzania industrial infrastructure development strategies on a timeline indicate that efforts are required 
from the public sector to invest in industrial growth. This is necessary given the idle youth workforce and 
the current population growth rate. The private sector is currently unable to absorb the youth, and the 
public sector needs to take charge. Currently, industrial management practices are favourable such that 
public industries can now be developed. 

(iv) The manufacturing infrastructure framework still lacks key ingredients, requires review and 
implementation. The key aspects and gaps in the manufacturing infrastructure frameworks identified 
include: lack of effectively trained workforce, weak representation from organizations involved in 
workforce training (including trade organizations, unions, and the Department of Labor), and little thrust 
from Engineer’s Registration board on the quality of engineering education in collaboration with Higher 
learning institutions (HLI), and the Tanzania Commission of Universities (TCU).   

(v) The chemical industry infrastructure (the role of the chemicals to the modern infrastructure, the chemicals 
supply chain and control of hazards posed by chemicals for protection of critical infrastructure in the 
chemical industry and surrounding infrastructure) should be taken as critical control points in the 
industrial infrastructure development. 

(vi) Challenges facing the chemical industry’s supply chain (fluctuating raw materials and commodity prices, 
higher stakes in quality control and managing massive amounts of data) are necessitating sophisticated 
procurement techniques by the Tanzanian industries, public investment in the development and proper 
management of ports through which hazardous chemicals enter the country.  
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ABSTRACT 
Climate change is a primary threat to sustainability of ecosystems and biodiverse populations. With the 
increase in global temperatures attributed to high amounts of carbon dioxide and greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere, it is apparent that weather patterns have been significantly affected, sea levels are 
rising and extremes in weather events are threatening the existence of life on earth. Studies, however, 
show that development of sustainable infrastructure could be one of the best strategies to curb climate 
change. This study used Google search engine and google scholar to search for 125 papers and articles 
on sustainable infrastructure development and climate change. The publications were analyzed and the 
information collated to obtain a focused conclusion that reflects research topic. Results indicate that 
there have been increased efforts in addressing climate change through the development of 
infrastructure that continuously improves life on earth and supports the existence of ecosystems and 
biodiversity. Through the study of published literature on green infrastructure, findings from the study 
indicate that there is more concentration on research to develop systems that protect the planet and 
help deliver optimal social, environmental and economic outcomes. 

Key words: Climate Change, Development, Earth, Green, Infrastructure, Life, Sustainability 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
Climate change is a primary threat to sustainability of ecosystems and biodiverse populations. With the increase 
in global temperatures attributed to high amounts of carbon dioxide and greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, it 
is apparent that weather patterns have been significantly affected, sea levels are rising and extremes in weather 
events are threatening the existence of life on earth. Reckien et al. (2017), indicates that climate change is widely 
acknowledged to be the largest threat to societies in the near feature (Reckien, et al., 2017). However, studies 
indicate that the problem is already in the present. Data collected in the recent years, (not more than a decade), 
show that global temperatures have been hitting a record high. Other climatic parameters such as precipitation 
have also been significantly varying leading to associated disasters such as drought, wildfires, floods, severe 
storms, among others which have led to a loss of life and property worth billions of dollars (Grossman, 2018).  

 
The major cause of global climate change is the emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) which move about in the 
atmosphere. Greenhouse gases cause global warming through the absorption of terrestrial radiation being emitted 
from the earth’s surface. If the emission of greenhouse gases is not mitigated or reduced, it is estimated that about 
74% of the world’s population will be affected by heat waves by the year 2100 (Grossman, 2018). Even with drastic 
reductions of GHGs, it is likely that almost half of the human population will face deadly heat waves. Tropical 
continents such as Europe will experience weather disasters such as coastal flooding related to deaths. Moreover, 
rising temperatures may affect nutrition, especially in developing countries, as high temperatures are likely to 
reduce availability of plant proteins by 2050.  
 
As the world comes to terms with the realities of climate change, decision-makers have realized that societies must 
come up with solutions to adapt to it and possibly mitigate the threat. The United Nations (UN) through The 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development provides seventeen (17 no.) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that are 
anchored towards achieving peace and prosperity for people and the planet, in the present and in the future. The 
SDGs recognize that to end poverty and other deprivations must be incorporated with quality healthcare and 
education, reduction of inequalities, and enhancing economic growth while tackling climate change and preserving 
natural resources. SDG number 13 is Climate Action–which implies: Take urgent action to combat climate change 
and its impacts. The UN notably states that “Our window to avoid climate catastrophe is closing rapidly.” 
Therefore, there is more than an urgent need to develop mechanisms to manage climate change and possibly stop 
it. One such mechanisms is the use of engineering and technology to develop sustainable infrastructure that is a 
solution to climate change. This study is a systematic review that discusses sustainable infrastructure 
development through engineering and technology in the framework of climate change adaptation approaches and 
it addresses the research objectives highlighted below. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES OF THE PAPER 
 
The objectives of this paper are:  
  
(i) To examine engineering and technological advancements (sustainable infrastructure) to promote action 

against climate change.  
(ii) To assess how sustainable infrastructure mitigates climate change and reduces its impacts. 
(iii) To discuss the possibilities of implementing sustainable and resilient infrastructure before it is too late to 

take action against climate change.  
 
3.0 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 
The SDG number 13 is Climate Action which calls upon societies to “Take urgent action to combat climate change 
and its impacts.” This can be largely achieved through the development of sustainable and resilient infrastructure. 
The UN defines sustainable infrastructure as “systems planned, designed, constructed, operated and 
decommissioned in a manner that ensures economic and financial, social, environmental (including climate 
resilience), and institutional sustainability over the entire infrastructure life cycle. Sustainable infrastructure can 
include built infrastructure, natural infrastructure or hybrid infrastructure that contains elements of both” (UN 
Environment Programme, 2022). The UN further indicates that “to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals by 
2030 and net zero emissions by 2050, significant investment in sustainable and resilient infrastructure is 
required” (UN Environment Programme, 2022). According to the International Institute for Sustainable 
Development (IISD), sustainable infrastructure involves the development of roads, buildings, energy and water 
infrastructure while putting into consideration their social, economic and environmental implications.  The 
institute also defines sustainable infrastructure assets as those which: lower carbon and environmental footprints, 
protect natural ecosystems, prove resilient to changing climates, optimize the use of natural ecosystems and their 
“infrastructure services”, move beyond compliance on core labour standards and human rights, trigger 
technological and industrial innovation, increase investment in education and research and development (R&D), 
increase employment, demonstrate financial viability, crowd-in domestic investors and businesses, increase 
foreign direct investment, and bring value for money for taxpayers and investors (IISD, 2022).  
  
Why is there a major focus on infrastructure? According to the International Good Practice Principles for 
Sustainable Infrastructure report, 70% of all GHG emissions comes from built infrastructure which comprises 
buildings, offices, highways, power plants, water supply, wastewater treatment, among many others (United 
Nations in Western Europe, 2022). Also, if these infrastructure components are poorly designed, they can displace 
communities, endanger wildlife, and to a great extent become a misuse of public finances. Built infrastructure is 
majorly civil infrastructure which is more of the physical backbone of all societies (Pontius, 2017). In light of this 
fact, there is an urgent need to design and build physical infrastructure from a sustainability and resilience 
perspective to achieve green or blue-green infrastructure. Green infrastructure will mean a solution to climate 
change because of infrastructure components that manage stormwater, are adaptable to climatic changes, reduce 
heat stress, increase biodiversity and food production, improve air quality, enhance sustainable energy 
production, enable provision and access to clean water, improve the quality and health of soils, and also serve 
anthropocentric functions such as improving the quality of life through recreation and provision of components 
such as shade and shelter in and around urban centers (Monterey, 2016).   
 
In this study, the researcher aims to review secondary sources (research papers, articles, and other studies) that 
discuss various forms of sustainable infrastructure and infrastructure resilient to climate change. The proposed 
methodology of study integrates and outlines broadly secondary sources to conceptualize the use of engineering 
and technology to build infrastructure that mitigates the threat of climate change. Generally, the study focuses on 
exploring how sustainable infrastructure mitigates climate change and its role in community resilience. The 
purpose of the study is to show how sustainable infrastructure is the solution to the rapidly changing climate. 
Moreover, through this systematic review, the researcher shows that the UN SDGs (Number 13- Climate Action 
being of urgency) could be advanced and be realized soon enough within the set timelines. 
 
4.0 METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1 General  
A qualitative research design was adopted for this study. A qualitative research design involves collection data 
that is secondary in nature and it is based on people’s primary research and view of the concept under 
investigation. It is a detailed understanding of a particular topic of study or issues based on the findings of others 
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or other people’s opinions. It is gathered in narrative form as opposed to numerical form (quantitative research). 
The study is a systematic review which involved the collection of literature about sustainable infrastructure and 
its relation to climate change. Specifically, a desktop review was conducted which involved an electronic literature 
search using Google search engine and Google Scholar database. A systematic review of the collected literature 
was done to establish how engineering and technology have been applied in the efforts to develop sustainable 
infrastructure and resilient infrastructure to climate change. 
 
The search period was set to 2010–2022 (current year) which is a time when climate change has been largely 
experienced and hence prompted scientists and researchers to gear up their efforts in innovation to provide 
systems that can mitigate or reduce the problem. The search period was also limited to the past decade but slightly 
over 10 years in an attempt to capture as much literature materials as possible including books, websites, 
encyclopedia, conference proceedings, journal articles and research papers. The obtained material was 
categorized and analysis done to narrow down to the required and manageable sample size with more relevant 
literature.  
 
The terms “sustainable infrastructure, resilient infrastructure, global warming, and climate change” were used to 
obtain primary literature material and publications for the selected study period. Results from both the Google 
search engine and the Google Scholar based on the key search terms were numerous. However, the researcher 
used the results pages displaying the first titles of the literature material, websites etc. to identify material with 
the most relevant information. A total of 200 (n=200) pages with journal materials, books, web pages, published 
articles, and other secondary sources with information on the use of science, engineering and technology to 
develop sustainable infrastructure curbing climate change were identified. A step-by-step procedure was then 
used to narrow down the material to those with the most relevant information that helps meet the studies 
objectives.  125 number material for review and evaluation were obtained as shown in the procedure below 
(Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1: Data Search and Collection Procedure 
 
4.2 Eligibility 
The literature included in this study were those that had examined sustainable infrastructure development as the 
solution to climate change or related concepts such as resilient infrastructure. All the studies found eligible were 
from anywhere in the world as long as they met the characteristics of selection. The literature and material 
excluded were those found not to be having concrete connection to the subject of sustainable infrastructure 
development. Further, other secondary materials were excluded because they had a “false positive” result. This 
means that the studies could be talking about sustainable infrastructure development, but there was little or no 
strong correlation as to how that is a solution to climate change. Other literature and secondary sources that did 
not meet the inclusion criteria were classified as “Others” in this study. Table 1 is a summary of the criteria used 
to narrow down the material to those included and excluded in the study. 
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Table 1: Criteria used to narrow down the material to those included and excluded in the study 
Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria 
Material on sustainable infrastructure 
development 

Material with information not connected to sustainable 
infrastructure 

Material on solutions for climate change Material with no connection to solutions for climate change 
Secondary sources in English Language Material with false positive result. 
Material published and available between the 
years 2010 and 2022 

Sources using other languages 

 Others 
 
After the screening process shown in Figure 1, 125 number (N=125) secondary sources were found to have full-
content eligible for a systemic review.  
 
4.3 Data Collection and Categorization 
The primary objective of this study was to open up and evidence from material collected from various sources that 
the solution to climate change is to develop infrastructure that can mitigate or stop, or that is resilient to climate 
change. The relevant sources collected and used were original research, reviews, articles, publications, web pages, 
among many others. Only material with relevant content were considered in this study. The categories for 
sustainable infrastructure that could be a solution to climate change included; green infrastructure, smart 
buildings, roads that produce energy, adequate hydrological features in environments, production of energy from 
sources such as geothermal, development of carbon neutral cities, production and mitigation of pollution through 
intelligent transport systems, among many others. All these categories included studies, narratives, pages and 
articles etc. that showed or evidenced how sustainable infrastructure is a solution to climate change. The materials 
were independently put into relevant categories accordingly.  
 
4.4 Data Analysis 
Descriptive analysis of the data collected was done using Microsoft Excel 2016 application. The data was entered 
manually to an excel spreadsheet according to the different categories and put into a graph accordingly (Figure 2). 
The purpose of this analysis was to see the weight of each category which would help in making a discussion and 
conclusion on the primary areas of focus on sustainable infrastructure development as a solution to climate 
change.  
 

 
Figure 2: Sustainable Infrastructure Categories 

 
5.0 DISCUSSION 
 
A total of 125 secondary sources were collected and systematically reviewed to deduce discussions and 
conclusions on solutions to climate change – sustainable infrastructure being the primary focus. From Figure 2, 
the analysis showed the various sustainable infrastructure categories of focus. Findings from the analyzed sources 
show that green infrastructure (N=32) is the dominant category in a majority of the studies and materials 
published. Smart buildings follow closely (N=27) and Carbon Zero/Carbon Free Infrastructure (N=21) is the third 
category of themes in materials published on the solutions to climate change. The rest of the studies were 
categorized as shown in Figure 2. Generally, the studies’ major theme is various categories of infrastructure and 
how they could be modeled to deal with climate change as they are discussed herein below. 
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“Everyone has a role in climate action. At the United Nations, we are calling on people everyone to work together 
to solve climate challenges and realize the commitments of the 2015 Paris Agreement” (United Nations, 2022). 
Among the people called to this initiative include scientists, engineers, innovators, and technologists. These group 
of professionals play a vital role in making man’s life better. Through the use mathematical, physics, and scientific 
principles, they build and develop systems and components of the daily living that either improve live on other or 
eliminate challenges faced around the globe today. However, in the recent past, studies and investigations show 
that this components are also the primary contributor to the emission of GHGs that is the primary cause of global 
warming which eventually lead to climate change. With 70% of GHGs being emitted from infrastructure, it means 
that an improvement on infrastructure will have minimized almost a third of climate change (IBERDROLA, 2022). 
Hence, the reason why sustainable infrastructure development is the solution for climate change.   
 
One way of bringing to light the concept of sustainable infrastructure development is through public awareness, 
synthetization, government actions among many others. This can be achieved through scientific research and 
publication of the findings. Khan (2015) and Okokpujie et al., (2018), indicate that these methods are valuable 
tools for the growth and development of any society (Khan, 2015; Okokpujie et al., 2018). A majority of the policies, 
strategic goals, performance appraisals and current innovations have been achieved through academic research 
(Hassan & Mua, 2013). It is on this basis, secondary sources were collected as a source of key information for the 
development of the foundation for understanding scientific, engineering and technological advancements in the 
development of sustainable infrastructure as a solution to climate change.  
 
An article by Weismman (2017) defines sustainable infrastructure as ‘green’ or ‘smart’ buildings. In a broader 
sense, it entails development of the built environment with a focus on energy, water and land management–more 
green areas, smart technology and use of sustainable and durable materials. Sustainable infrastructure can also be 
the rehabilitation, retrofitting, redesigning and reusing of the existing infrastructure (Weissman, 2017). The 
United Nations Environment Programme define sustainable infrastructure as “systems that are planned, designed, 
constructed, operated and decommissioned in a manner that ensures economic and financial, social, 
environmental (including climate resilience), and institutional sustainability over the entire infrastructure life 
cycle” (UN Environment Programme, 2022). This can be built environment, natural environments or hybrid 
environments that contain both the built and natural elements. Other articles reviewed in this study define 
sustainable infrastructure development to be the engineering of the environment to green infrastructure, proper 
urban and environmental planning, development of low carbon emitting systems, protection of natural 
environments through engineering and technological practices, and  improving infrastructure to become more 
resilient to climate change–resilient infrastructure (United States Environmental protection Agency, 2022; IISD, 
2022; American Rivers, 2022). Development of climate resilient infrastructure means the planning, designing, 
building and operation of infrastructure in a way that anticipates, prepares for and adapts to climate change. It is 
also infrastructure that can withstand, respond to and recover quickly from the effects of climate change (OECD, 
2018). The development of resilient infrastructure is closely connected to development of sustainable 
infrastructure. All of which are the solutions to climate change. 
 
A part of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is to achieve net zero emissions by 2050. To realize this goal, 
significant investment must be done in the development of sustainable and resilient infrastructure. “Infrastructure 
investment is a key tool for improving productivity, stimulating economic growth, generating decent jobs, 
addressing inequalities and building resilience. But infrastructure will only deliver on these objectives if 
sustainability is embedded at its core-increasing society’s resilience while reducing climate risk” (UN Secretary-
General Antonio Guterres). “There is an urgent need to include sustainable and climate resilient infrastructure as 
an integral part of green growth to deliver energy, water, and transportation solutions that will facilitate 
opportunity, connection, and sustainable growth,” said Ban Ki-moon, former United Nations Secretary-General 
and the President of the Global Green Growth Institute, UNEP partner (United Nations Environment Programme, 
2020).  
 
Sustainable infrastructure solves the problem of climate change through the elimination or minimizing of 
emissions. Development of sustainable infrastructure requires collective efforts and unified perspectives from 
engineering, urban planning, architecture, ecology, and social sciences. For example, under the civil engineering 
discipline, the built environment is considered as gray infrastructure while the green analog characterizes green 
infrastructure (Whittington, 2022).  
 
An analysis of the secondary sources reviewed in this study showed various innovations around the globe that 
show the use of engineering to develop sustainable infrastructure. In New York City, for example, green 
infrastructure has been adopted and is being progressively implemented. The city has a great quality tap water 
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because investments were made in purchasing land around its Catskills reservoirs which protect storm water and 
runoffs from roads. Green infrastructure can also mean the planting of trees and restoration of wetlands. Other 
forms of green infrastructure include rain gardens, construction of permeable pavements, green roofs, rainwater 
harvesting systems, and preservation and restoration of forests, floodplains and wetlands. Green infrastructure 
helps reduce CO2 concentration levels in the atmosphere and protects, restores or enables the flow of the natural 
water cycle. Green infrastructure is being implemented in many cities around the world including Chicago, 
Portland, Kansas, Toledo etc. (American Rivers, 2022).  
 
The Copenhagen 2012 Cloudburst Plan is another example of sustainable infrastructure development that 
mitigates climate change. In this plan, roads, bridges and industrial facilities are constructed and to be constructed 
to contemplate future climatic conditions including extreme rainfall. The engineers in the city designed tunnels 
and roads that would increase drainage capacity and discharge to seas and buildings were installed with anti-
flooding mechanisms. On the other hand, Kenya has the Olkaria geothermal investment project, built to reduce the 
country’s reliance on hydropower. This is an innovative step by electrical engineers to supplement clean energy 
in the country, besides being “a key infrastructure investment to fight poverty.” (Diarietou Gaye, World Bank’s 
country director for Kenya) (United Nations in Western Europe, 2022). 
 
In Athens, the architect Renzo Piano designed The Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Centre. The piece of 
infrastructure not only has a touch of architectural aesthetics, but also designed uniquely to achieve the highest 
levels of sustainability. Some of the key environmental sustainability components of the project include an 
artificial hill that reaches 14 meters and extends as a green roof over other buildings. Drought-resistant trees were 
planted in order to minimize water requirements. An artificial water canal was also constructed and an energy 
canopy that taps clean energy from the sun for use in the building. Copenhagen is also developing intelligent 
transport systems that minimize pollution. The mayor of the city, Frank Jensen together with stakeholders have 
set to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and turn the city to a carbon-neutral city by 2025. This will be achieved by 
the encouraging at least 75% of the city’s population to be moving around using foot bicycle or public transport. 
Provision for components to achieve this is being done in the city by constructing bike paths and the construction 
of a metro ring–Cityrigen. Buenos Aires is constructing big highways as a component of sustainable infrastructure. 
Construction of big highways, especially at the outskirts of cities, is done to discourage flow of traffic into the city, 
and hence reduce congestion and emission concentration levels in one place (We, 2018). Other examples of key 
sustainable infrastructure development projects geared towards stopping climate change around the world 
include the “zero-carbon” desert city of Masdar, Abu Dhabi–United Arab Emirates, simple BRTs in Lagos, Nigeria, 
use of electric cars in Vaxjo, Sweden, transit transportation in Bangkok (Jaffe, 2013) and  production of electricity 
(clean energy) from roads through solar and piezoelectric roads in different parts around the world (khplant, 
2022).  All these infrastructural projects are new engineering innovations developed to transport infrastructure 
to sustainable components of the environment. 
  
6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
There have been significant research efforts in the field of engineering and technology on development of 
sustainable and resilient infrastructure as a solution for climate change. Available secondary sources have 
investigated and reported how engineering can be used to develop sustainable infrastructure. Sources collected 
from the past decade indicate that to this end, sustainable infrastructure is the key to overcoming climate change. 
Largely, this is because over a third of the emissions which cause global warming are from the whole round circle 
of infrastructure. As such, this study recommends that it is vital for all countries around the world to leverage new 
engineering and technological practices that are under investigation and those already in use as a way of building 
back wiser to a sustainable world free from climate change and its effects. There are several sustainable 
infrastructure developments in progress today. It is the obligation of policy makers and all the stakeholders of 
climate action to concentrate more on research to develop systems that protect the planet and help deliver optimal 
social, environmental and economic outcomes. 
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ABSTRACT 
 “The infrastructure development level in Africa is taking an upward toll which is playing a major 
role in promoting growth and reducing poverty. Investments of billions of dollars are being put into 
infrastructure projects China leads with 23billion dollars. Acknowledging the Carbon footprint 
emission in building and construction which is approximately 40% due to the manufacturing process 
of cement, lime, and steel. There is a need to cultivate sustainable impacts on the built environment 
and adopt tools that impact climate change to compensate for the above. Generation of construction 
waste can be minimized at each stage from policymaking, planning and design, construction, 
occupancy of the building ( this entails the use of renewable energy, solid waste management based 
on building type, water treatment where possible, natural ventilation and lighting, etc.), 
maintenance, and demolition. Aside from recycling and reusing as a waste management practice, 
there is a need to prevent and reduce construction waste therefore implementing a system that will 
be able to maintain and improve best practices can maximize sustainable construction as well as 
create awareness among the public of its benefits to the environment.”  
 
Key words: Carbon footprint reduction, Environmental sustainability tools, Implementation of 
waste minimization plan, Sustainable construction waste management, Waste management policies 

 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This report outlines an agenda for carbon reduction with an emphasis on priority actions needed in construction, 
to educate future construction professionals on how to ensure sustainable practices during all phases of 
construction and to elicit a wider debate as a means of bringing more comprehensive and renewed discussions on 
this in the continent. Key strategies for achieving that goal include maintaining and improving a database of 
impacts and best practices case studies, increasing energy efficiency, reducing non-CO2 climate pollutants, and 
using nature and technology to remove carbon from the atmosphere. Advancing UN SDGs through Engineering 
and Technology in the framework of Climate Change adaptation approaches are themes being discussed all around 
the world. Evidence shows that the construction industry is responsible for high energy consumption, solid waste 
generation, global greenhouse emission, external and internal pollution, environmental damage, and resource 
depletion. A representation is as shown in Figure 1. 
 
From the world data representation and information, the direct industrial process of cement generates 3.6% CO2 
as a by-product, 7.2% energy-related emission from the manufacture of iron and steel, 10.9% emission in 
residential buildings from the generation of electricity for lighting, appliances, cooking, etc. and 6.6% emission 
from commercial buildings. Waste from landfills emits 1.9% when it decomposes. For this reason, sustainable 
building concepts are gaining popularity to serve as a standard to mitigate the environmental impact on both new 
and existing built environments. 

 
Figure 1: Representation of gas emission in different sectors 
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2.0 ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES 
 
Construction projects span the planning, design, construction, and maintenance phases and environmental 
considerations arise in all phases of the project delivery. The purpose of this discussion paper is to explore the 
environmental consequences of construction project practices, focusing on reducing carbon emissions. The 
environmentally sustainable practices discussed should be considered during each project's mitigation and 
environmental planning to reduce the adverse impacts on climate and provide beneficial environmental change. 
  
Developing sustainable practices from the initial stage of construction is important. This should be done at each 
phase of a project from policymaking through occupancy of the building, its operation, and maintenance, 
deconstruction, and demolition. Implementing a system that will be able to maintain and improve best practices 
can maximize sustainable development. In this context, managing the carbon footprint is implemented by 
eliminating it where possible or minimizing it where it is feasible. 
 
3.0 SUSTAINABLE PRACTICE IN SOUTH AFRICA 
 
The rapid development in developing countries, such as South Africa, has led to the generation of construction 
waste leading to high carbon emissions. Cape town authorities say buildings consume 38% of the city’s energy and 
generate 58% of its carbon emission. They aim to have all new city buildings carbon neutral by 2030. South Africa 
founded a Green Building Council in 2007, which officially launched its net zero building certification and 
announced the certification of the first four projects under its net zero pilot certification scheme. The scheme 
awards projects for completely neutralizing or positively redressing their environmental impacts under four 
categories; carbon, water, waste, and ecology. 
 
The GBCSA has successfully certified more than 500 buildings across South Africa and Africa. Each responds to 
their environment's unique characteristics, and their case studies provide insight into the relevance and 
advantages of building green. The initiative encourages and challenges African countries, property owners, and 
investors to reimagine how they design, build and operate their buildings by aiming to be net zero carbon, and 
working with the GBCSA to do so. 
 
Construction waste management is an essential aspect of sustainable building and green building practices. Going 
forward, African countries should push the construction industry towards holistic construction waste 
management based on the life cycle approach. The principle of the waste hierarchy is suggested as a holistic 
approach to managing waste. GETTING TO ZERO emphasizes that building energy use intensity is about one-third 
of current standard practice in South Africa. It advises on implementing and enforcing building energy regulations 
and mandatory performance standards for existing buildings, including ways to reduce the energy use intensity. 
Also, incentivizing or implementing citywide actions towards grid decarbonization and measures to reduce 
embodied emissions in buildings, with benchmarking of whole life cycle emissions through passive design, 
building simulation, and highly efficient active design/mechanical equipment and appliances. 
 
4.0 CASE STUDIES 
 
4.1 The City’s Manenberg contact Centre  

Achieved a four-star Green Star SA office design rating in July 2012. Some of the sustainable building 
features include the following: 

 
(a) A labor-intensive action method was selected to create jobs, and local community members were trained 

and employed to construct some of the walls of the contact office using sandbags. 
(b) The construction materials used were chosen for their ecological efficiency. 
(c) The building services include a variable refrigerant volume (VRV) heating and cooling system, which is fully 

mechanically ventilated with solar water heaters. 
(d) The civil and landscaped areas account for 81% of the site, with approximately 3100m2 of the site being 

landscaped with indigenous vegetation, which also helps minimize potable-water use for irrigation. 
(e) The lighting system is powered by PV panels and wind power. 
(f) The building is a great example of water-sensitive design and features numerous water-saving 

interventions, such as efficient water fittings and fixtures, a leak detection system, and alternative water 
sources, including rainwater, greywater, and blackwater. 

(g) It also features street art from the community. The hanging artwork adorning the public hall space was 
sourced from a local artist. 
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Figure 2: Manenburg Contact Centre 

 
5.0 THE BLOEMHOF BUILDING  
 
Achieved a four-star Green Star SA office design rating and a five-star Green Star SA office as-built rating. Its design 
promotes the use of natural light and maximizes views to the outside with curved facades. Sun louvers protect the 
curtain wall glazing from heat gain, and blinds ensure that suitable lighting levels are maintained. Smart lighting 
controls, motion sensors, and timers linked to the building management system have been installed to switch off 
when no motion is detected or to adjust the lighting according to the amount of daylight coming into the building. 
A 100 kWp solar PV system is installed on the roof and carport, which provides approximately 156 MWh of the 
building’s electricity needs per annum.  

 
A rooftop garden has been established using indigenous, water-wise plants that grow naturally in the area. The 
building design also includes a greywater recycling system to reduce potable water use for the flushing of toilets 
and urinals. The filtration process is fully automated and chemical-free. All furniture, fittings, finishes, and building 
fabric (paints, carpets, adhesives, composite wood products, sealants, etc.) were carefully selected to minimize 
emissions, and all timber products were either reused or certified with the Forest Stewardship Council. 

 
Figure 3: Electricity Services Head Office (BLOEMHOF) 

6.0 KEY STRATEGIES 
 
6.1 Phase I: Policymaking 
Integrating the UN Sustainable Development Goals such as SDG 9 which states, ‘Build resilient infrastructure, 
promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization, and SDG 7, ‘Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable 
and modern energy into a country’s initiative helps to achieve effective environment-friendly practices.  Among 
the policies should be Community-based planning and visioning where planning efforts around land use and 
community development acknowledge benefits that are energy efficiency, clean heat, and carbon-free renewable 
energy. 
 
Formulate policies that push the construction industry towards holistic sustainable practices. The policy should 
ensure that infrastructure development use resources efficiently, are designed for durability, longevity, and safety, 
and is designed for deconstruction and disassembly at end of life. For existing infrastructure, at end of its current 
use, it should be repurposed for new uses and if not, it should be demolition in a way that ensures maximum re-
use of materials, recycled or recovered. Form funds and a hub for innovative and cost-effective solutions by the 
government to enable the implementation and application of new and appropriate technology and build training 
capacity at institutional and professional levels.  
 
Formulate an inter-ministerial framework where partnerships are established across ministry departments and 
third parties to ensure synchronization of plans and to offer alternative options for upgrades. The legislative body 
in a country should ensure that the environment is not unduly harmed during the approval phase of a construction 
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project. It should also create Policy Regulations and measures that convert principles of sustainability in 
construction into operational practice. 
 
6.2 Phase II: Planning, design and procurement 
Sustainable Design seeks to reduce negative impacts on the environment, and the health and comfort of building 
occupants thereby improving building performance. The basic objective of sustainability is to optimize site 
potential, minimize non-renewable energy consumption, protect and conserve water, and optimize operational 
and maintenance practices. This creates a critical opportunity for the project team to consider and implement best 
environmental practices to impact climate change. A set of project standards as a project team can be created and 
applied that would assist sustainable design practice.  
 
Sustainable tools can be used to support decision-making regarding sustainable building principles, materials, and 
systems. It helps project personnel identify and prioritize cost-effective, sustainable strategies for projects. An 
intelligent model-based software such as BIM Modelling technology can be used as it includes data associated with 
physical and functional characteristics, and multi-collaboration among architects, engineers, and contractors from 
concept to construction heating, CO2 emission, annual energy usage, and equipment sizing requirements. Global 
warming results in increased electricity demand as cold weather requires HVAC systems for warmth and heat 
stress, providing air conditioning. Energy efficiency must therefore remain a top priority. The software also can 
be used to model surrounding buildings to simulate the effect of their shade on the design and therefore assist in 
determining ventilation and lighting areas promoting the use of natural light during building occupation hence 
reduction of non-renewable energy.   
 
Quantify all carbon-emitting and carbon-reducing options to comply with the zero-carbon building. Evaluate the 
carbon-reducing impact of exported energy. 
 
All construction projects generate waste. This can be in the form of builders’ rubble, hazardous waste or general 
plastic litter and food waste from the workers on site, and waste generated during occupancy. A waste 
management plan should be developed that will detail the sources of waste, types of waste, methods of disposal 
as well as the condition of the waste to be reused or recycled on-site hence determining avoidable and unavoidable 
waste. It should also state the responsibilities of each site member in implementing the waste management plan 
and the savings achieved due to the plan.  When procuring, plan for materials that do not harm the environment, 
and ecological efficiency. 
 
6.3 Phase III: Construction 
The construction phase of any project will produce the greatest impact on minimizing waste produced. There are 
several issues that a Contractor needs to be aware of onsite such as access to water, site clearance, earthworks, 
drainage, revegetation, and waste disposal. These issues and appropriate environmental procedures should be 
detailed in the construction phase of the environmental management plan. The waste hierarchy has been proven 
to be the best option that creates less impact on the environment. The top priorities of the hierarchy are prevention 
and the 3Rs which are reduce, re-use, and recycle. The least priority is disposal which includes landfilling and 
incineration. 

 
Figure 4: Waste management hierarchy 

 

Prevention

Re-use

Recycle

Recover

Disposal
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Prevention: Prevention provides financial benefits as it reduces the excess purchase of materials and ensures 
proper storage and handling of materials to minimize damage/waste materials. Materials should be ordered to 
match construction schedules to avoid the possibility of them being damaged during storage. Segregation is 
another method that can be used to prevent or reduce construction waste. It is implemented at the source whereby 
waste is segregated into specific types of materials to increase the potential for reuse, and recycling and indirectly 
reduce the disposal to landfills.  
 
Re-use: The construction materials generated should be re-used on site or salvaged for re-use to the greatest 
extent possible. Reuse of construction waste generated from renovation and demolition activities using the 
deconstruction method is highly recommended. Topsoil can be used for landscaping, Formwork can be used 
repeatedly before disposal, and aggregate and concrete waste from hacking activities can be used for embarkment 
around the site. Vegetation clearance to be reused for mulch. Bricks and tiles can be crushed and used as a base in 
road construction.   
  
Reduce: Ensuring that construction materials are ordered according to needs to prevent oversupply on-site and 
ensure proper storage and handling of construction materials to minimize the generation of damaged 
materials/waste. Reduce packaging by ordering materials in bulk.  
 
 Recycle Other waste materials that cannot be reused directly could be transformed into new products through 
recycling. Place recycling bins around the site, enabling the collection of different waste materials like wood, metal, 
and hacked concrete. Wood can be used to make landscaping pellets, animal bedding, garden mulch, and fuel. Metal 
can be recycled to produce new metal as this uses less energy than producing metals from scratch. Certain plastics 
can be recycled to produce new plastic. Crushed glass can be reconstituted or used in aggregate, concrete, and 
insulation. Cardboard and paper can be reconstituted or shredded to make insulation and animal bedding.  
 
Disposal should only be considered as the ultimate alternative. The waste is divided into different types:  
 Inert waste such as concrete, asphalt, bricks, stones, and soil. It makes up most of the construction, demolition, 

and excavation waste. It is neither chemically nor biologically reactive and will not decompose  
 Non-hazardous waste is any waste that does not cause harm to others or the environment this includes plastic 

glass and metal 
 Hazardous waste such as asbestos require specialized handling 
 
Understanding waste types allows you to separate and correctly label what is left so that they can be removed 
safely and legally. At the end of this phase, perform a waste audit to determine the amount of waste generated and 
adjust future project acquisitions accordingly. The audit should sort waste into categories, record the quantity of 
waste in each category and look at the type and amount of waste generated throughout the different stages of the 
project.  
 
6.4    Phase IV: Occupancy of the building 
Although sustainability practices during the design and construction phases of buildings are a significant action, a 
targeted decrease in the negative impact of construction activities against nature has not been fully achieved yet. 
Some researchers emphasize the lack of adaptation of environmentally oriented approaches in the occupation of 
a building due to certain barriers such as lack of knowledge by owners, affordability issues, and lack of awareness 
about sustainability by owners. 
 
Despite existing awareness about global warming or environmental problems, most people fail to act in an 
environmentally responsible way. It can be concluded that sustainable buildings create high awareness about 
sustainability subject on occupants and through this awareness, more environmentally responsible behaviors are 
exhibited. To prevent misunderstanding of sustainability and sustainable building issues, more focus on 
informative training and regular control over sustainability scores of buildings may be supportive actions that 
should consider. 
 
Management of solid waste generated during occupancy should emphasize more environmental solutions to 
achieve and maintain long-term sustainability goals that cover occupancy. The project team should design the 
building with efficient waste management systems based on building type, geography, occupancy, and other 
special circumstances of each building and its occupants. 
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6.0 CONCLUSION 
 
As sustainability is a global issue, the opportunities in practicing sustainable construction methods throughout the 
life cycle of a building are intricately associated with many elements. Law enforcement is important to ensure that 
sustainable construction can be imposed and is required at an early phase. Integration of multi-disciplinary 
stakeholders during the planning and design stage is crucial to managing a construction project. Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) is a tool that enables all the stakeholders to work in an integrated environment. BIM 
can be used as a complete process for transferring a set of data to achieve interoperability throughout the life cycle 
of a building. Technology adoption through such methods as BIM can positively improve productivity and 
sustainable construction processes.  
 
Public awareness coupled with continuous monitoring and assessment of best practices should be implemented. 
This will indirectly decrease non-resilient infrastructure implementation and provide a database of an impact that 
should be aligned with the national agenda and global trends. 
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